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Abstract

The goal of standardisation in open agent systems is to facilitate interoperabil-
ity between heterogenous agents. This has been the motivation for developing a
standard Agent Communication Language (ACL). Experience has shown that de-
velopers will adopt their own solutions when the standard ACL does not fit their
needs, resulting in a dialect which is not understood in open systems. We contend
that there is a need for a standard way of specifying semantics rather than a stan-
dard ACL. Our solution is to develop a specification language for ACLs which will
allow developers to create their own languages in a standard way.
In particular this thesis describes:

• A computational model for multi-agent systems which can represent the ob-
servable social states of the system including the mental attitudes expressed
through communication.

• An agent communication framework which allows agent communication to
be given a high level declarative semantics which is grounded in the compu-
tational model and hence verifiable in open systems.

• A specification language for ACLs which allows an ACL to be written and
given a semantics in terms of observable social states.

• The use of an existing model checking algorithm to verify compliance with
an ACL and to verify properties of protocols.

• The application of the theory developed to some common scenarios; in par-
ticular, to verify game theoretic properties for a protocol.

The type of ACL specification language presented here could form the basis of
a standard, leading to interoperability in open systems. By providing a standard
mapping between an ACL specification and the semantics it defines for an ACL,
we make it possible for designers (or ultimately agents themselves) to share their
specifications and to understand foreign ACLs.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In the future many services currently performed by humans will be performed by
software programs on the Internet. These programs are what we callagents. It is
conceivable that travel agencies, video rental stores and banking could all be im-
plemented with greater efficiency and at a lower cost by agents. There will also
be many new services on offer, for example apersonalagent (owned by a user)
could be continuously roaming the Internet seeking out information and services
of interest to the user. We can envisage a large community of agents roaming the
Internet, each with their own goals, acting on behalf of their owners. Many com-
mercial companies will contribute to the development of this community so the
design of all agents will not be identical. However, they will have to communi-
cate to negotiate deals, find information and generally cooperate. Such a group
of agents will need a commonly understoodlanguage: a lingua francafor agents.
The actions agents take on behalf of their owners have effects in the real world;
they may engage in financial transactions or enter legally binding contracts. Agent
owners will require that certain rules are in force so that guarantees can be made
about the contracts an agent can enter; this also is a concern of the communication
language. This thesis describes how such languages can be specified.

1.1 Agents in Artificial Intelligence

Within the field of Artificial Intelligence (AI) is the field of Distributed Artificial
Intelligence (DAI) which is itself composed of (Nwana, 1996):

• Distributed Problem Solving (DPS)

• Parallel Artificial Intelligence

• Multi-Agent Systems (MAS)

9



1.1. Agents in Artificial Intelligence 10

In the case of the first two, distributed entities are necessarily cooperating to solve
some problem (Ferber, 1989). In multi-agent systems individual agents may be
competing (Sandholm, 1996) or cooperating (Ferber and Drogoul, 1992).

We use the termagentsto refer to software programs which have some degree
of autonomyand which can bedelegatedto perform certain tasks. Ideally agents
should be sufficiently intelligent to be able to anticipate, adapt and actively seek
ways to support human users (Bradshaw et al., 1997). The notion generally car-
ries connotations of some anthropomorphic entity, a human-like helper who can go
about tasks without needing constant directions from the human user. Continuing
with the anthropomorphic analogy, it is common to adopt the intentional stance
both in the analysis and design of agents. This means attributing mental attitudes
includingbelief, desireandintentionto the agents. Many agent architectures fea-
ture explicit representations of these attitudes (Rao and Georgeff, 1992). It is not
necessary for an agent to have human level intelligence to justify the attribution
of human level mental abstractions to it (McCarthy, 1990). A system of less than
human intelligence may be sufficiently complex that the attribution of intentions
and desires to it is the easiest way to view it.

The difference between the notion of an agent and the more general notion of a
software program is the higher level of abstraction at which agents are viewed.
Agents differ from Object Oriented programming, AI, and distributed comput-
ing because they can be delegated high level tasks and will carry them out au-
tonomously (Wooldridge and Jennings, 1996). The agent programming paradigm
is at a higher level than object oriented programming as code is encapsulated in
agents. One of the goals of multi-agent systems research is to facilitate the dele-
gation of human level tasks to agents and to have human level interaction among
agents so that agents could be seen as our electronic counterparts.

Social interactions are central to the idea of multi-agent systems. In most systems
no single agent has all the knowledge or skills to complete its task, so it will re-
quire cooperation from other agents. This in turn requires a commonly understood
communication language. Since agents are high level objects we expect them to
communicate at a high level, with a language sufficiently expressive to capture
human level mental attitudes. We need an artificial language appropriate for arti-
ficially intelligent entities. It is also relevant to talk about issues of sincerity and
trust in agent communication since the agents may be competing to achieve their
individual goals. Social structures may also be needed: agents may occupy certain
roles in the society, with associated relationships of power and obligation; agents
may need to represent these social structures (d’Inverno et al., 1997) in order to
record the social relations that hold between them.

Multi-agent systems is an interdisciplinary field of research which encompasses
research on individual agents as well as research on societies and group behaviour;
a comprehensive account is given byFerber(1995). Research on individual agents
draws on many fields including knowledge representation and planning, neural

10



11 Chapter 1. Introduction

adaptivity Changes its behaviour based on experiences.
anthropomorphism Behaves like a human. A society of agents can simi-

larly be thought of as being akin to a human society.
autonomy Operates on its own, without human guidance.
character Believable personality and possibly emotional state

(relevant in human computer interaction).
continuity Continuously running process rather than a one off

computation.
cooperativity Cooperates with other agents to share resources, re-

solve conflicts or collectively solve problems.
interactivity Communicates with humans and/or other agents.

mobility Can transport itself to another site in a network.
proactivity Takes initiatives to satisfy goals.
rationality Works out (intelligently) how to achieve goals.
reactivity Responds to changes in environment.

reflectivity Exhibits self awareness by introspection of its own
internal state.

Table 1.1: Some Agent Characteristics (Mamdani, 1997).

networks, fuzzy logic and genetic algorithms. New issues arise when these tech-
nologies are applied to agents. For example, the problem of planning for an agent
whose architecture is based on beliefs, desires and intentions when the agent is
situated in a dynamic environment where strategies may need to be altered. The
anthropomorphic nature of agents means that psychology and cognitive science are
also relevant. Research on agent societies and group behaviour includes research
on social relations between agents, notions of power, trust, norms and institutions
(Singh, 1999; Artikis et al., 2001). These considerations go hand in hand with an
agent communication language since it is the messages exchanged that will mod-
ify social relations according to the conventions of a society. Linguistics, sociology
and legal systems have analysed aspects of human social behaviour and these can
provide valuable insights for agent societies.

Agents are an attractive programming metaphor because they allow us to deal with
high level tasks and human level mental abstractions such as beliefs, desires and
intentions as well as social abstractions like commitment. In order to mathemati-
cally prove properties of such systems we must be aware of the underlying com-
putational processes. This thesis makes a contribution towards bridging the gap
between the high level abstractions provided by agents and the low level computa-
tional processes which implement them.

11



1.2. Agent Communication 12

1.2 Agent Communication

In a typical multi-Agent system the knowledge and functionality of the system is
distributed among the constituent agents. Agents must have methods for sharing
knowledge and taking advantage of each others capabilities as needed. It would
not be feasible for every agent to have complete knowledge of the entire system,
nor to have all possible capabilities. In order to cooperate effectively agents need
to have standardised methods for exploiting each others resources. When an agent
desires to achieve a goal which it cannot satisfy alone, it needs to be able to find an
agent (or agents) which may be able to help and a method by which it can expect to
get that help. That is, it must communicate its needs using a standardised language
and the recipient must be able to understand the request, and respond appropriately.
The language used needs to be sufficiently expressive to allow agents to transmit
complex information and goals, possibly programming each other (Genesereth and
Ketchpel, 1994). Some agent communication languages have already been devel-
oped but none has been widely adopted as a standard.

One of the key questions in agent communication is how to describe themeaning
of a communication: in other words whatsemantic definitiondo we use. Consider,
for example, a simple commercial transaction; one agent sends arequest(price of
x) message to another agent, what does this mean?1 Some would say it means that
the senderdesiresto knowthe price ofx. Some would say it means that the receiver
must reply with either a “don’t know” or “ the price of x is 4”. It is the contention
of this thesis that the meaning can be best described asan expressed desire of the
sender to know the price of x. These three approaches to semantic definition are
described in the following paragraphs.

Mental Approach: The first wave of research in agent communication used the
mental attitudes of the agents as a basis for describing the semantics of communi-
cation. This approach arose from work whose original aim was to develop a the-
ory of human intention (Cohen and Levesque, 1990); it was later applied to agent
communication (Cohen and Levesque, 1995). There are other closely related ap-
proaches (Labrou and Finin, 1994). Essentially the semantics of a communication
is described in terms of the beliefs, desires and intentions of the communicating
agents. As a simple example, if a speaker makes arequestfor directions, this ap-
proach would describe the meaning as the speaker’sdesire to knowthe direction.
Semantics of these mental attitudes is given in terms of the possible states of the
world (modal logic), given the agent’s current mental state. The theory assumes
that agents can deduce the implications of all their beliefs; in practise this may
not be possible because of computational limitations (Wooldridge, 1992). These
semantics are also not grounded in a computational model; i.e. it is not clear how
the modal logic relates to the computational processes implementing the agents. A

1We are only concerned with thewrapper language here: therequestpart; we do not deal with
thecontentlanguage.

12



13 Chapter 1. Introduction

further difficulty relates to the assumed sincerity of participants; i.e. the semantics
does not account for a situation where an agent might lie and not really hold the
mental attitude described by the semantics.

Behavioural Approach: The second approach defined semantics behaviourally:
an ordered sequence of message sending was described by means of a finite state
diagram (Akkermans et al., 1998) also called a conversation policy (Greaves et al.,
2001). The meaning of a communication was defined behaviourally in the context
of a conversation in that only certain responses were deemed appropriate. This
was attractive from an implementation point of view since it was easy to ensure
that agents followed the prescribed sequences of messages; i.e. there was a very
direct relationship between the theory and the implemented system. The main
criticism of this approach is that it is too low level, agents should not be treated
as simple communicating objects following a predefined behaviour diagram. Such
predefined behaviours would constrain the autonomy of the agent excessively. As
a human, if we are asked for directions to the nearest shop, we infer the desire
of the speaker. We would assume that the speaker desires to purchase something
there, and therefore we would not be likely to direct them to a shop which we
know to be shut. This kind of inference is only possible if we understand the
meaning of the request at a high level. If a request means nothing more than the
appropriate responses (we must respond with the answer or a refusal) then higher
level reasoning is not possible.

Social Approach: More recently a third approach has taken a social perspective
on communication (Singh, 2000) and recognises the importance of context. The
semantics of a communication can be described in terms of the change it causes in
the social relations existing between the conversational participants. For example
it may create or modify commitments. This avoids the problems of previous ap-
proaches and is more in line with theories of human communication which recog-
nise that communicative actions have their origins in social practices (Clark, 1996,
p. 139). The approach of this thesis takes a social perspective and also introduces
the notion ofexpressed mental attitudesto describe what is conventionally ex-
pressed by a communication without assuming sincerity of the speaker. A speaker
may express an attitude without necessarily having that attitude internally. These
social meanings are at a high level, such that theexpressed desireof the speaker in
theshop-queryexample above could be recognised.

1.3 The Open Agent Society

An open agent society is one where the constituent agents may be developed and
owned by different individuals or organisations who may have conflicting interests.
Hence the internals (i.e. program and state) of agents are not public and so notions
of trust and deception are relevant. It is proposed that such systems will be used in
scenarios where legally binding contracts (with effects in the real world) are made.

13
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Agents will also engage in financial transactions on behalf of their owners; for ex-
ample, they may be required to pay for the services of other agents (Genesereth
and Ketchpel, 1994). Therefore there must be an explicit delegation of responsi-
bility from a human or an organisation responsible legally for the agent’s actions
(Mamdani and Pitt, 2000). Not surprisingly, agent owners can be expected to be
reluctant to delegate tasks involving potentially detrimental outcomes to an agent
unless they can be assured that the system has certain desirable properties. For ex-
ample, does the system guarantee that my agent will not be discriminated against
in favour of a competing agent? Or that my competitor cannot benefit by lying to
my agent? Or that I get the optimal price? It may be impossible to guarantee the
most desirable outcomes for all participants, but the system should be at least as
good as the best non-agent alternative. The best alternatives are real market mech-
anisms. Self interested rational agents in an open society can be treated in much
the same way as humans playing games or participating in markets. Solutions from
game theory and economics (Binmore, 1992) allow us to designmechanisms for
interactionswhich have the properties we desire.

A mechanism for an interaction is a set of rules by which the interaction will be
conducted. A good example is given byRosenschein and Zlotkin(1994) in relation
to airport landing charges. Airplanes are coming to land at an airport and must enter
a queue awaiting a free runway. The airplanes report how much fuel they have
remaining to the control tower and planes with less fuel are promoted in the queue.
It is in the interest of planes to land early as they will expend less fuel circling in
the queue and their passengers will not be delayed. Thus it is in the interest of
the pilot of a plane to under-report the amount of fuel remaining. To discourage
this practice the ground crew will check the fuel level when the plane lands to
determine if the pilot was truthful. However, this is difficult to determine since the
plane will have used some fuel after the last report and in landing. The amount
used is not easily determined and may be weather dependent. Thus it becomes a
game between airline and airport to under-report just enough not to be caught out.
Game theorists would propose the design of a mechanism in this scenario such that
all airplanes would pay a tax on landing and that tax would be greater for planes
landing earlier. In the case of planes landing very late the airport might be the
one to pay the airline. The tax would be set at a rate just high enough to cancel
the benefit of landing early. Thus it would not be in the interest of the airlines to
under-report their fuel. Such a mechanism would be calledincentive compatible
since the players have an incentive to tell the truth. An additional benefit of such
a mechanism is that players will not waste valuable resources with airlines trying
to determine the maximum level of under-reporting they can get away with and
airports trying to determine who is under-reporting.

In agent systems we usually call this type of mechanism aprotocol. It is a set of
“public rules by which agents will come to agreements” (Rosenschein and Zlotkin,
1994). When participating in a protocol, individual agents will use privatestrate-
gies. The protocol can be designed to influence the optimal strategy of the partici-
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15 Chapter 1. Introduction

pating agents; for example if the protocol has the property ofincentive compatibil-
ity then it will be optimal for the agent strategy to take the actions that the protocol
designer is intending to induce. In the airplane landing scenario the mechanism
was designed to induce truth telling. Many mechanisms for interactions have been
researched in economics, for example designing auctions to induce an optimal out-
come for the seller (Vickrey, 1961; Myerson, 1981). A lot of work has also been
done on applying this work to problems in agent systems.Sandholm(1996) has
done work on the high level protocols required for self-interested computationally
limited agents to negotiate. If we have designed a protocol for agent interactions,
how should we write it down? Could we write it down in some language that an
agent could read? In the human world, a person who has never been at an auction
can read the rules in a book and can then go and participate. Any observer at the
auction can determine if any participant in the auction is not following the rules.
How can we do this in the agent world?

To specify a protocol for agents we need a formal language; natural language is too
ambiguous. Given that we develop such a formal language, how can we guarantee
that a system of agents using a protocol does indeed have the desired properties?
Such guarantees are important to agent owners who may delegate a task to an agent
and also to agent designers who will design the agents’ strategies. For example,
if truth telling is proved to be optimal, then the agent designer need not consider
deceptive strategies. The mechanism must be specified publicly in the form of a
protocol with a procedure for carrying out mathematical proofs so that all partic-
ipants can verify its properties for themselves. There must also be some means
of enforcement so that rogue agents will not be permitted to damage the system’s
properties. This requires a method for determining if agents are not following the
protocol rules.

At a higher level than the individual protocols in a system, we may need certain
global rules possibly enforced by institutions which would ensure that the agent so-
ciety does not become dysfunctional. These rules could be analogous to the social
conventions mandating politeness and helpfulness in the human world. These con-
cerns are inherently tied to a communication language, as with human languages
where many of the conventions of society are present in the language.

“One can think of the complicated system of laws and conventions as
a kind of social engineering, intended to produce certain behaviour
among people. We are interested in social engineering for machines.”
(Rosenschein and Zlotkin, 1994)

1.4 Mathematical Tools

In order to formally analyse and reason about multi-agent systems we need a pre-
cise mathematical description of every component of the system including the com-
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1.4. Mathematical Tools 16

munication language. This thesis avoids the types of ungrounded logics used in the
first agent communication languages (described in section1.2); instead it uses well
established theories of computation to develop a grounded framework within which
higher level aspects (such as mental attitudes expressed by agents) can be specified.

Agents on the internet will engage in many different e-commerce applications and
different applications will need different languages and protocols. This is analo-
gous to language use in the human world where conventions are different in court-
houses, auction houses or normal conversation. Therefore this thesis focuses on
developing a framework rather than a single language. The framework provides
a specification language within which an agent communication language can be
written. The specification language provides a well defined meaning for a com-
munication language. In much the same way as a compiler converts a high level
program into executable code, the specification language converts the communi-
cation language into a function which an agent can use at run time to interpret
messages (see figure1.1). The mathematical description of this converter is given
by denotational semantics.

Specification Language
(Standard across all domains)

Incoming
Message

Agent Code Agent Code

Language for
Banking Agents

Language for
Travel Agents

Language for
Legal Agents

Agent Code

Interpretation of
Message

in Banking Domain

Interpretation of
Message

in Legal Domain

Interpretation of
Message

in Travel Domain

Figure 1.1: Application Specific Languages Using a Standard Specification Lan-
guage.

To mathematically prove that certain properties hold for agent systems we need
to examine the low level details of their implementation. A multi-Agent system
may be implemented by computers running several agent programs in parallel.
Mathematical proofs of properties of systems of concurrently executing computer
programs are provided by computing theories. We formally treat an agent program
as a reactive program.

16



17 Chapter 1. Introduction

“A reactive system is a system that maintains an ongoing interaction
with its environment, as opposed to computing some value on termi-
nation.” (Manna and Pnueli, 1995)

Verifying compliance for reactive programs is done by temporal verification, using
a linear temporal logic to specify a desired property of the program.

These theoretical tools will allow us to prove that properties hold for a system of
agents.

1. As an agent designer we can verify that an agent’s code complies with the
rules specified by the language.

2. As an agent system administrator we can observe a history of transactions
in our system and determine if any agent is not following the public rules
specified by the language.

3. As a protocol designer we can determine the set of possible outcomes for a
system of agents which complies with the rules of our protocol. If all the
outcomes in the set satisfy a certain property then we have proved that the
protocol has that property. Properties to be proved can be those developed for
mechanisms in economics, for example incentive compatibility as described
in the previous section.

4. An agent designer can design a private strategy for an agent participating in
a protocol. It will then be possible to determine the set of possible outcomes
for that agent provided that it is operating in a system of compliant agents.
Finally properties can be proved for this set of outcomes; for example that
all outcomes are optimal.

1.5 Contribution of this Thesis

The contribution of this thesis is in the area of formal tools to specify, analyse and
reason about multi-agent systems with particular emphasis on agent communica-
tion languages (ACLs). In detail the contributions are as follows:

• A critical analysis of existing ACLs (with particular attention to application
in open systems) which allows a set of requirements to be drawn up for a
language for use in open systems.

• A computational model for multi-agent systems which can represent the ob-
servable states of the system.

• A rich description of social states usingexpressed mental attitudes, com-
mitments, role relationships and state variables. The states are grounded in

17



1.5. Contribution of this Thesis 18

the computational model and hence the framework shows that agent com-
munication can be given a high level semantics which is verifiable if social
phenomena are used.

• A protocol specification method which uses information in the social state
to control the flow of a conversation. This is more efficient than the more
traditional finite state description of a protocol where each unique state must
be enumerated.

• A general framework within which agent communication languages can be
specified and several different notions of verification can be defined. This
leads on to an analysis of what types of verification are possible given lim-
ited information, with particular attention to an open system where agent
internals may not be accessible.

• A more specialised framework for specifying verifiable languages in an open
system. The framework is based on a specification language for ACLs which
allows semantics to be defined as a change in the observable state of the
system. Since the specification language allows for different ACLs to be
used in different applications it could be a useful basis for a standard. That
is, the specification language would be standardised and any ACL could be
plugged in.

• A language for specifying the social conventions for a system, i.e. the
changes induced in social relations by communication. A further language is
provided for specifying the semantics of social relations. This allows agents
to communicate commitments and gives them social awareness. This could
be used for the formal specification of norms and institutions, though this
thesis does not investigate these topics, it provides the low level formalism
which could facilitate their specification.

• A method for publicly specifying the inference rules which a socially aware
agent is expected to use; these are specified in a procedural fashion which is
easily implemented. This simple mechanistic approach avoids the problem
of logical omniscience associated with more traditional approaches.

• The application of a model checking algorithm to verify compliance with the
ACL and to prove properties of protocols.

• A development method for ACLs which is demonstrated by specifying an
ACL which includes semantics for all the major categories of communicative
acts and some common protocols.

• A demonstration of the application of game theoretic concepts to the speci-
fication and analysis of protocols for multi-agent systems.

18



19 Chapter 1. Introduction

• The formal framework provides a step towards bridging the gap between the
high level abstractions provided by agents and the low level computational
processes which implement them. In particular, it provides a specification
for the low level implementations.

This thesis is not trying to advance game theory, social engineering, philosophy of
language, program semantics or verification of programs. Instead its purpose is to
show how all these can be used to solve the problem of specifying languages for
agent systems. This thesis is one contribution towards the vision of an open agent
society described at the beginning of this chapter.

1.6 Some Open Questions

The thesis focuses on the external specifications for an agent system; these are
the public rules governing communication. It does not devote much attention to
discussing how agents might be built to operate in such systems (although some
example agents are given). The private inferences an agent makes upon receiv-
ing a communication and the agent’s strategy for selecting new messages to send
are left open by the proposed languages. It is easy to imagine a human agent de-
signer being able to inspect a published language and then to design an agent to
use the language. However it is not so easy to imagine how an agent itself might
inspect a specification for a language and come up with a strategy for using the
language. This is the “holy grail” of interoperability for open systems of hetero-
geneous agents: sharing protocols and languages and knowing how to use them
without any intervention on the part of a human. Given that we have a high level
semantics for communicative acts, it should be possible for agents to formulate
their own strategies for use with new protocols or languages. To do this we need
to make our agents understand something of the human level of the meaning of
communication. We run into some of the real problems in artificial intelligence
here; more on this can be found in chapter8. Some of the open questions in-
clude how best to specify the meaning of individual messages, how to represent an
agent’s internal state and how to specify social relations (norms and institutions for
example).

1.7 Thesis Outline

Here is a brief overview of the material presented in each of the following chapters:

Chapter 2is a literature review beginning with research on human communication
including conversation analysis (Sacks, 1972) and speech acts (Searle, 1965). The
insights gained from human communication are the main inspiration for the frame-
work developed in the next chapter; in particular we try to emulate the rich context
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which is built up as a human conversation progresses and is exploited by the partic-
ipants to convey their meaning efficiently. We also bear in mind the social nature
of communication and the fact that it is based on a system of conventions. The re-
mainder reviews research on agent communication languages including languages
based on mental attitudes, behaviour based languages and languages taking a so-
cial perspective. The chapter evaluates various ACLs and their various approaches
to semantic definition, coming up with desiderata for a good definition. The most
promising approach found is that ofSingh(2000).

Chapter 3develops a general agent communication framework within which var-
ious different notions of verification can be discussed. The framework is used
to see how verification is possible with various different languages. The chapter
then identifies a more specialised framework for use in open systems where agent
internals are not accessible. It is this specialised framework which is used in the
remainder of the thesis. The framework features an explicit representation of social
context and uses a multi-variable state representation for protocols.

Chapter 4presents the four languages on which the framework relies. The main
body of the chapter is devoted to the specification language for ACLs. Much of
the material in this section is a revision of material published inGuerin and Pitt
(2001). A familiarity with denotational semantics is beneficial here, a brief intro-
duction is provided in the chapter, but a more comprehensive introduction can be
found in Schmidt’s book (Schmidt, 1986, chapters 1 through 5). The other lan-
guages include a language for social relations, a language for agent programs and
a language of temporal logic. These last two languages being summarised from
Manna and Pnueli(1995).

Chapter 5demonstrates the verification methods outlined in chapter 3 by proving
some properties for a simple system of communicating agents. A model checking
verification algorithm is used. This makes use of the theory of temporal verification
for reactive systems (Manna and Pnueli, 1995), some of which is summarised in
the chapter, a more comprehensive account can be found in Manna and Pnueli’s
second book (Manna and Pnueli, 1995, chapter 0).

Chapter 6presents an ACL specified within the framework of the thesis. The ACL
includes semantics for all the major categories of speech acts and some common
protocols. This is not an attempt to design definitive ACL, it is the contention of
this thesis that such an undertaking is not feasible as different applications will
need different ACLs. This chapter shows how ACLs can be specified in a modular
fashion so that the specification of useful, flexible communication primitives sim-
plifies the task of protocol design. It also shows how social facts can be used in
protocol design to describe the protocol state.

Chapter 7discusses the application of game theoretic results to protocol design
and gives an example of how useful properties can be specified and proved for a
system of ACL compliant agents following a protocol. In an open agent system we
cannot force the agents to adopt a particular architecture or to make their strategies
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21 Chapter 1. Introduction

public, but we can design protocols so that it is in the agents’ own interest to behave
as we desire.

Chapter 8concludes and outlines areas of future work. It includes a discussion of
how agents might be built to understand new languages without the intervention of
a human user. We also describe tools which would be useful for the development
and analysis of agent systems.
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Chapter 2

Agent Communication Languages:
Problems and Requirements

This is a literature review analysing many existing approaches to semantic defini-
tion and protocol specification for an agent communication language.

2.1 Introduction

As mentioned in the previous chapter, this thesis is concerned with developing a
framework within which an Agent Communication Language (ACL) can be speci-
fied. To this end we will begin by reviewing existing approaches to the specification
of ACLs. The starting point for most ACL has been a review of approaches to the
analysis of human communication. The main issue in the design of an ACL is what
semantic definition to use; i.e. how to characterise the meaning of an utterance; so
it makes sense to see how we can characterise the meaning of human utterances
and this is investigated in section2.2. We then look at the analysis of human con-
versations in section2.3. We find from these analyses the importance ofconvention
in language. In section2.4 we give an overview of two existing ACLs to analyse
the general features of ACLs. Section2.5 takes a more detailed look at the ways
in which semantics can be specified. Section2.6 looks at protocol specification.
Finally in section2.7we come up with some criteria for a good ACL.

2.2 Analysis of Isolated Utterances in Human Communi-
cation

Here we review some approaches to the analysis of isolated utterances, in particu-
lar: speech acts. This is a good starting point for specifying agent communication
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23 Chapter 2. Agent Communication Languages: Problems and Requirements

and these approaches form the basis for most of the theories of agent communica-
tion.

2.2.1 Performative Utterances

Austin identifies certain utterances that are performing an action by virtue of being
spoken (Austin, 1962), for example:

“I hereby name this ship the Queen Elizabeth.”

Such utterances are called “performatives”. Austin describes performatives as:

1. Straightforward utterances, with ordinary verbs in the first person present
singular indicative active.

2. Utterances which could not be true or false.

3. Utterances that are doing something rather than just saying something.

The examples of performatives given in Austin’s writings suggest a slightly differ-
ent intuition behind the notion of a what is a performative. The second criterion is
perhaps overstated. Austin gives an example of a “low type” snatching the bottle at
a naming ceremony and saying “I name this ship the Generalissimo Stalin”. This
utterance is clearly false, the ship is not thereby named “Generalissimo Stalin”. A
performative utterance has a true or false nature and will be true when performed
successfully. The point meant by the second criterion is that it makes more sense
to talk about whether or not it was successfully performed than about whether it is
true or false. The third criterion can also benefit from some elucidation. We have
seen that a performative utterance may not in fact be doing that which it explicitly
states and on the other hand non-performative utterances may also be doing some-
thing. Anything spoken is also doing something, it may be merely making some
fact public, but that is doing something, information has been passed to the listen-
ers. The distinguishing feature of a performative is that it explicitly states what it
primarily intends to achieve. So the utterance “I feel cold” would not constitute
a performative utterance, although one could infer the intention of the speaker to
declare that he feels cold, and one could report that the speaker declared that he
felt cold, the utterance is not explicit about this being its primary purpose. The
performative version of this utterance is “I hereby declare that I feel cold”.

2.2.2 Illocutionary Acts

Austin encounters some problems distinguishing between performatives and other
utterances, for example “I am sorry” can be a statement or can be used in place of
“I apologise” which is clearly a performative. He also observes that statements are
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also doing something. This leads on to an analysis of the act of saying something,
which Austin calls a locutionary act. A locution is simply a physical utterance. The
illocutionary act describes the way in which the locution was used; for example,
if the physical utterance was used to ask a question, then questioning is the illo-
cutionary act. The pragmatic results (e.g. conveying of an intention) of a physical
utterance or locution is called the illocution. The perlocutionary act describes the
effect of the illocutionary act on the hearer; for example, if the illocutionary act
was arguing, and if the hearer was convinced, then the perlocutionary act is an act
of convincing. Note that a locution does not define a unique illocution.

An analysis of illocutionary acts can proceed by looking at those sentences where
the illocutionary act in use is made explicit. There are “explicit performative verbs”
which can be used to make explicit what act is being performed. For example “I
promise” can only be a promise. An analysis of explicit performative verbs would
be a help to identifying the forces of various utterances. Austin has produced a
taxonomy of performative verbs. This taxonomy collects those performative verbs
that deliver averdict(acquit, hold, calculate, describe), theexercitivesthat state that
something is to be so (order, command, direct, advise), those thatcommitone to
a course of action (promise, guarantee, covenant), those thatexpoundsome view
(clarify, emphasise, answer) and those that are related tobehaviour(apologise,
thank, dare, protest). There is no clear principle on which these are constructed
(Searle, 1979); certain sets of acts have been grouped because they share some
feature, but there is a lot of overlap; for example, describe appears as a verdictive
and an expositive. In the next section we will see how Searle improves on this
taxonomy.

2.2.3 Searle’s Taxonomy Of Illocutionary Acts

Unlike Austin’s, Searle’s taxonomy does not categorise verbs themselves, but il-
locutionary acts using the verbs, since many of the verbs can be used in different
acts. Searle analyses twelve different dimensions along which illocutionary acts
vary (shown in table2.1) and then groups together those acts which occupy the
same position in each dimension (Searle, 1979). Searle’s taxonomy is shown in ta-
ble2.2. An assertive declaration at once describes the state of the world and effects
a change in it; for example: the umpire says the ball is out. Searle has built his
taxonomy about the first three dimensions:

Searle’s “psychological state expressed” dimension seems to be the most useful.
Many acts can be grouped according to the mental attitude they refer to. This
shows that a taxonomy of illocutionary acts must go hand in hand with some model
of the mind. An illocutionary act affects something in the mind of the hearer, how
we describe the effect of an act then depends on how we model a mind. The
first dimension, “Illocutionary point” seems a bit broad for a single dimension; it
is clearly not a dimension along which different speech acts vary independently
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Dimension Example

Illocutionary point some acts try to get the hearer to do something, some
try to state something, some try to promise something.

Direction of fit A speech act may be trying to fit its words to the world
(e.g. state a fact) or to make the world match its words
(e.g. request or command).

Psychological state
expressed

Some speech acts deal with belief (assert), others with
desires (request), intentions (promise), pleasure (con-
gratulate) or regret.

Force Suggest/insist.
Participant status If a general asks a private, it is an order.
Relation to interests Boast/lament, congratulations/condolences.
Relation to discourse Reply, deduce, conclude, object.
Allowed content A prediction must concern the future.
Speech required Estimatecan be done without speaking.
Institutional Christen, pronounce guilty, declare war.
Must be implicit Boast, threaten, insult (one can not say I hereby boast).
Performance style Announce/confide can have same point and content.

Table 2.1: Searle’s Dimensions

Category Illocutionary
point

Direction of fit Psychological state
expressed

Assertives Assertion Words to world Belief in proposition

Directives Direction World to words Want hearer to do ac-
tion

Commissives Commission World to words Intention to do action

Expressives Expression None Many

Declaratives Declaration Both ways None + a proposition

Assertive
Declarations

Both Words to world for
assertive. Both for
declarative.

Belief in proposition

Table 2.2: Searle’s Taxonomy

of other dimensions; differences between requesting, stating and promising also
bring changes in direction of fit and expressed psychological state. This dimension
should probably be broken down into several, the “expressed psychological state”
being one component. The direction of fit dimension is not useful for classifying
acts, some acts have a “both ways” fit and both directives and commissives occupy
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the same position in this dimension. Searle himself was not quite satisfied with
his taxonomy having directives and commissives with the same direction of fit.
Some efforts have been made to unify the two categories, either by showing how
a directive is getting somebody else to commit to an action, or by showing how a
commissive is a directive to oneself (mentioned inSearle(1979)).

2.2.4 Speech Act Theory

Speech acts include: utterance acts, illocutionary acts, perlocutionary acts, indirect
speech acts and others (Searle and Vanderveken, 1985). As we have seen in the
previous section, a certain utterance may constitute the performance of several of
these acts. The illocutionary act is the minimal unit of linguistic communication.
Illocutionary acts can be decomposed into an illocutionary force and a proposi-
tional content. Consider the acts performed by the following two sentences:

1. John will leave the room.

2. John, leave the room.

The propositional content is clearly the same i.e. John performing the act of leaving
the room. The illocutionary force is different, the first is a prediction (a type of
assertion) while the second is an order.

“For a large class of sentences used to perform illocutionary acts, the
sentence has two (not necessarily separate) parts, the proposition indi-
cating element and the function indicating device” (Searle, 1965).

Gazdar tackles the problem of sentences where it is not so easy to identify or sep-
arate the proposition from the illocutionary force (Gazdar, 1981). Consider:

1. Who will eat the cookies?

2. Will someone eat the cookies?

Clearly the illocutionary act performed by these two sentences is not the same.
Both have the illocutionary force of questioning, so the propositional content must
be different. Gazdar treats the illocutionary act as a pair: illocutionary force and
content, where the content is the sentence meaning, hence it is different for 1 and
2 above.

The force has seven components, among these are the illocutionary point, proposi-
tional content conditions (for example if the force is a promise, the speaker can not
promise that a third agent will do something), preparatory conditions and sincerity
conditions. The most important component of illocutionary force is the illocution-
ary point. “The illocutionary point of a type of illocutionary act is that purpose
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which is essential to its being an act of that type.” (Searle and Vanderveken, 1985).
For example, the illocutionary point of a promise is to commit the speaker to doing
A. The same illocutionary point may be present in different illocutionary forces,
e.g. request/order.

The illocutionary point of a performative utterance is given simply by the perfor-
mative verb, for example:

I hereby request that you perform (action X)

Requestis the illocutionary point. In many sentences the illocutionary point is not
so easily identified, there are other function indicating devices, for example : word
order, stress, intonation, and punctuation. Note that a sentence does not always
define a unique speech act (and hence does not define a unique illocutionary force).
For example :

Do (action X)

The function is not explicit here, it is inferred from the context, the tone of voice,
the social status of the two parties, etc. For example the tone of voice could make
the difference between an order and a suggestion here.

An illocutionary denegation¬ F means the negation of an illocutionary forceF.
Note that it is not the same as the nonperformance of an illocutionary act using
the same force, e.g. “I do not promise” is not equivalent to not performing the act
of promising. We can use denegation negative propositional contents to construct
new illocutionary forces from other illocutionary forces. IfF is an illocutionary
force of requesting, andp is a propositional content, thenF (p) is an illocutionary
act requesting thatp be done.F (¬ p) is an act of forbidding, and¬ F (¬ p) is
an act of permitting, i.e. the function indicated by “I permit” is like the function
indicated by “I do not request you not to”.

2.2.5 What is a Speech Act?

A speech act is a function from context onto context (Gazdar, 1981). A context
can be a set of propositions for each participant, where the propositions represent
the commitments of that participant (Hamblin, cited inGazdar, 1981). Deontic
propositions can also be incorporated to allow the definition of speech acts such as
permit, promise, prohibit (Gazdar, 1981). The speech act ofpromising thatφ, for
example, is a function that changes a context in which the speaker is not committed
to bringing aboutφ into one in which he is so committed. Many speech acts are
incremental, meaning they simply add something to the context. Speech acts such
asabolish, retractandrevokerequire something to be present in the context before,
and their effect is to remove it.
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2.2.6 Indirect Speech Acts

An indirect speech act is a case of the simultaneous performance of more than one
illocutionary act with a single utterance. Consider the following (Searle, 1975):

1. “Let’s go to the movies tonight.”

2. “I have to study for an exam.”

Sentence 2 is literally an assertion of the speaker’s obligation. The illocutionary
force is assertion. However if the speaker is using this sentence to reject the hearer’s
proposal, then the primary illocutionary force is one of rejection, and assertive is
secondary. The first speaker can recognise the primary illocutionary force of 2
by applying principles of conversational cooperation, the reply can be expected
to be relevant to the proposal in 1. In this case we can distinguish between the
inferred meaning (rejection) and actual explicitly expressed meaning (assertion).
Later we see how the inference sometimes becomes the expressed meaning because
of conventional usage.

Searle holds that sentences used to perform an indirect speech act still retain their
literal meaning, and moreover that the literal (secondary) illocutionary act is per-
formed. There are examples to substantiate this:

1. “I want you to leave now.”
The primary act is a request to leave, the secondary act is an assertion of the
speaker’s desire. One could validly report this utterance as either “He told
me he wanted me to leave.” or “He told me to leave.”, indicating that both
illocutionary acts were successfully performed.

2. “Can you give me change for a dollar ?”
This could be replied with “No, I cannot”, a reply to the literal illocutionary
act.

Both examples indicate that the literal (secondary) illocutionary act was success-
fully performed. However Levinson (cited inGazdar(1981)) shows that there are
sentences where the literal illocutionary force is clearly not maintained, for exam-
ple:

“May I remind you that your account is overdue.”

This could not be construed as performing the act of requesting permission to re-
mind, since the reminding is performed by the act. So we see that there are cases
where the literal meaning is overridden by the primary illocutionary point. We
note that in many of the borderline cases the intonation with which the sentence is
uttered will be a significant factor in determining whether or not the literal illocu-
tionary act is performed.
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If the literal meaning can be overridden, then the meaning must come from the
primary illocutionary act. In Searle’s analysis of indirect directives he states that
such utterances do not have an imperative force as part of their meaning. Evidence
to support this “is provided by an example showing that it is possible without in-
consistency to connect the literal utterance of one of these forms with the denial of
any imperative intent” (Searle, 1975):

“I’d like you to do this for me Bill, but I am not asking you to do it or
requesting that you do it or ordering you to do it or telling you to do
it.” ( Searle, 1975)

However, we find that this example shows that there is an imperative force which
must be denied. The sentence certainly appears contrived and unnatural; while it
is an example of an indirect directive without imperative force, it seems to be an
example of the exception rather than the rule.

Searle notes that certain forms are idiomatically used for indirect imperatives, and
certain seemingly similar forms are less effective. For example:

1. “Do you want to doA ?”

2. “Do you desire to doA ?”

The first is more easily employed as an indirect request and takes “please” more
readily than the second. Certain phrases have more indirect illocutionary act po-
tential than others, simply because they are conventionally used for that purpose.

In conclusion we can say that there are utterances which perform indirect speech
acts and literal acts simultaneously and there are other utterances where the literal
act is not achieved, and because of conventions of usage, the indirect act takes over
the meaning. Also we have seen how the identification of the primary force of an
utterance may be heavily dependent on the context set up by previous utterances;
any theory of communication which does not account for this is wanting. The
following section looks in more detail at the context set up in conversations.

2.3 Analysis of Human Conversations

In the previous section we looked at how the meaning of an individual utterance is
characterised, in this section we look at larger sections of conversation and how the
meaning of an utterance can depend on the surrounding utterances. Furthermore,
we see how the conventional usage of language constrains the acceptable responses
at certain points in a conversation. The seminal work in this field was conducted by
Harvey Sacks (UCLA) (Sacks, 1972); sections2.3.1to 2.3.5are largely summaries
of this work. By studying many transcripts of human conversations, certain recur-
ring patterns have been identified. Given the seemingly inexhaustible possibilities
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of natural language, it is not surprising that certain conventions have evolved to
simplify common tasks. This analysis of human communication yields some in-
teresting results which are relevant to agent communication, in particular the con-
straints imposed by convention, which make some human communication seem
almost like a mechanistic interaction (for example greetings and introductions).

2.3.1 Adjacency Pairs

In natural language there is typically a huge range of possible interpretations for
any given utterance, and hence a huge range of possible replies. For a human de-
siring to elicit a certain response, the task of choosing an appropriate utterance is
simplified by the existence of certain well known patterns of communication. The
simplest of these is theadjacency pair. Adjacency pairs have a definite relative or-
dering, the first part selects what is admissible for the second (this is termed adis-
criminative relationship). Common examples of adjacency pairs include greeting-
greeting pairs, or question answer pairs. In such pairs the response can only be of
a single type. In some pairs, the first part admits a range of possible replies, for ex-
ample, an offer can be replied with a request or a rejection. Note that in these cases
the use of the adjacency pair can add significant meaning to the second utterance.
Revisiting the following example first seen in the previous section:

1. “Let’s go to the movies tonight.”

2. “I have to study for an exam.”

We see that the meaning of the second utterance is a refusal, simply because it must
be an acceptance or refusal in this adjacency pair. Thus we see that the adjacency
pair not only constrains the range of possible replies, but also affects the meaning
of replies. Some adjacency pairs have more than two possible replies, for example
a complaint can be followed by an excuse, a request for forgiveness, an apology
or a denial of culpability. In such cases it may not be so clear which category
the second part belongs to, but the knowledge of the set of possible replies is still
plays a significant role in the interpretation of the reply. Listeners are constantly
analysing the conversation to know when it might be appropriate to respond, or
what utterances relate to what previous ones. The location of an utterance may
cause it to be seen as an answer for example.

Adjacency pairs are also employed to deal with controlling the flow of a conver-
sation. For example, initiating and terminating conversations. In a multi-party
conversation the current speaker can select the next speaker using an adjacency
pair. There are cases where one person will produce a long utterance, and at some
points will change the intonation as in a question, so that a listener inserts “uh huh”
at this point and then the utterance is continued. This intonation-“uh huh” is also
an adjacency pair. It can be difficult in conversation to know when one speaker has
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completed their utterance, and the next may begin. The use of adjacency pairs can
help here, e.g. upon hearing a question, the listener knows they should go next.

2.3.2 Relating Utterances

The context in which an utterance is made has an effect on its meaning. One of
the aspects of context which affects meaning is the relationship between an utter-
ance and previous utterances. Such relationships are often intentionally used by
the speaker. The adjacency relationship between utterances is the most powerful
device for relating utterances, this is most often exploited by adjacency pairs. The
next positionin a conversation is sometimes competed for, this is because it may
provide an opportunity to say something (about the previous utterance) which will
not arise again. Even if you still say the same thing at a later point, you might have
to transform it first to be appropriate at that position. Typically when utterances
are closely related to the previous fragment of conversation, they can be very short
and simple, since all participants are aware of the context. To express the same
idea at a later point may require quite a long utterance which is in effect recreating
a similar context to what existed in the conversation. For example there are certain
one word questions that can only go in the next position after a related utterance,
if they do not, the opportunity for using them has been waived. Conversation op-
erates with alocal cleansingof itself, to sort out misunderstandings immediately.
If the opportunity to use these one word questions is missed it is assumed that the
conversation was heard clearly.

2.3.3 A Protocol for Conversation

Analysis of many human conversations shows that there is often a pattern which
frequently occurring conversations follow. This is particularly evident in phone
calls, there are a set of obligations for a person answering a phonecall, even if
they are not the one the caller was looking for, for example taking messages etc.
We can describe this as a protocol that is being followed by both parties. The
adjacency pairs seen earlier are also like protocols, but on a smaller scale. As with
the adjacency pair, the protocol has two effects:

1. It constrains the possible responses to an utterance. For example, in phone
conversations, the person speaking first can choose his form of address, and
thereby choose the form of address used by the other. “Hello, this is Mr
Smith” makes a slot for the other speaker to do the same. If the second
speaker just speaks without giving his name it would break the etiquette
rules and the absence would be clear. However, it was found in trials (Sacks,
1972) that the caller may feign poor hearing in order to avoid giving his
name. By saying “I can’t hear you” he can skip the opportunity for giving
his name.
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“Hello, this is Mr Smith.”
“I can’t hear you.”
“This is Mr Smith.”
“Smith ?”
“Yes.”

Then it is the turn of the person answering. The caller’s name is notabsent,
it’s slot never really arose. Trials showed that in conversations beginning
with such interchanges it was exceedingly difficult to get the callers name,
leading to the hypothesis that the caller had intentionally employed this de-
vice to avoid having to give his name and to hide the fact that he did not
wish to give it. On the other hand, if the first speaker says “what is your
name?”, the set of possible responses is different, one possible reply would
be “why do you need to know?”, a reply which would not have been appro-
priate if the request was not explicit as in the earlier example. So we see that
the conventions of language use can be thought of as a set of protocols that
are normally followed, the first speaker selects a protocol by selecting the
opening utterance.

2. It affects the meanings of utterances. Consider for example a sales assistant
A in a shop:

A: “Can I help you ?”
B: “I need ten apples”

“Can I help you ?” has a base environment, as in a store, it should be fol-
lowed with the customer’s problems or needs. The “Can I help you ?” here
is interpreted by the second speakerB as the first part of a standard protocol,
in which the second part should be a request. One can infer from “Can I
help you ?” the capability and experience of the helper, that is the meaning
of this utterance in this context. In this example the protocol (convention
of usage) gives extra meaning to the utterance which is not explicitly stated.
This is the conventional interpretation of “Can I help you ?” in thissales-
mancontext. In the context of a different protocol this same utterance may
be a simple question, the speaker is questioning whether or not the listener
believes that the speaker can help him/her. In which case the appropriate
response is entirely different, for example:

A: “Can I help you ?”
B: “I don’t know”

We note that the two effects of protocols are closely related. It is because the hearer
knows the allowable responses that he is able to interpret what is heard as one of
these.

The study of protocols in human communication is useful when building systems
to support human interaction (Luff et al., 1990) and also for specifying interaction
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patterns for artificial agents; for example:Chang and Woo(1994) have analysed
negotiations and come up with a model involving roles of attacker and defender in
a negotiation, and state diagrams showing what transitions are permissible.

2.3.4 Insertion Sequences and Error Recovery

The concept of insertion sequences is also noteworthy, within a conversation fol-
lowing a protocol, another sub protocol may be inserted. For example a question
may be replied with another question seeking clarification, once the clarification
is given, the original question can be answered. Insertion sequences can be nested
repeatedly, and can be used anywhere in a conversation. Insertion sequences are
particularly useful for error recovery. Errors can arise from failures to hear or un-
derstand, interruptions, silences or more than one person starting simultaneously.
A simple remedial exchange is usually used, and this is an insertion sequence.

2.3.5 Violation of Protocol

The protocol is a set of rules for a conversation which are observed by convention.
Since the rules are no more than a convention, it is possible for any party in a con-
versation to decide not to observe them at some point. Breaking the rules can be
seen as a violation of one party’s rights, so it is up to that party to complain. When
making a complaint the location of the complaint usually locates what it is com-
plaining about. A complaint recasts the previous utterance asillegal. Appropriate
responses are an apology, an excuse, a denial or a counter complaint. The other
person may say “you’re always complaining”, recasting the complaining utterance
as illegal. Considerations about avoiding having the conversation turn into an ar-
gument may be the grounds for not raising a complaint when it may be appropriate
to do so. One may instead complain about the offender to others in a subsequent
conversation, also citing the fact that complaints were not made on that occasion to
show graciousness. The enforcement mechanism is strong because the interrupter
could be generally perceived as rude and reported to others as such, leading to a
worse status within the community.

2.3.6 Cooperation in Conversation

A set of cooperative principles is defined byGrice(1975) for human conversation,
as follows:

• The maxim of quantity: make your contribution as informative as required
and no more.

• The maxim of quality: do not say what you believe to be false or that for
which you lack adequate evidence.
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• The maxim of relation: make your contribution relevant.

• The maxim of manner: be perspicuous: avoid obscurity, avoid ambiguity, be
brief and be orderly.

This is not to say that these rules are always followed, but they are a convention
which all parties are aware of. In human interaction it is common to flout these
when some desired effect necessitates that, for example telling a joke. It is impor-
tant then that both parties in a conversation are aware of the guidelines in order to
know when they are broken, for example (Mey, 1993)

A: We’ll all miss Bill and Agatha, won’t we ?
B: Well we’ll all miss Bill.

This is an intentional breach of the maxim of quantity which is immediately appar-
ent to the listener, so that the implication is obvious.

2.3.7 Aspects of Context Dependence

Analysis of conversations shows us that the conventional meaning of a speech act is
not always apparent by looking at the act alone, we must also consider the context
in which it is uttered. The context refers to all the external factors that have an
influence on the speech act’s meaning. Three important aspects of the context are
identified here:

1. The history of speech acts in this interaction and the relationship between
this speech act and the remainder of the discourse.

2. The status or authority of the participants, sometimes described as the roles
they play in the conversation.

3. The conventions governing communication in the domain or institution in
which the conversation takes place.

When a conversation is following a protocol (for example an auction), we do not
consider the protocol to be a separate aspect of the context. The protocol is a handy
way of collecting together these aspects of the context in a single specification
for a certain type of interaction typically occurring in some domain. Through a
protocol one can specify the appropriate sequence of communicative acts, roles
of participants and the associated authorities. The important point here is that
language is not simply an assignment of meanings to sentences. Language is a
system of conventions which language users will exploit in whatever way they
can devise to get their point across. The speaker above is exploiting a system of
conventions (of which both parties are aware) in order to indicate the inference that
the hearer should make.
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2.3.8 Conclusion

This concludes our review of analyses of human communication. We note that the
concept ofconventionhas cropped up repeatedly above; we bear this in mind when
specifying languages for agent communication. We are in particular concerned
with the conventional meaning of acts, not the subjective or personal meaning. It is
the conventional meaning that is most amenable to standardisation in an open sys-
tem where subjective meanings could not be verified if agent developers wish to
keep the internals of their agents private. We see from section2.3.2that a context
is built up by the participants’ contributions and subsequent utterances are related
to this context, this is certainly amenable to computerisation, and agents could rep-
resent this social context explicitly.Thomason(1990) makes explicit reference to
a conversational recordwhich all participants are contributing to with each com-
municative act.

2.4 Overview of Agent Communication Languages

In this section we give an overview of the main features of an Agent Communica-
tion Languages (ACL). We will identify these features by looking at two existing
ACLs. In section2.5 we will look at several different approaches to the task of
defining a semantics for an ACL. In section2.6 we will look at several different
approaches to the task of specifying communication protocols. Research on agent
communication has devoted a lot of attention to these two aspects; the literature
contains many more proposals for semantic definitions and protocol specification
methods than it does complete ACLs.

2.4.1 Terminology

Section2.2.4has shown how certain human utterances consist of two distinct parts:
the proposition indicating element and the function indicating device. In ACLs,
This observation is the basis for the distinction between thecontentof a commu-
nication and the meta-level information. ACLperformativesare what specify the
meta-level information. Aperformativeis a description of the illocutionary force
of the speech act (e.g. inform, request, promise) and belongs to a certain category
(e.g. assertive, directive, commissive). In general the semantics of thecontent
will be domain dependent whereas theperformativesemantics should be domain
independent

In the literature on speech act theory the term “speech act” refers an action per-
formed by producing an utterance. In the literature on ACLs the term is used
variously to describe the message being sent, the effect of the message passing, the
interpretation of the receiver, or the performance of the act in its context. We use it
for a message; typically it is a text string, which obeys some syntax rules defined
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by the ACL specification. Though the word “act” is present, it is not an action; an
agent may perform an action by sending a “speech act” to another agent. A speech
act consists of a performative and a propositional content.

performative︷ ︸︸ ︷
disconfirm

content︷ ︸︸ ︷
(x = 3y + 4z)︸ ︷︷ ︸

messageor speech act

Note that this terminology is not the same as that used in many documents on the
subject. In our discussion and review of the KQML and FIPA specifications, we
use the termsmessage, speech actandperformativewith the meanings we have
defined in the above diagram, not the meanings in the FIPA (where a speech act or
communicative act is an sometimes an action and sometimes a message) or KQML
(where a message can be called a performative) documents.

In section 2.1 we saw how analysis of human conversations reveals certain set
patterns that tend to occur in certain situations. The conventions of usage can
constrain the set of appropriate replies, and moreover, the meaning of utterances
may depend on the expected pattern in use in a particular situation. Set patterns
of utterances are calledprotocols in ACLs and are given a formal specification
rather than being conventions usually followed as in human communication. The
protocol specification tells us how to interpret an utterance in the context of that
protocoland what replies are appropriate at any given stage of theprotocol.

2.4.2 Features of Agent Communication Languages

The main features of an ACL are the same as the main features of any other lan-
guage: syntax, semantics and pragmatics. The syntax for an ACL is the format of
a message and will typically contain a performative, sender, receiver and content.
An important issue is the number of categories of speech act covered by the per-
formatives of the language. The semantics of speech acts defines some meaning
which is a function of the performative and the content. The performative controls
the meta-level meaning, and there is a separate semantics for the content. The de-
cision about how much meaning is carried at the meta-level and at the content level
determines thegranularity of the language (Pitt and Mamdani, 1999b). As with
natural language, pragmatics is a sort of ‘rubbish bin’ into which all unresolved is-
sues are thrown (Mey, 1993). A major issue for pragmatics is the effect of context
on the semantics of communication (see section2.3.7). Pragmatics also includes
knowing who to talk with, being able to find them and then initiate and maintain
an exchange. Many pragmatic aspects in agent communication are handled by
means of protocols; so the protocol definition language, semantics and graphical
representation are important features.
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2.4.3 Knowledge Query and Manipulation Language (KQML)

One of the first ACLs to appear was the Knowledge Query and Manipulation Lan-
guage (KQML) (DARPA, 1993; Fritzson et al., 1994), developed as a part of the
ARPA ((Defence) Advanced Research Projects Agency) Knowledge Sharing Ef-
fort (KSE). The aim of the KSE is to develop techniques and methodologies for
building large scale knowledge bases which are sharable and reusable. This re-
quires easy access to information by intelligently retrieving, filtering, extracting,
integrating and abstracting. This explains why the original KQML specification is
quite like a database query language. Knowledge Interchange Format is the con-
tent language suggested by the KSE, but KQML messages can use any language
for content.

The syntax of KQML messages is as follows (incomplete) :

<performative>::=(<word> {<whitespace> :<word>
<whitespace> <expression>}*)

<expression> ::=<word> | <quotation> | <string> |
(<word> {<whitespace> <expression>}*)

For example:

(ask-one
:sender joe
:content (PRICE IBM ?price)
:receiver stock-server
:reply-with ibm-stock
:language LPROLOG
:ontology NYSE-TICKS)

The performative above is “ask-one”. KQML is based on an extensible set of per-
formatives which define actions that an agent can do to another agent’s knowledge
and goal stores. the complete list of performatives grouped in three categories
follows (Labrou, 1996):

1. Discourse performatives: ask-if, ask-all, ask-one, stream-all, eos, tell, untell,
deny, insert, uninsert, delete-one, delete-all, undelete, achieve, unachieve,
advertise, subscribe.

2. Intervention and Mechanics performatives: error, sorry, standby, ready, next,
rest, discard.

3. Facilitation and Networking performatives: register, unregister, forward,
broadcast, transport-address, recommend-one, recommend-all, broker-one,
broker-all, recruit-one, recruit-all.
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The KQML does not specify how the language should be implemented, but it does
define some abstract requirements that are part of the KQML model, these include:
the ability to send and receive KQML messages that access the knowledge of the
agent, the ability to interact asynchronously with more than one agent at the same
time, symbolic names to identify other agents and the presence of a facilitator
agent. The communication facilitator is a special agent whose role is to coordinate
the interactions of other agents. The KQML facilitator is able to deliver incomplete
addresses. It also performs: content based routing, brokering (between advertiser
and consumer), recruitment of suppliers to deal with advertising consumers and
smart multicasting.

The original specification for KQML did not give it a semantics, this was one of the
major criticisms levelled against it. Two alternative semantics have subsequently
appeared:

1. Cognitive States (Labrou and Finin, 1994); details in section2.5.2.

2. Intentions in Communication (Cohen and Levesque, 1995); details in sec-
tion 2.5.1.

Some of the performatives in theIntervention and Mechanicscategory (for exam-
ple standby) are given a behavioural semantics by means of a finite state machine
diagram showing the ordering of messages to be used with them (Labrou, 1996)
These performatives deal with simple mechanistic interactions.

Performatives form a substrate on which to develop higher level models of inter-
agent interaction, for example contract nets and negotiation. A certain number
of conversation policies have been specified (Finin et al., 1995) in an informal
notation using a finite state diagram and a natural language description. The poli-
cies are for the performatives subscribe, broker, recruit and recommend. A Defi-
nite Clause Grammar has subsequently been used for KQML policy specification
(Labrou, 1996), see section2.6.4for details. More recently, Petri nets have also
been used to formalise policies (Scott Cost et al., 1999a).

2.4.4 Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents (FIPA)

FIPA has defined an agent communication language (FIPA, 1997). FIPA ACL is
based on the speech act theory developed byAustin (1962) and illocutionary logic
developed bySearle and Vanderveken(1985).

The syntax of FIPA messages is as follows (incomplete):

Message = "(" MessageType MessageParameter* ")".

An example message is:
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(inform
:sender i
:receiver j
:content "weather( today, raining )"
:language Prolog)

A list of communicative acts has been specified, for example “inform”, “confirm”,
”disconfirm” (this is the MessageType in the syntax). Semantics are defined inten-
tionally by means of preconditions and postconditions on mental states and will be
discussed in more detail in section2.5.3. The FIPA ACL is based on an earlier lan-
guage bySadek et al.(1994) for the ARCOL system, this was a human-computer
system of spoken dialogue and some assumptions about the original application
are not true for the intended applications of the FIPA ACL. In particular, FIPA’s as-
sumption of the sincerity of agents has often been criticised (Singh, 1998). There
are many other practical problems with the FIPA specification (Prouskas et al.,
2000; Pitt and Mamdani, 1999b) and even confusions about how the document
should be interpreted (Labrou and Finin, 1997). It has been stated in the FIPA
specification (FIPA, 1997) that the semantic model described is given solely as an
informative reference point for agent behaviour since there is currently no way to
test an agents compliance with the model from a knowledge of an agent’s mental
attitudes, without dictating the agent’s internal architecture.

FIPA has additionally produced a finite state machine style method by whichin-
teraction protocols(IPs) are specified diagrammatically. These specifications were
only semi-formal, relying heavily on accompanying text descriptions, more de-
tails on the problems associated with these protocol specifications appear in sec-
tion 2.6.9. To tackle these shortcomings FIPA has subsequently employed UML
style diagrams for protocol specification see section2.6.3for details.

FIPA has produced a whole range of specifications, not just an ACL, and it has
been implemented in the JADE agent platform (JADE, 2002; Pitt and Bellifemine,
1999); although the formal semantics of the communication language have been
ignored in this implementation.

2.5 Semantic Definition

We have seen that KQML was originally designed without a semantics and the
FIPA semantics has never been implemented in a system; in practise these lan-
guages provide nothing more than syntax for messages. Clearly the identification
of a useful semantic definition is still an open research area. We now analyse sev-
eral approaches to semantic definition. This analysis will help us to categorise
the various different approaches to semantic definition and then to analyse their
advantages and disadvantages.
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2.5.1 Cohen and Levesque: Intentions in Communication

In this work the semantics of speech acts is based on a theory of rational action and
are given in terms of a composition of simpler acts (Cohen and Levesque, 1990).
The language includes the usual connectives of first order logic, with equality and
operators for propositional attitudes and events. Primitives like persistent goals
and the occurrence (‘HAPPENS’) of actions are defined, from these more complex
notions are defined. An agent ‘x’ has ‘p’ as a persistent goal, if ‘x’ has ‘p’ as a
goal and is self-committed toward this goal until ‘x’ comes to believe that the goal
is achieved or unachievable.

(P-GOAL x p q)
def= Agent x has a persistent goal to make p

true with escape clause q if:
(BEL x ¬p)∧ x believes p is currently false
(GOAL x (LATER p))∧ x has a goal that p be true later and
[KNOW x x knows that
(PRIOR (prior to dropping the goal)

[(BEL x p) ∨ (BEL x ?¬p)∨ a belief in p or the impossibility of p or
(BEL x ¬q)] a belief in q being false

¬[GOAL x (LATER p)])] will come before x drops the goal

An intention is defined as a persistent goal for an agent to reach a state in which it
believes it will perform the intended action next.

(INTEND1 x a q)
def= Agent x intends to do a (escape clause q) if:

(P-GOAL x x has a persistent goal
[DONE x to have done the action a which occurs

(BEL x (HAPPENS a))?;a after x believes it will happen next.
] q) The persistent goal has escape clause q.

The reason given for not making an intention simply a persistent goal to do the
action is that it would allow the agent to be committed to doing something acci-
dentally or unknowingly. As written above, the intention is for the agent to arrive
at a state in which he believes he will do the intended action next.

Following from Searle’s observation that an essential condition of a request is that
the speaker be attempting to get the hearer to perform the requested action,Cohen
and Levesque(1995) have defined all illocutionary acts as attempts. Attempts are
defined as making a goal that the attempted action should eventually become true.
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{ATTEMPT x eΨ Φ} def= Agent x attempts to achieve the ultimate goal
Ψ by means ofΦ, which represents what it
takes to make an honest effort, with some ac-
tion e which should produceΦ if:

[ (GOAL x (LATER Ψ )) ∧ x has a goal thatΨ be true later and
(INTEND1 x e;Φ? x intends that e will makeΦ true
(GOAL x (LATER Ψ )) with the escape clause that x still has a goal

) thatΨ be true later and (if false x can drop the
goal)

]?;e] e holds when all of this is true

This states that the intended action may succeed and may still fail to achieve the
goal, in which case the action need not be retried, but if the action fails, the agent
can try again (Smith et al., 1998).

{INFORM spkr addr e p} def=
{ATTEMPT spkr e

(KNOW addr p)
[BMB addr spkr
(P-GOAL spkr

(KNOW addr
(KNOW spkr p)))]}

The operator for mutual belief is “BMB”. An inform is defined as the speaker being
committed to making public that he is committed to the addressee knowing that he
knows p. The Semantics for a yes/no question are given in terms of intentions to
reply with yes or no; so the meaning of a request is an attempt to get the addressee
to respond with an inform saying p is true or p is false. This can be applied to
any speech act. Note that this is the meta-level meaning, not the meaning of the
content; this is the meaning of the verb used for the speech act. This intentional
approach has been applied to give a semantics to KQML (Cohen and Levesque,
1995). The approach has also been extended to group interaction (Kumar et al.,
2000).

2.5.2 Cognitive States

This was the first version of KQML semantics to appear (Labrou and Finin, 1994).
Once again this borrows directly from speech act theory since it uses preconditions
as part of the semantic definition of the KQML performatives. For example if agent
A wishes to “tell” agentB something (sayx):
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• Precondition onA: A must first believex, andA must believe thatB wants
to knowx.

• Precondition onB: B must intend to knowx.

• Postcondition onA: After the “tell”, agentA will know thatB knows thatA
believesx.

• Postcondition onB: B will know thatA believesx.

Note that sincerity is imposed on agents and it is difficult for an agent to “tell”
another when it may not know if the other wants to know. No formal meaning
is given for the cognitive statesbelieve, want, intendandknow; just an informal
description.

2.5.3 ARtimis COmmunication Language (ARCOL)

ARTIMIS is an intelligent agent technology developed by France Télecom, one
of its components is an inter-agent communication language, ARCOL (ARtimis
COmmunication Language) (Sadek, 1991, 1992; Sadek et al., 1994). Although
primarily designed to support interactive services and to offer user-friendly inter-
faces to information bases, the ARCOL language is of particular interest because
it has been adopted by FIPA as the basis for the FIPA ACL. In ARCOL, speech act
theory is used as the basis for the definition of messages. An ARCOL message con-
sists of a speech act type and a semantic content (also called propositional content).
The speech act type specifies the communicative function performed by the mes-
saging action. The type of the semantic content may be propositions, individuals
or communicative acts. Speech acts semantics are given in terms of performance
conditions, i.e. conditions that must be satisfied before the act is sent. An example
of a speech act is:

< i, INFORM(j, p) >

The informal meaning is that agenti informs agentj that propositionp is true. The
associated performance conditions for this act are:

• i believes thatp.

• i believes thatj does not believe thatp.

• i has the intention thatj comes to believe thatp.

ARCOL makes use of the SCL language for semantic contents and the SL language
for the semantics of communicative acts. The SL expressions for performatives can
also contain SCL expressions, since the semantic contents appear in the semantic
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definitions of the communicative acts. SL also allows for the expression of men-
tal attitudes. The modal operators B (uses a KD45 model), U and C are used to
represent belief, uncertainty and choice (analogous to desire) respectively.

• Feasible(a, p) means that that actiona can take place and if it does proposi-
tion p will be true after that.

• Done(a, p) means that actiona has just taken place and propositionp was
true before that (if the second parameter is absent it is assumed to be “true”).

• Agent(i, a) means thati denotes the only agent of the events appearing in
action expressiona.

• Possible(φ) is an abbreviation for(∃a)Feasible(a, φ).

The semantics are expressed by means of therational effect (RE) (the reason for
which the act is selected) and thefeasibility preconditions (FPs) (the conditions
that have to be satisfied for the act to be planned). The following five properties
provide a link between these conditions and the performance of acts.

Property 1: This gives the agent the capability to plan an act to achieve its RE. If
p is the RE that the agenti intends to achieve, theni will intend to do some action
ak which might achieve this act. i.e.

Iip⇒ IiDone(a1| . . . |an , true) wherea1, . . . , an areall the acts of typeak.

Where the actsak satisfy the following conditions:

• (∃x)Biak = x i.e. acts of typeak exist

• p is the RE ofak

• ¬Ci¬Possible(Done(ak, true)) i.e. i does not desire thatak is impossible.

Property 2: This forces an agent to check the FP’s for an act it is intending to
perform:

|=IiDone(a) ⇒ BiFeasible(a)∨IiBiFeasible(a)

i.e. if i intends to performa then either it already believes it is feasible or it will
intend to believe it is feasible.

Property 3: If an agent intends to perform a communicative act then it intends to
bring about the rational effect of the act.

|=IiDone(a) ⇒ Ii RE (a)

whereRE(a) denotes the rational effect of acta.

Property 4: When an agent observes a communicative act, it should believe that
the agent performing the act intends (to make public its intention) to achieve the
rational effect of the act. This is called theintentional effect.
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|=Bi(Done(a) ∧ Agent(j, a) ⇒ IjBiIjRE(a))

Property 5: Some FP’s persist after the corresponding act has been performed.
For the particular case of CA’s, the next property is valid for all the FP’s which do
not refer to time. In such cases, when an agent observes a given CA, it is entitled
to believe that the persistent feasibility preconditions hold:

|=Bi(Done(a) ⇒ FP(a))

A sample primitive communicative act: the assertive ‘Inform’

Communicative act:< i, INFORM(j, φ) >
FP: Biφ ∧ ¬ Bi (Biφ ∨ Bi¬φ ∨ Uiφ ∨ Ui¬φ)
RE: Biφ

This is where agenti is communicating with agentj (i is tellingj φ), the FP means
thatimust believeφ (rules out the possibility of lying) andimust not believe thatj
already knowsφ or j already knows notφ or j is uncertain aboutφ or j is uncertain
about notφ. If i believes thatj already believes notφ theniwill have to disconfirm
that belief first. The rational effect of the inform is thatj subsequently believesφ.

2.5.4 Quantified Epistemic Temporal Logic

Quantified epistemic temporal logic is a logic that can be used to reason about an
agent’s knowledge store and about time. There is a knowledge operatorK such
thatKi(φ) means that we can attribute knowledgeφ to agenti. There is a precise
way of attributing knowledge to arbitrary programs; this means that the knowledge
operator is grounded because it has a well defined interpretation in terms of the
states of programs.

This logic has been used to give a semantics to some of the FIPA performatives
(Wooldridge, 1999). As with ARCOL, the semantics of performatives is expressed
using preconditions and rational effects. The precondition of an inform message is
given as

doi(informi,j(φ)) → Ki(φ)

Meaning that agenti must have knowledgeφ before informing agentj about it.
Wooldridge’s language also includes performatives from Searle’scommissivecat-
egory; these are absent from both FIPA and KQML. Two such performatives are
defined:commitandrefrain. The precondition forcommitis:

doi(commiti,j(α, φ)) → Ki(¬((¬doi(α)Wφ)

This means that an agent executing acommiti,j(α, φ) is required to know that it
will perform α beforeφ is true. WhereW is waiting for, wherepWq meansp is
true untilq becomes true.

The motivation behind this work is to enable verification: if the semantics is
grounded in a computational model then verification is possible; in contrast, AR-
COL used an ungrounded modal logic (with possible worlds models semantics) to
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give a semantics to its mental operators and the KQML cognitive states did not
give any semantics at all to its cognitive states.

2.5.5 Extensional, Relevant and Whole-Hearted Satisfaction

This semantics, due toSingh(1991), argues that it is possible to define a formal
semantics for speech acts which is distinct from the following two approaches:

• The conditions under which the speech act may be said to have occurred.

• The effects on the speaker’s and hearer’s cognitive states.

Instead it proposes a semantics which corresponds to the conditions under which a
speech act would be said to have been satisfied. To this end, three different notions
of satisfaction are defined; these are employed to give a rigorous formal semantics
to messages of different illocutionary forces. The three notions of satisfaction de-
pend on a theory of know-how and intention which is defined in terms of the actions
of agents situated in an objective model. This idea of grounding mental attitudes
in actions stems from the philosophical work of Hamblin, who Singh cites:

He argued that an account of imperatives must be built on top of a
theory of abilities and intentions, especially one which is “. . . not hid-
den in the mind, however, but expressed in action. . . ”Hamblin1987,
foreward by Belnap, p. viii

In Singh’s theory, Know-how consists of the ability to have a strategy and the
ability to follow it. An intention to achieveA is the adoption of a strategy which
will, if successfully performed, entailA. The three notions of satisfaction are:

• Extensional satisfaction: A message is satisfied if its propositional content
holds, for example: a directive is satisfied when its propositional content
becomes true.

• Whole-hearted satisfaction: A message is satisfied if its propositional con-
tent holds and the agent who brought about that state of the world intended
to make it true and knew how to. So for a directive, the receiving agent must
have intended to do the directed action and must have known how to do it
at some time after the message sending and before the required state of the
world was brought about.

• Relevant satisfaction: A message is satisfied if its propositional content
comes to hold because of the message being sent, this rules out cases where
a message is whole-heartedly satisfied because the agent intended to do that
action regardless of the message.
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Each of the different notions of satisfaction can be used to define correctness condi-
tions for multi-agent systems. Some normative constraints on communication are
also defined in terms of the satisfaction notions, for example: an agent should only
issue a directive if its own intentions will be satisfied in all scenarios where the di-
rective is whole-heartedly satisfied; this means that the issuer of a directive should
take care that it will not ask another agent to do something which will interfere
with some of its own intended future actions.

Singh’s approach here is significant because firstly it is concerned with giving a
grounding to its semantics by defining it in terms of a theory based on the actions
of agents situated in an objective model; and secondly it separates the notion of
semantics from the notion of normative constraints on an agent system (FIPA does
not); in particular it recognises that while some aspects of semantics might be
used by an agent designer to determine the correctness of their system, these same
aspects might not be appropriate as a basis for normative constraints.

2.5.6 Social Semantics

The above semantic definitions could be said to constitute thementalapproach
because they define semantics of speech acts in terms of the mental states of par-
ticipants. The Philosophical approach of Habermas (cited inSingh, 2000) focuses
on the social aspects of communication. The various illocutionary acts can be
seen in terms of the social commitments the participants are entering. This is ob-
vious for something like a promise, where a commitment is explicitly made, but
commitments are also present in an assertion for example. Habermas notes that
“The essential presupposition for the success of an illocutionary act consists in the
speaker’s entering into a specific engagement, so that the hearer can rely on him.”.
In an assertion, the speaker is committed to the truth of the proposition, and may
be called on to defend the assertion in the case of breakdown. The speaker may be
required to give an account of why the assertion was made, or to clarify what was
really meant.

This approach has been applied to define the semantics of an agent communication
language bySingh(2000). The three different validity claims of Habermas are used
as a basis for the semantics; these are objective, subjective and practical. The claim
to objective validity means that the sender is committed to sending something that
is true. Subjective validity means that the sender is committed to sincerity, i.e.
the sender believes or intends what is communicated. Finally the practical validity
claim is the sender’s claim that he is justified in making the communication. A
model world is given based on Computation Tree Logic (CTL) which is a propo-
sitional branching time logic. Six sample communicative acts are given, one from
each of six different categories:
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Category Communicative act

Assertives Inform
Directives Request
Commissives Promise
Permissives Permit
Prohibitives Forbid
Declaratives Declare

There is one more category which has been omitted, the expressives, for example
expressing a wish. Such communicative acts would be useful to emotional agents.
Each of the six communicative acts above is given a formal social semantics con-
sisting of three components corresponding to the objective, subjective and practical
meanings. The semantics of each of these three aspects are given in terms of com-
mitments to a groupG (in this case it is said that the debtor of the commitment is
the sender and the creditor isG), by defining the meaning with a social commit-
ment, each aspect of meaning is given from a public perspective. The objective
and subjective semantics are quite straightforward, for example the sender of an
inform commits that its content is true (objective) and that he believes its content
(subjective). The practical aspect of the semantics is more complicated. For in-
form, the sender commits that he has reason to know the content; for request that
the receiver has committed to accepting a request from him; for promise, that he
can make it happen; for permit, that he has the authority to relieve the receiver of
any commitment to do otherwise; for forbid, that he can cause the receiver to take
on a commitment not to let the condition come about.

2.5.7 Behaviour Based Semantics

All of the above semantic definitions are examples of thedeclarativeapproach.
This draws its inspiration from models of human communication and so is akin
to natural language. Communicative acts are given a meaning compatible with
human intuitions and agents are expected to have a sufficiently advanced level of
rationality to interpret received acts and plan new acts. The semantics of acts is
declarative because they are defined as a statement describing mental or social
phenomena.

An alternative approach is theproceduralapproach. This draws its inspiration
from models of communicating computational processes and is more oriented to-
ward computer implementation. Agents exchange procedural directives where a
message defines the appropriate response from the recipient. Behaviour based ap-
proaches (for exampleBurmeister et al., 1995; Bradshaw et al., 1997; Akkermans
et al., 1998) extend this to larger sections of conversation, identifying certain pat-
terns of communication (auction, contract-net, negotiation) that arise in many sit-
uations and designing protocols for them. The speech acts are given a behavioural
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meaning in the context of a conversation in that only certain responses are appro-
priate at any stage of a conversation. Methods of protocol specification are studied
in more detail in the next section.

In order to constitute a formal semantics for an ACL, a behaviour based approach
must define the meaning of speech acts in some way. A good example of this is the
sACL framework byPitt and Mamdani(1999a) as it combines mental semantics
with a behavioural approach. A layered semantics is used in sACL. There are three
layers, the action level, intentional level and content level. At the topmost layer, the
meaning of a speech act is given as the intention to reply, where a reply is selected
from the set of speech acts given by thereply function. A speech act is defined as
follows

sa=< s,perf(r, (C,L,O, p, i, ts)) >

The functionf gives the performative of a speech act so thatf(sa) above would
returnperf. The semantics of this act then is defined as

|| < s,perf(r, (C,L,O, p, i, ts)) > || = Ir < r, sa >
such thatf(sa) ∈ reply(perf, p, convr(i))

This requires thatf(sa) is the performative to be used in the reply and it is an
element of the set of possible replies given by the reply function. The reply function
takes as input a performative, a protocol name and a protocol state.

reply : Perf× Prot× σ → ℘(Perf)

The functionconvr(i) takes as input the current conversation’s identifieri and re-
turns the current protocol state of that conversation. For each protocol a finite state
diagram can be drawn and this is then converted into a reply function. Given any
incoming speech act at a certain state in the finite state diagram, the reply function
gives the set of appropriate performatives from which a reply can be selected. The
framework has been found to be effective for the specification of simple turn taking
dialogues and easily accommodates the composition of simple protocols to form
more complex ones (Pitt et al., 1999).

2.5.8 Critique

We have seen above that semantics are specified by either a procedural or declara-
tive approach (this distinction is also discussed inGenesereth and Ketchpel, 1994).
Procedural approaches include the behaviour based approaches ofBurmeister et al.
(1995) and many others discussed in the next section. The declarative approach can
be further partitioned into social and mental definitions (described in section2.5.6);
social definitions include the approach ofSingh (2000) above; an example of a
mental approach isCohen and Levesque(1990).

The following difficulties have been found with behaviour based approaches:
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1. The behavioural meanings are low level and are more appropriate for com-
putational entities which lack the rationality to plan their own behaviour.
Multi agent systems are supposed to provide higher level abstractions than
traditional distributed programming (Singh, 1998).

2. The human intelligence of the agent designer is used to predict possible con-
versations and specify protocols for them in advance. Ideally it should be
the agent’s own intelligent engine that will plan its own pattern of commu-
nication in a situation that had not been planned by the designer.

3. A semantics should specify what an act means rather than how it should be
used. If the protocol is the unit of communication and speech acts are defined
only in terms of possible replies then communication becomes essentially an
ordered exchange of meaningless tokens and the language is not sufficiently
expressive (Singh, 2000).

4. Some behaviour based approaches only allow a protocol to specify the per-
formative of a speech act so that agents sending the correct performative with
a nonsensical content would be deemed compliant.

For example, if the meaning ofrequestis defined behaviourally as an intention to
reply with agreeor refuse, then a helpful intelligent agent could not suggest an
alternative source in response to a request for a service it is incapable of providing.
To enable such cooperation the semantics of request should capture the intuitive
meaning i.e. the requestor expresses a desire. The behaviour based approach is
adequate for simple reactive agents, but a more meaningful semantics is vital for
rational agents to be able to plan their communications intelligently.

In contrast, declarative approaches do offer a higher level of meaning and lan-
guages using a declarative definition can be very expressive. However, where pro-
cedural approaches lend themselves to computer implementation with ease, declar-
ative approaches do not. It is not clear how the agent’s procedural reasoning should
be designed in order to make use of declarative semantics so that some desired be-
haviour results (Pitt and Mamdani, 1999b). This is a side effect of the meaning
being high level; present day AI is not very high level, so it is difficult to program
an agent to reason with a high level human-like semantics. We would really need
an agent which canunderstandhuman level mental abstractions such as belief, de-
sire and intention. This is particularly problematic when protocol specification is
attempted; many languages using a declarative semantics specify protocols without
regard for the meaning of the acts they are composed of (FIPA, 1997).

Furthermore, the most common incarnation of declarative semantics is in the form
of mental semantics which has the following associated difficulties:

1. It is difficult to verify compliance with a semantics which is based on internal
states if the internal states are inaccessible, as is the case in an open system
(Singh, 2000).
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2. An agent’s autonomy is limited (Singh, 1998). One might argue that any
ACL specification must limit autonomy to some extent, but the extent to
which languages like FIPA’s [3] limit it is excessive, the example most fre-
quently cited (Singh, 1998) is the inability of FIPA agents to operate in a
setting where sincerity cannot be taken for granted, e.g. electronic com-
merce.

3. Meaning is locked in context (Singh, 1998). When a speech act is given a
precise meaning in terms of the participants’ mental states, there is a lack of
flexibility to use the act in a different context. Ideally the meaning of an act
should depend on the context in which it is uttered.

The most promising approach then is the declarative approach with social seman-
tics. This approach is adopted bySingh (2000) to define semantics in terms of
commitments. However Singh’s framework treats everything in terms of com-
mitments and appears somewhat strained when specifyingrequestsemantics for
example: “For request, the sender commits that the receiver has committed to ac-
cepting a request from him.” which seems to assume a prior agreement; it is not
clear how an agent can request from an unknown agent. This also goes against
our intuitions from human communication; in relation to asking a stranger a ques-
tion, Clark (1996, p. 289) has noted “When I propose these joint projects, I am
committing myself, but that doesn’t mean the stranger will commit himself too.”.

2.6 Protocol Specification

A method of protocol specification is an important part of an ACL; we have seen
that in some ACLs (the behaviour based type) it is the only part: they define their
semantics directly from protocol diagrams. These protocol diagrams are also called
conversation policies and can be used to ensure reliable communication among
heterogeneous agents, making it easy for agents to know which communicative
acts are possible for the next message in a conversational sequence. They provide
a level of analysis abstracted from the precise propositional content of a message,
the ACL, and implementations of individual conversations (Smith et al., 1998).
We now look at a few different approaches to the task and we later evaluate some
of these approaches; two important evaluation criteria for protocol specification
methods are given below.

Adequacy

“Mathematical adequacyis concerned with whether the formal objects
characterised by the notation, under the intended semantics, have the
properties manifested in the real-world objects that the notation and
its interpretation is intended to model. . .
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Notational adequacyis to do with how elegantly the notation describes
the real-world objects. In general, a short description is preferable to a
longer one, repetition and long windedness increasing the possibility
of errors in the use of the notation. An ideal notation allows one to
exploit the similarities between different structures and state general
properties where they exist.” (Gazdar and Mellish, 1989)

2.6.1 Finite State Transition Networks

Finite State Transition Networks (FSTNs) are the most common diagrammatic
form for the representation of conversational interactions. The style used in the
“Conversation for Action” diagram (figure2.1) is typical. A circle represents a
possible state of the conversation and an arc represents a speech act. The circles
with a thick border denote states ofcompletionfrom which no further actions can
be taken. In the case where an arc is labelled with two speech acts, either of the
acts can cause the state transition described by the arc. Arcs are labelled with the
sender and the speech act type. Since there are only two participants, the receiver
need not be included in the label. Some transitions may take place without an ex-
plicit speech act, for example the transition from 3 to 4 may occur if the requestor
can recognise satisfaction of the request directly.

With this type of diagram it is possible to specify:

1. The meaning of a speech act in the context of a given state. In this diagram
the meaning is given in terms of a change in conversation state.

2. The permissions for subsequent acts defined by a conversation state.

FSTNs like this have been used for KQML protocol specification (Barbuceanu and
Fox, 1995). It is possible to include information such as the sender and receiver of
the act with the label (Bradshaw et al., 1997). One could also include constraints
on the communication (Wagner et al., 1999), for example timing constraints. Other
variations include placing the name of the next act to be sent at the node, rather than
writing it as a label on the arc; in this case the sender of the act can be indicated
by colouring of the nodes (FIPA, 1997). FSTNs can be applied to such complex
protocols as the English Auction (Pitt et al., 2000) in this case the auction is con-
sidered as a series of conversations between the auctioneer and one bidder, and the
FSTN describes one of these conversations.

An FSTN can be regarded as a specification of a Finite State Automaton (FSA).
FSAs are easy to implement, and have been used for natural language processing
(NLP) (Gazdar and Mellish, 1989) but they suffer from a notational inadequacy:
sub-networks that appear more than once have to be fully expanded in each in-
stance. We can look at advances in NLP to see ways in which FSTNs can be
improved.
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Figure 2.1: Finite State Diagram forConversation for Action.

Recursive Transition Networks (RTN) allow a network to be named and called
when needed by the super-network, rather than expanding it out in every instance.
RTNs can be regarded as a specification of a pushdown automaton (PA). It has a
stack to remember where it must resume in the super network after returning from
a named sub-network. This tackles some of the notational inadequacies of FSTNs,
if there is a certain sequence repeated at different points in an FSTN, it can be han-
dled more elegantly by an RTN. Also RTNs can handle infinitely long sets such
asanbn (i.e. the sequence ofn number ofas followed byn number ofbs), which
FSTNs cannot. However there are still sequences for which RTNs are notationally
inadequate such as aanbncn. If an RTN has many similar sets of arcs, perhaps with
only one different constraint, we could not exploit the similarities and state general
properties. One would need some way to store a variable with the state represen-
tation, and use the value of this variable in the constraint expressions. Augmented
Transition Networks (ATN) allow one to specify the relationship between a se-
quence of outputs and a sequence of inputs, rather than just input output relations
at the level of single arcs. ATNs allow values to be stored in registers (like local
variables). Arcs can hold instructions as to how information passes between the
registers when a transition occurs as well as tests on the arcs. Sub-networks can
have instructions at the initial and final nodes, so that they can accept and return
parameters. The use of ATNs simplifies many networks, it enables what would
otherwise be different paths in an RTN to be merged into one.

2.6.2 Knowledgeable Agent-oriented System

In the Knowledgeable Agent-oriented System (KAoS) agent communication archi-
tecture (Bradshaw et al., 1997) a series of conversation policies are defined as fi-
nite state diagrams, with numbered states and labels on each arrow denoting which
agent can send a message to which agent in order to cause that state transition. A
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sample conversation policy for a request is shown in figure2.2.
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B:(Silent
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Counter

A→B:
Withdraw

A→B:Request

B:(Silent
Satisfaction)

Figure 2.2: Request Conversation Policy.

There is one obvious problem with this kind of specification, suppose that the con-
versation is in state 1, now either agent can make the next communication, ifA
sends a message,B may also send a message, before it has receivedA’s. NowA
may have moved to a state whereB’s message is no longer valid. This problem
will only arise in states which allow transitions (messages) from either party. To
overcome this the designers have proposed to impose either one of these two rules
on such transitions:

1. The transition leads to a final state, so no other incoming message will matter
once conversation is over.

2. The transition leads to a non-final state, from which any message from an-
other participant which was valid in the original state is still valid.

Joint intention theory is the used to provide a formal semantics for the KAoS poli-
cies (Smith et al., 1998). The semantics of a complex act can be derived from the
semantics of the acts that are its syntactic components. A small core set of oper-
ators is defined and additional operators can be defined in terms of this core set
(this is not true of KQML). Core operators are: mutual belief (MB), weak mutual
goal (WMG), joint persistent goal (JPG), attempt (ATT), request (REQ), persistent
weak achievement goal (PWAG). The significance of this work is that while it uses
behavioural conversation policies, they are built with speech acts whose precise
meaning (in terms of mental attitudes that must exist in the sender) is specified,
and whose meaning is not ignored in the context of a protocol
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2.6.3 Unified Agent Modeling Language

FIPA is currently using a UML Interaction Diagram representation for protocols
named Unified Agent Modeling Language (UAML) (FIPA, 2000). it makes use of
Object Constraint Language (OCL) for constraints on transitions. It can specify
formal constraints, but is simple enough for the non-mathematician. The protocols
specified in this way are termed Agent Interaction Protocols (AIP). The definition
of an AIP describes a communication pattern, with the allowed sequence of mes-
sages between agents having different roles. Each agent role within the protocol is
given a vertical column (called the lifeline), the role title appearing at the top. Mes-
sages going to that role are represented as arrows arriving at a box in that column.
Some semantics restrictions on the content of the messages and also time con-
straints can be specified as constraints on arrows. The choices between different
message sending events and the cardinality of messages can also be represented.

2.6.4 Definite Clause Grammar

Labrou(1996) uses a Definite Clause Grammar (DCG) for KQML protocol speci-
fication (called conversation policies) where the arguments of nonterminals can be
used to carry and test contextual information. The conversational policies are used
not only to specify the permissible order of performatives in a conversation, but
also to specify certain conditions on the parameters of those performatives, for ex-
ample restricting the content of performatives or the ‘reply-with’ and ‘in-reply-to’
parameters. This formalism gives the same flexibility as ATNs, but translates more
readily into a general purpose programming language like Prolog. The conversa-
tion policies specified in this way are not intended to be entire conversations, but
may form parts of larger conversations. Any sequence of messages that is reach-
able from the start is also an acceptable conversation. The DCGs are an extension
of Context Free Grammars (CFGs) and the rules take the form:

NT → Body

where NT is a non-terminal symbol and body is a sequence of one or more ter-
minal or non-terminal symbols separated by commas. Labrou’s use of DCGs ex-
tends CFGs by allowing non-terminals to be compound terms instead of just atoms
and by allowing the body of a rule to include procedural attachments (enclosed in
parentheses “{}”) that express extra conditions that must be satisfied for the rule to
be valid.

2.6.5 Petri Nets

Petri Nets are directed graphs with places and transitions connecting them. An arc
connects a place to a transition and another arc goes from the transition to a place.
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Tokens rest in places and travel around the net when transitions are enabled. The
state (technically referred to as the marking) of a net is its assignment of tokens
to places. Some transitions take several inputs from several arcs, and may have
constraints. Some arcs have a capacity greater than one (but the default is one) and
places have infinite capacity. A transition is enabled when the number of tokens in
each of its input places is at least equal to the arc weight going from the place to
the transition. When the transition is enabled, it can fire, resulting in tokens being
removed from the input places and inserted in the output places according to arc
weights and place capacities. This firing results in a new marking of the net. It is
not the case that the number of tokens removed from input places must equal the
number inserted in output places.

When applied to agent communication, a separate Petri subnet is used for each
agent, to model internal states that are relevant to the conversation. The Petri
net representation is desirable for the way in which it clearly separates the state
changes occurring for each participant, but the representation becomes more un-
wieldy as larger protocols are considered. The colouring in Coloured Petri Nets
(CPNs) is an extension over basic Petri nets which makes it easier to model more
complex interactions which would otherwise be impractical. The token’s colour
is a type specification, and it may only travel on certain coloured arcs. This saves
the designer from having to redraw identical states repeatedly, when the only thing
varying is that a certain token can take a different transition. CPNs have been suc-
cessfully applied to agent communication protocols in KQML (Scott Cost et al.,
1999a,b).

The BRIC (Basic Representation of Interactive Components) formalism (Ferber,
1995) makes extensive use of Petri nets, not just to describe conversations, but also
for representing simultaneous communications with several correspondents and the
interactions between the components of a multi-agent system.

2.6.6 Utterances as Nodes

Graphical representations of protocols do not necessarily have to use the nodes of
the graph to represent states of the conversation. The utterances may be placed at
nodes, and arrows drawn to indicate the relationship between utterances, where re-
lationships can be responding, replying, resolving and completing (Parunak, 1996).
These relationships are defined as follows (Singh, 1997) (where messagej sent by
S is in the stated relationship with messagei received byS):

Respond: (a) The sender(S) of j previously receivedi and (b) the mental state
change caused by this reception was what caused it to sendj and (c)j is the first
message ofS satisfying (a) and (b).

Reply: (a) and (b) as above, but (c)j is the first messageS sends to the sender ofi
satisfying (a) and (b).
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Resolve: A special case ofReply: Messagej follows the rules of engagement
defined ini. For example if agentA sends a question to agentB and agentB
responds with another question to agentA, then the response is areply, but not a
resolve. This is because it starts a new thread which will require its own resolution.
AgentB would have to reply with an answer or a “don’t know” to resolve the
question.

Complete: Messagei was acommitand messagej is the satisfaction of that com-
mitment or a refusal to observe it.

A finite state diagram such as the Conversation for Action (figure2.1) allows for
many possible conversations including possibly infinite sequences ofcounterfor
example. We must take one possible instance for analysis with utterances as nodes,
as in table2.6.6.

Seq. Utterance Respond Reply Resolve Complete

1 A→B: Request
2 B→A: Counter 1 1
3 A→B: Counter 2 2
4 B→A: Promise 3 3 1
5 B→A: Renege 4

Table 2.3: Utterance Functions

2.6.7 Participants as Nodes : Dooley Graphs

Yet another alternative is to use the nodes to represent participants in the conversa-
tion and arrows to represent utterances, this is a Dooley graph. The Dooley graph
is typically used to analyse the history of a conversation, rather than for specifying
conversations in advance. Analysis of conversations can help to identify frequently
occurring patterns. Utterances that are closely related appear in the same area of
the Dooley graph, unrelated interchanges are separated and drawn in a different
area. The following six sets are necessary for the definition of the Dooley graph
(Parunak, 1996):

U: utterances: the set of numbers indexing the chronologically ordered utter-
ances.

P: participants: {p1, p2 . . . pn} the set of participants in the conversation.

S: sender: the set of tuples〈pi, k〉 where participantpi sends utterancek.

R: recipient: the set of tuples〈k, pj〉 where participantpj receives

utterancek.
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A: arc: the set of triples ,〈pi, pj , k〉 where〈pi, k〉 ∈ S and〈k, pj〉 ∈ R.

M: M-relation, the set of relations fromS ∪ R to S ∪ R which relate elements
with the same participant which also satisfy any of the following conditions;
i.e. 〈i, p〉M〈p, j〉 iff:

j repliesto i.

i repliesto andresolvesj.

i repliesto j and is the last utterance in the conversation.

Parunak adds a fourth condition to capture the information in the completes rela-
tions between utterances:i completesk andk replies to andresolvesj. Where
replies, resolvesandcompletesare as defined in section2.6.6The graph is pro-
duced as follows:

• A relationN overS ∪ R is defined by copyingM into N and closingN
under symmetry, reflexivity and transitivity.

• N induces a partitionV = S ∪R/N . The elements ofV are the characters.
Notice that theP coordinates of eachV element are the same

• Each arc〈pi, pj , k〉 ∈ A is drawn between the elements ofV that contain
〈pi, k〉 and〈pj , k〉.

Dooley graphs have been applied to describe agent conversations (Parunak, 1996;
Singh, 1997).

2.6.8 Implicit Protocol Representation: Social Commitments

An entirely different approach to specifying a communication protocol is presented
in Singh(1998). This is an Agent Communication Language based on roles and
commitments in a society. The protocol specifies the commitments of agents in
each role, and the obligations to other roles. Agents are permitted to operate on
their commitments, perhaps cancelling them. Such operations are not arbitrary, but
constrained by higher order meta-commitments, for example an agent could have
a meta-commitment which states that it can drop one commitment if it takes on
some new one instead.

Some advantages of this method of specifying semantics stem from the fact that
the state of the conversation is defined in terms of commitments; so the state (the
commitments) at any time is independent of the history. It would be easy to tie two
protocols together (composition) if one terminates with a commitment state which
can be the starting point for the next. One may enter into a protocol “midway”
if the commitment state of the agents involved matches up with the state at that
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point in the protocol, without going through the previous steps of the protocol.
Sequences of conversation may easily be inserted in a protocol, so long as they
don’t affect any of the commitments that are necessary for the protocol to proceed
afterwards. Representing commitments as an explicit first class object leads to
flexibility when protocols are realised on the fly in changing situations, for example
electronic commerce.

Dooley graphs can be used as a tool to aid in the specification of commitment pro-
tocols (Singh, 1997). The Dooley graph shows everything that is performed by
each party in a sample multi-party conversation. From the Dooley graph, agent
skeletons are made, finite state automata, which model the different threads of ac-
tions which can be executed by each agent. For example, one agent is a manager
and can send out a request for proposals. The remaining agents are contractors;
they are each playing a similar role so all their skeletons are integrated This gives
two skeletons, one for contractors and one for the manager. From these skeletons
it is easy to identify a certain set of rules which the communications follow, for
example every solicit is replied to. A concept called Interaction Oriented Program-
ming is introduced to develop and study primitives for the specification of systems
of agents and constraints on their behaviour. For example a system of two agents
(buyer and seller) can be specified by specifying the commitments of both parties.
The seller is committed to giving price quotes in response to requests and fulfilling
orders that he has accepted. The buyer is committed to paying the quoted price for
anything ordered.

A method of verifying compliance when using communication protocols based on
commitments is presented inVenkatraman and Singh(1999); this is practical in
open systems because it is based on observing the behaviour of the agents rather
than requiring the agent’s program to be made public (agent developers may con-
sider their designs to be trade secrets). Also it does not impose stringent demands
on how the agents are constructed. Potential causality is the idea that the ordering
of events in a distributed system can be determined only with respect to an ob-
server, such that if the observer perceives evente preceding eventf , thene may
potentially causef . Timestamps are included with all messages. A concrete model
based on CTL (Computation Tree Logic) is used to identify states with messages
and states are ordered according to the timestamps. Messages are defined as op-
erations on commitments, for examplecreaterequires a message sent from debtor
to creditor of a commitment. All the operations are defined in such a way that the
creditor always gets to know the disposition of any commitments due to it, so the
creditor is in a good position to test the compliance of other agents.

2.6.9 Critique

Many of the approaches to protocol specification are simply too informal (often
relying on accompanying descriptions), and therefore could be open to various in-
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terpretations. A good example is the original FIPA representation of an auction: a
white colour is used in boxes representing communicative actions from the initia-
tor, a darker colour of shading is used for all other participants in the conversation.
This works with a two party protocol, but it is far from adequate when applied to
an auction. The FIPA auction protocol shows the initial ‘cfp’ (call for proposals)
being sent presumably to all bidders (thought it is not stated on the diagram, the
accompanying text description says “the auctioneer’s calls ... are multicast to all
participants in the auction”) then the auctioneer’s acceptance of a bid is presum-
ably sent only to a single bidder, though this is in no way clear from the diagram.
Clearly there is a need for an explicit representation of the roles in the conversation,
and a specification stating precisely which acts are being sent to which roles.

The idea of using a single finite state diagram to describe all possible states encoun-
tered in a conversation, and how they are reached, quickly becomes impractical as
more complex protocols are considered. Also, the depiction of a speech act tran-
sition leading to state inside a box is misleadingly simple, in actual fact there are
many instances when all agents participating in a conversation will not be in the
same state. There is a time delay between sending and receiving messages and it
may vary considerably between many agents receiving a multi-cast, the permis-
sions for sending and receiving are not clear then in such intermediary states. In
other cases some messages may be passed between a subset of participating agents,
while others are unaware. Even for simple protocols with negligible transmission
delay, if a single finite state diagram is to be drawn for all transitions of all agents
involved in a protocol, the representation will be unwieldy. Patterns in some pro-
tocols that repeat with only slight variations will need to be duplicated in their
entirety, rather than simply specifying them as reusable sub protocols with varying
parameters.

The notational inadequacy associated with finite state diagrams is best illustrated
by an example, consider the KAoS diagram in figure2.2. There are redundancies
apparent in this type of diagrammatic specification. Every time a transition occurs,
a new state must be created, even though many of the transitions that were valid in
the previous state may still be valid in the new state. For example, in moving from
state 1 to 2,B has made a counter offer whichA may accept or counter.A may
still withdraw its request from either of these states. IfA accepts, the conversa-
tion moves to state 7 which is similar to state 1 apart from the absence of decline,
withdraw or counter transitions. It is evident that there are differentconversational
elementsin the state, some of which are changed by a particular transition, while
others remain unaffected.A’s initial request sets up a conversational element which
is an expectation thatB may satisfy that request. This element is unchanged ifB
makes a Counter offer andA accepts. However the element is removed ifA with-
draws the request orB declines. Likewise there is another conversational element
which is the content of that request, this element is modified by a counter offer.
A more efficient specification of conversations might deal with these elements ex-
plicitly. The redundancies in this particular protocol are small, but, for example,
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in a typical negotiation between two agents there may be many more states and at
each state many of the transitions will be the same. At each state there may be a
transition forA to withdraw,B to withdraw,A to ask a question,B to ask a ques-
tion, etc. There are certain transitions and sub sequences which can be inserted at
different stages depending on the state of the conversation. If the conversation has
a set of state variables, each allowable transition should depend on the values of a
subset of those variables, rather than stating all possible states of the complete set
and what transitions are allowed for those. Singh’s approach above is the only one
that exploits this; commitments are used to represent the individual elements of the
underlying state of the conversation.

In conclusion, diagrammatic representations seem to be more appropriate in the
analysis of general protocol properties, but may be inadequate for the formal spec-
ification of complex protocols. A representation which explicitly describes the
underlying variables whose values determine the states of the protocol is more
promising and this is the approach we will develop in section3.9.4.

2.7 Criteria for a good ACL

Having analysed existing ACLs and the various design issues, we are in a position
to list a set of criteria which would be necessary for a good ACL. Firstly, an ACL
should make a clear distinction between the communication language (which gives
a semantics for communicative acts) and the content language (which describes
the facts about the domain) (Mayfield et al., 1995). It may be desirable to be able
to use different content languages with a particular ACL. Secondly, the semantic
definition of an ACL should have the following features, most of which are due to
Singh(1998, 2000):

• Formal definition. If it is specified informally, with a natural language de-
scription, it is possible that different vendors will take different interpreta-
tions of the specification and produce agents which cannot interoperate. A
formal semantics would also enable a version of the semantics to be embed-
ded “in the agents themselves so they can use it in their reasoning about their
own (and others’) speech acts”Singh(1991).

• Verifying compliance with the given semantics should be possible. This
poses problems for semantics based on internal states if the system is open.

• State what a speech act means rather than how it should be used. This makes
the language more expressive and makes speech acts flexible so they can be
used in different contexts. If it is necessary to specify constraints for some
application, this should be done in a separate specification and should not be
tied to the meaning; this would allow separate specifications to be combined
flexibly.
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• Intuitive or human-like. Even if present day agents are quite primitive, de-
signers are aiming for more intelligent agents in the future, so the communi-
cation language should facilitate communication between anthropomorphic
agents. An intuitive description is also easier for the agent designer to un-
derstand.

• Context dependence. The context in which a speech act is uttered should
be a factor in determining its meaning. Aspects of context include: domain,
status or authority of participants and relation to remainder of discourse. A
protocol is a convenient way of handling many aspects of context.

• Based on convention. Communication has a conventional meaning which is
known to all users of the language (public perspective). In addition there are
subjective inferences which certain individuals may make (private perspec-
tive). An ACL specification should take the public perspective. Consider
that someone can give an order without really desiring that it happen; it may
be their duty. The speech act that orders has a meaning of its own, regard-
less of the speaker’s state, an order requires that something be done; it has a
conventional meaning.

• Design Autonomy. Compliant agents should not be forced to adopt a certain
architecture, e.g. they should not be forced to represent their own mental
state in terms of explicit beliefs, desires and intentions.

• Consideration of the social aspects of communication and the perspective of
the society of agents. It should be possible to specify (observable) commit-
ments to actions.

• Coverage. There should be a semantics defined for each of the following
categories of speech act: assertives, directives, commissives, permissives,
prohibitives, declaratives and expressives (Singh, 2000).

The case for separating the issues of semantics and normative behaviour is worthy
of note. Many approaches, being concerned with the end goal of making agents
cooperate, have merged these two. Communication is necessary to coordinate co-
operation, but communication itself does not have to be used for cooperation. To
make a semantics for communication one needs to do no more than specify the
meaning of certain communications when they arise in a particular context. To
make specifications of normative behaviour one would specify commitments and
obligations in a separate interaction protocol.

An ACL should also have a formal protocol description language which can cope
with multi-party protocols, nested protocols, parallel conversations and different
(possibly changing) agent roles within a conversation. There should be a precise
relationship between the semantics of protocols and the semantics of the speech
acts of which it is composed.
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Finally, the aspect of implementation should not be neglected (Mayfield et al.,
1995); there is no point in defining a language in a formal logic which has no
known implementation.Mayfield et al.(1995) also discuss the issue of partial
implementation: it should be possible to implement a subset of the language for
simple agents.
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Chapter 3

Agent Communication
Frameworks and Verification

This chapter describes a general agent communication framework within which
several notions of verification can be investigated. We use this to identify a spe-
cialised framework for verifiable languages in open systems. This specialised
framework is used in the remainder of the thesis.

3.1 Introduction

The previous chapter looked at various agent communication languages (ACLs)
paying particular attention to the semantic definition; we discussed certain prob-
lems that are associated with some of these approaches to semantic definition and
outlined criteria for a good definition. This chapter develops a general agent com-
munication framework which allows us to categorise ACLs in a more formal way.
In particular it allows us to define what verifiability means for a framework and to
investigate if this property is true of the framework. The general framework we
come up with (see section3.7) contains elements which we would not use if we are
developing a language for open systems; this is because the framework’s purpose
is to be sufficiently general to allow many languages to be specified within it so
that their properties can be analysed. This general framework allows us to identify
a more specialised framework which we deem appropriate for use in open systems
where verifiability is a desirable property (see section3.9).

An ACL is one component of an agent communication framework. A framework
may additionally include agents’ names, programs, states and whatever languages
are needed to provide a well defined relationship between these components. An
ACL typically defines a specification (for each communicative act) which must be
satisfied by the system of agents using that language, we say that it defines a seman-
tics for each communicative act. It is important to note that there is a distinction
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betweenprogram semanticsfor communication statements in an agent’s program
andACL semantics(which constitute specifications) for communicative acts.1 If
an agent is ACL-compliant then its program semantics will satisfy the semantics
defined by the ACL specification. It is desirable to be able to verify if an agent (or
system of agents) is ACL-compliant. ACL semantics may be defined in different
ways and each one implies different notions of verification. We wish to define a
general agent communication framework which contains all the elements we need
to be able to define what the different types of verification are. Our framework
builds on the framework presented byWooldridge(2000); we attempt to make the
framework sufficiently general to allow ACLs with various semantic definitions to
be accommodated.

Communicating agents operate in a certain context, the entire context includes the
private states and programs of agents as well as the publicly observable state of the
society. ACL semantics for communicative acts must specify something about the
state of this context. ACLs based on mental states typically specify semantics by
means of preconditions and/or postconditions (Labrou, 1996) which must be true
before or after the communicative act is performed. ACLs based on social states
typically specify social facts that are created or modified by the performance of a
communicative act (Singh, 2000). Thus an agent communication framework will
need to include a representation of the multi-agent system which captures informa-
tion about the internal states of agents in the system as well as observable (social)
states. In addition to an agent’s current state, we also need a representation of the
agent’s program because we might need to know what the agent is going to do.
The ACL specification for the semantics of communicative acts may refer to future
actions and we may need to verify that an agent will do them. For example, in or-
der to specify that an agent holds a certain intention as a precondition to sending a
promise act, the specification for the act may require that the agent’s program even-
tually executes the intention. We make use of a computational model to represent
the programs and states of the agents in a multi-agent system.

We begin by describing the agent programs which a multi-agent system in com-
posed of (section3.2). We then discuss a computational model for multi-agent
systems (section3.3). In section3.3.2we review Manna and Pnueli’s (1995) com-
putational model for reactive programs and apply it to multi agent systems. We
then make some extensions to capture observable states of an open system. We
introduce an explicit representation of the agents’ social context (section3.4). Af-
ter defining the ACL component of the framework (section3.6) we are ready to
present the general framework (section3.7) and to define several notions of verifi-
cation (section3.8). We use the framework to analyse existing ACLs and determine
if they are verifiable (section3.8.5). Having a more formal notion of what a verifi-
able framework looks like we proceed to specify our own framework (section3.9).

1In some texts on agent communication the phrasesemantics of agent communicationrefers only
to the semantics of communication statements in an agent program and there is no communication
language semantics (Eijk, 2000).
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We consider it more important to develop a general framework within which ACLs
can be defined than to develop a new ACL, since we realise that different applica-
tions will need different ACLs. We outline a structured method by which ACLs can
be developed within our framework (section3.9.6). We then evaluate our frame-
work (in section3.9.7) according to the criteria outlined in the previous chapter.
In related work (section3.10) we compare and contrast our framework with two
other frameworks for agent communication. Finally we summarise and draw some
conclusions (section3.11).

3.2 Agent Programs

We use the Simple Programming Language (SPL) ofManna and Pnueli(1992) to
describe the agent programs in our multi-agent systems. More details on the syntax
and semantics of this language can be found in section4.5. The entire multi-agent
system can be described by a single programP .

P ::
∥∥∥

i∈Ag

Mi

That is, a cooperation statement (for parallel execution) where each top level pro-
cessMi is viewed as a module which represents the program of agenti. Where
i ranges across the set of agent namesAg which uniquely identify agents. Each
moduleMi has the following form:

moduleMi :: [module-declaration; body]

The keywordmodule identifies this as a module statement,module-declaration
declares variables and communication channels that will be used by the module
and thebody is a statement (the agent’s program) that may contain additional lo-
cal declarations. The full syntax for agent programs appears in section4.5. We
omit the keywordmodule as all our agent programs are modules. Note that the
programP does not need a declaration statement of its own since all declaration
statements are moved from a program’s heading to the module headings when a
program is viewed in this way. Each moduleMi (representing the program of an
agenti of the system) has a set of asynchronous buffered input channels on which
it can receive messages from other agents and a set of asynchronous buffered out-
put channels on which it sends messages to other agents. A channel is a variable
whose value is a list of messages. We identify channel variables using anα with
a subscript. Agenti receives messages from agentj on the channelαi,j and sends
them on channelαj,i. We need separate channel identifiers for each communi-
cation link so that we can distinguish between communicative events from or to
different agents. Separate channels also make it possible for an agent to ignore
messages from some channels and respond more rapidly to more important chan-
nels. With only one channel an agent would have to process all messages in the
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M1 ::



local reply : integer wherereply = 0
own in α1,2 : channel[1..] of integer
own out α2,1 : channel[1..] of integer `0: α2,1 ⇐ 1

`1: await|α1,2| > 0
`2: α1,2 ⇒ reply : `3



∥∥∥

M2 ::



local receive : integer wherereceive= 0
own in α2,1 : channel[1..] of integer
own out α1,2 : channel[1..] of integer

m0 : await|α2,1| > 0
m1 : α2,1 ⇒ receive
m2 : if receive= 1 then
m3 : α1,2 ⇐ 2 : m4




Figure 3.1: A simple system of two Agents.

order in which they are received, possibly causing an unacceptable delay. In prac-
tical systems agents may not need to use more than two channels (one input, one
output) since many agent systems have a platform which deals with the distribution
of messages. In such cases we can model the functions of the platform as a special
facilitator module which can accept messages from all agents and distribute them
to the intended recipients. This would also enable agents to be added or removed
in a dynamic system without having to add new channels to all the existing agents,
the existing agents would just need to be informed of the identity of the new agent
and then they could send messages to it on their regular output channel. A program
for a facilitator is described in section5.2.3. For those who are averse to the idea of
a centralised facilitator in a distributed system, we could make several facilitators
controlling their own domains.

Figure3.1shows a concrete example of a simple multi-agent system which consists
of only two agents whose programs are described by the modulesM1 andM2. For
simplicity the messages exchanged by our agents are simple integers. Agent1
sends the number “1” to agent2. Agent2 reads its input channel, storing the result
in the variablereceiveand if this is “1” it replies with “2”. Agent 1 stores the reply
in its variablereply.
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3.3 A Computational Model for Multi-Agent Systems

A computational model is a well defined mathematical structure which can repre-
sent the behaviour of a program. The behaviour of a program can be described as
a sequence of states that the program could produce, where a state gives a value
to all the variables in the program including the control variableπ which describes
the location of the next statement. For example, the program of figure3.1 could
produce the following sequence of states, where each state below gives the values
of variables in this order:〈π, α1,2, α2,1, reply, receive〉. Control is initially at the
start of the programs and channels are empty (Λ).

〈{`0,m0},Λ,Λ, 0, 0〉 → 〈{`1,m0},Λ, 1, 0, 0〉 → 〈{`1,m1},Λ, 1, 0, 0〉 →
〈{`1,m2},Λ,Λ, 0, 1〉 → 〈{`1,m3},Λ,Λ, 0, 1〉 → 〈{`1,m4}, 2,Λ, 0, 1〉 →
〈{`2,m4}, 2,Λ, 0, 1〉 → 〈{`3,m4},Λ,Λ, 2, 1〉 → . . .

So our computational model should be able to describe all the sequences like this
which could be produced by a certain program. In addition to the internal variables
of agents we will model the social states of the system.

3.3.1 Variables and States

The computational model we choose for multi-agent systems is a fair transition
system (Manna and Pnueli, 1992, 1995). This is a system which contains variables
and transitions. Variables represent the states of the agents and transitions represent
the state changes caused by statements in the agents’ programs. The variables come
from a universal set of typed variablesV, called the vocabulary. From this we can
construct expressions, atomic formulae and assertions.

• Expressionsare constructed from variables ofV and constants (such as0) to
which functions (such as+) are applied. For examplex+ 3y.

• Atomic formulaeare constructed from Boolean variables and by applying
predicates (such as>) to expressions. For example(x+ 3y) > 7.

• Assertions(state formulas) are constructed by applying Boolean connectives
(such as∧) and quantification (such as∃, ∀ ) to atomic formulae. For exam-
ple∀x : ∃y : (y > x)

A states is an interpretation ofV, assigning each variableu ∈ V a values[u] over
its domain. As a program executes it passes through a sequence of states in which
variables may take on different values. We sometimes find it convenient to refer
to the value of a variableu and to its previous valueu−. The following predicates
are useful within temporal logic formulae. The predicatefirst is true in the first
state of a sequence and false in all other states. The asynchronous communication
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predicate denotes a sending event i.e. when a message is sent to a channelα. The
predicate is defined as follows

[α−< m] : ¬first ∧ α = α− •m.

That is, a sending event has occurred on channelα if this is not the first state and if
the system variableα is equal to what it was before (α−) with messagem appended
to the end of the list. A similar predicate exists for the receiving event i.e. when a
message is read and removed from the front of a channel

[α−> m] : ¬first ∧ m • α = α−.

To specify that an input or output has occurred on a channel without specifying
the value communicated we use[α−<] and [α−>]. Often when an agentA sends a
messagem, we write[A−<m] instead of specifying the channel; since our message
is a tuple of which the first part is always the sender and the second the receiver,
[A−< m] is an abbreviation forαm↓2,m↓1−< m. The symbol↓ is used to select an
element of a tuple.↓i denotes the operation such that(a1, a2, . . . , an)↓i = ai.

3.3.2 Fair Transition Systems

Our multi-agent system is represented by the fair transition system〈V,Θ, T ,J , C〉
which represents the states and programs of the agents in the system.

• V ⊆ V is a set of system variables, some of these represent data variables
(i.e. data within an agent’s internal state) and others are control variables
which represent the location of control within an agent’s program, or in a
process within an agent’s program. SoV describes all the data in the internal
states of the agents.

• Θ is an assertion characterising initial states, i.e. if a states of the system
satisfies the assertionΘ, then it is a state from which the system can start
running.

• T is a set of transitions. Each transition maps each state onto a set of possible
successor states. If a transitionτ maps a states to a non-empty set of possible
successors thenτ is enabled ons, if it mapss to the null set then the transition
is disabled on states. The transitions in the system tell us how one state can
move to the next. A transition istakenat states if the next state is related to
s by the transition. SoT represents the agents’ programs, each statement in
an agent’s program is associated with a transition inT .

• J ⊆ T is a set of just transitions. Justice requirement:A just transition
cannot be continually enabled without being taken. Justice allows us to en-
sure that each parallel process is executed fairly. Without justice one process
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could be waiting forever while a parallel process continues to execute. The
justice requirement ensures that a process cannot get stuck forever at a point
where there is a just transition when the transition is enabled.

• C ⊆ T is a set of compassionate transitions. Compassion requirement:A
compassionate transition cannot be enabled infinitely many times but taken
only a finite number of times. Compassion is another fairness requirement.
A process could get stuck at a just transition if that transition is not con-
tinuously enabled, but only periodically enabled. Compassion is a stronger
requirement, if the transition is enabled periodically (infinitely many times)
then it must be taken (infinitely many times).

The agent programs which constitute our multi-agent system must be given a se-
mantics which identifies each of the components of the fair transition system we
are using to represent the multi-agent system. One way of doing this is to describe
the agent programs using the Simple Programming Language (SPL) ofManna and
Pnueli(1992) which has a semantics identifying the corresponding fair transition
system. This will be discussed in section4.5.

3.4 Explicit Representation of Social Context

The model thus far presented models the internal programs and states of agents.
This can completely describe the system, but we would additionally like to have
a convenient representation of the observable social context. These context in-
clude the social facts created by interactions and the rules governing their creation.
Additionally, the following aspects of the context may affect the meaning of a
communicative act:

• The history of communicative acts in the interaction.
• The application domain in which the interaction takes place.
• The social facts holding between agents in the system, for example, the status

and authority of participants or social commitments.

We treat all these aspects of the context as public knowledge and include them
in the social state. The social state describes all publicly observable phenomena
including propositions representing social facts (for example social commitments),
control variables (for example role variables), the rules governing interaction and
the history of transmitted messages.

The observable social states can be determined by observing communications: we
assume that a message being added to an agent’s channel can be observed, but
not a message being removed from the channel. The social state is described by
a set of variablesS ⊂ V that is disjoint from the fair transition system variables
V . Each agenti may have a differing view of the social context, since it may
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not have received all events (communications) occurring in the system. We use
the variableoi to denote the social state observable to agenti, this is a 3-tuple
where the first term equals the history variablehi, the second term equals the social
factsfi observable by that agent and the third partri describes the rules governing
communication. These parts are explained below.

oi = 〈hi, fi, ri〉

Corresponding toΘ for the fair transition system, we define an initial conditionΦ
for the social state variablesS. Thus the initial2 observable social stateo0i of an
agenti must satisfyΦ.

3.4.1 Communication History

The communication history variableshi (Manna and Pnueli, 1992, page 342) act
as aconversational recordfor each agenti ∈ Ag. The type of each history variable
is a list of messages. For some agenti, hi is a chronologically ordered list of all
the messages transmitted on that agent’s input channelsαi,j and output channels
αj,i. The following formula characterises the communication history variablehi :

Hi : (hi = Λ) ∧ �̂


∀j :

[
¬[αi,j−< ] ∧ ¬[αj,i−< ] ∧

hi = h−i

]
∨

∃m, j :

[
([αi,j−< m] ∨ [αj,i−< m]) ∧

hi = h−i •m

]


This is a temporal formula and it is valid if it holds in the first state of a model
(for the full semantics of temporal operators see section4.2). That is the listhi
is initially the empty listΛ and in all subsequent states (represented by�̂) either
there is no communication sent to the input channelsαi,j of agenti (represented
by ¬[αi,j−< ]) and no communication sent on its output channels (represented by
¬[αj,i−< ]) andhi is equal to what it was in the previous state(h−i ) or the message
m is sent to channelαi,j (represented by[αi,j−< m]) or channelαj,i and appended
to the list giving(h−i •m).

The history cannot have more than one message added to it by any single transition.
This is because no more than one message will be sent to the input channel of
any agent in a single transition. A transition represents a program statement and
parallel statements are executed by interleaving. Even in grouped3 statements no
two asynchronous communication sub statements can address the same channel
and each agent only has one input channel on which it can receive messages from
each other agent.

2In this chapter we use subscripts to identify which variables ofS correspond to which agents
and superscripts to enumerate the states in a sequence where0 enumerates the initial state.

3See section4.5.1
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3.4.2 Social Facts

Social facts are described with a languageLf and include role relationships, com-
mitments to perform actions and publicly expressed attitudes. The type of each
social facts variable is a mapping from well formed formulae of the social facts
languageLf to true or false values.

fi : wff(Lf ) → Tr

WhereTr = {true, false}. For some agenti, fi is an interpretation of all the social
fact propositions which arise from the initial facts and the communications the
agenti has observed. A simple social facts language which treats facts as strings is
described in section4.3.

3.4.3 Governing Rules

The variablesri describe how the social state observable to agenti changes when
a communication happens. This includes updating the history and also encodes
all the rules governing the creation and modification of social facts (according to
social conventions) from the point of view of agenti. These rules define how ob-
servable events affect the social facts and are what Searle calls constitutive rules
(see section3.6). We have already stated that communications can be observed;
in most real systems there are also non-communicative events (such as moving an
object in a world) which do not explicitly communicate any information but may
still alter the social facts in a system. Since we are only concerned with communi-
cation we assume here that social facts are solely a function of the communications
occurring in the system. The governing rules also capture contextual aspects, for
example the aspects specific to the application domain, i.e. these conventions will
be different in different application domains. The ACL specification (described in
section3.6) should define the governing rules.

The value of theri variable for an agenti is a place where we can keep track
of agenti’s observable knowledge about the conventions in the system and the
changes that might occur to the value of this variable as a result of certain commu-
nicative acts during a run of the system. The type of the variableri is a function
from a message (each message is a well formed formula of the communication lan-
guageLc described in section3.6) to a social state mapping. The mapping takes
as input an observable social state〈hi, fi, ri〉 and returns the new social state. That
is, for each message it defines the change to the observable social state according
to the conventions. LetJ−Kr be the value of the variableri. Each observable social
stateoi for agenti can be calculated from the previous observable social stateo−i
by usingJ−K−r which is the value of theri variable in the old state. The following
formula characterises the observable social statesoi :
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Oi : Φ ∧� (oi = 〈hi, fi, ri〉) ∧

�̂


∀j :

[
¬[αi,j−< ] ∧ ¬[αj,i−< ] ∧

oi = o−i

]
∨

∃m, j :

[
([αi,j−< m] ∨ [αj,i−< m]) ∧

oi = JmK−r o
−
i

]


(3.1)

That is,Φ is initially satisfied and in all subsequent states (represented by�̂) either

• there is no communication onαi,j (represented by¬[αi,j−< ]) or αj,i andoi
is equal to what it was in the previous state(o−i )

or

• the messagem is sent toαi,j (represented by[αi,j−< m]) or αj,i andoi is
equal to the tuple returned by applying the old state change functionJmK−r
to the old stateo−i .

EssentiallyOi says that the social state is unchanged if no communication occurs;
or if a communication does occur the social state is modified according to the
state change function described by the variableri. The governing rules are thus
responsible for updating the social facts and the message history, so any sequence
of observable states satisfyingOi also satisfiesHi. We show how such a function
can be formally specified in section4.3.

Note that given an initial stateΦ and a certain sequence of values for a history vari-
able, we can work out the values of the social facts and governing rules variables;
i.e. apart from their value in the initial state, they do not capture any additional in-
formation; they are merely a convenience which we will use when proving that an
agent satisfies the social facts observable by it. An initial value must be defined for
the variablesfi andri and thereafter they are modified by communicative acts, the
ri variable must define how they are modified. For example, if an agenti promises
something to another agent, theri value describing the conventional meaning of the
communicative act forpromisemay require that a new social commitment propo-
sition becomes true infi.

The social state is not a part of our fair transition system since it need not be ex-
plicitly represented anywhere in a real multi-agent system, parts of it may or may
not be represented by the the local variables of agents in the system. Each agent
should store a copy of all the information in the social state that might be relevant to
its interactions so that it may correctly interpret context dependent communicative
acts and keep track of its social commitments. For example if speech act seman-
tics never refer to previous messages then the agent does not need to maintain a
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communication history. The complete social state is then implicit. As an external
observer we need to know the social state if we wish to understand the interactions
taking place in the system. We need to know the social knowledge observable
to each agent in a system in order to determine if it is complying with the social
conventions to the best of its knowledge.

3.5 Sequences of States and Computations

Recall that a states is an interpretation ofV, assigning each variableu ∈ V a value
s[u] over its domain.Σ is the set of all statess. An infinite sequence of states

σ : s0, s1, s2, s3, . . .

is called asystem model. A system model is acomputation of the programP
(which identifies our fair transition system) ifs0 satisfies the initial conditionΘ and
if each statesj+1 is accessible from the previous statesj via one of the transitions
T in the system and the requirements of justice and compassion are respected. A
computation is a sequence of states that could be produced by an execution of the
program. All computations are system models but not vice versa. Thus the agent
programs identify the components of a fair transition system and the fair transition
system describes all the possible computations that a program could produce. This
is how we say what a program means, mathematically: it is described as the set of
all the sequences it could produce.

This constrains only the interpretations of variables inV . We specify additional
constraints on the interpretations of the variables inS so that the social state
changes in response to communicative acts between agents. We define acomputa-
tion of the multi-agent systemS with initial social factΦ to be a system modelσ
which is a computation of the programP and which also satisfiesOi for all agents
i. We also define a sequence of observable states

ω : o0, o1, o2, o3, . . .

where eacho is an interpretation of the variables inS. Such an observable se-
quence is an observable computation if it agrees with a computation of the system
(as defined above) on the interpretation of the variables inS. Ω is the set of all
observable stateso.

3.5.1 System for a Single Agent

The above computations can only be identified by using the complete fair transition
system. This includes the transitions and variables which represent internals of the
agents’ code. However, if we are the designers of a single agent and only have
access to that agent’s internals we can construct a new fair transition systemSi
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where the variables4, initial condition and transition sets of the system are just
the same as ifi was the only agent in the system. The initial condition for social
factsΦ will include social facts that will be true for the system we intend to allow
our agent to run in. We add one extra transitionτE , the environmental transition
which represents all the things other agents could do and is included in the justice
set. If the setY is the set of all the variables in agenti’s program apart from the
communication channels, then these should not be modified byτE . The outbound
communication channels can be modified by the removal of a message and the
inbound ones can be modified by addition of a message. Other variables inV may
be modified arbitrarily. The transition relation forτE is

ρτE :

[ ∧
y∈Y

(y′ = y)

]
∧[

(∀ j ∈ Ag− {i} : α′i,j = αi,j) ∨
(∃ j ∈ Ag− {i}, m ∈ wff(Lc) : α′i,j = αi,j •m)

]
∧[

(∀ k ∈ Ag− {i} : α′k,i = αk,i) ∨
(∃ k ∈ Ag− {i}, n ∈ wff(Lc) : n • α′k,i = αk,i)

]
.

(3.2)

Variablej is quantified over the identifiers of all agents from which agenti can
receive a message. An agent designer may not know this information before de-
ploying the agent in a system, but if a facilitator is used then messages can only be
received from one agent (the facilitator). The same holds fork and all agents to
which a message can be sent. This transition relation describes the relationship be-
tween a states and one of itsτE-successorss′. The unprimed variables refer to the
value of a variable ins and the primed version refers to its value in aτE-successor.
Thus ifρτE is true for two statess ands′ then the transitionτE is enabled ons and
s′ is one possibleτE-successor. Si represents all the possible behaviours of agent
i in any multi-agent system.

3.5.2 External System

If we do not have access to the internals of any agent, but can detect each mes-
sage being sent, we can construct a fair transition systemSE which represents all
possible observable sequences. The variables ofSE come from the setA of com-
munication channels which we can observe and the social state variables. There
are only two transitions, the idling transitionτI (preserves all variables and does
nothing) and the environmental transitionτE which has the relation

ρτE :
[ ∧
α∈A

(α′ = α)
]
∨

[∃α ∈ A,m : (α′ = α •m) ∨ (m • α′ = α)] .
4Not forgetting that our agent needs variables to share communication channels with all the other

agents in the system unless a facilitator is used in which case our agent needs only two channels.
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Thus the environmental transition allows arbitrary modification of any variable out-
side ofA and allows a channel inA to be modified by adding a message to the end
or removing one from the front. This timeτE is not included in the justice set,
meaning that a computation can terminate with an infinite sequence of the same
external state even when the environmental transition is enabled. We set initial
conditionΘ of SE to assert that all channels are empty. In order to complete the
social states we must also know the initial social facts for the initial conditionΦ.
A computation of the multi-agent systemSE is a sequenceσ which is a compu-
tation ofSE and satisfiesOi for all agentsi whose channels are included in our
system. Thus we do not care about how states inσ interpret variables which are
not observable.

3.6 An Agent Communication Language

A key element of the agent communication framework is the communication lan-
guage (ACL) itself, let us call thisACL; it has a number of components. Firstly,
when agents communicate they exchange messages which are well-formed formu-
lae of a languageLc. Agents pass messages in order to perform communicative
acts and these acts must have a well defined semantics which is a part of the ACL
specification. Semantics can be based on constitutive or regulative rules.

3.6.1 Constitutive and Regulative Rules

There are two broad classes of ACL which differ by specifying either regulative
or constitutive rules. Regulative rules define certain conditions that should hold in
the system if a certain communication takes place. Constitutive rules define that a
certain communication constitutes the creation of certain conditions in the system
(according to the conventions of usage of the language). Languages using constitu-
tive rules are the social languages described in the previous chapter (section2.5.6)
while languages using regulative rules are what we called mental languages. This
regulative/constitutive classification is due to Searle, who states:

“Regulative rules regulate a pre-existing activity, an activity whose
existence is logically independent of the existence of the rules. Con-
stitutive rules constitute (and also regulate) an activity the existence of
which is logically dependent on the rules.” (Searle, 1965)

Searle cites an example regulative rule: “when cutting food hold the knife in the
right hand”; and an example constitutive rule: “a checkmate is made if the king is
attacked in such a way that no move will leave it unattacked”. Thus constitutive
rules create new forms of behaviour by stating what activity constitutes the new
behaviour. Searle views the question “How can a promise create an obligation?”
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as similar to “How can a touchdown create six points?” in that both questions can
be answered by stating a rule of the form “X counts as Y”. It is Searle’s contention
that “. . . the semantics of a language can be regarded as a series of systems of con-
stitutive rules. . . ” (Searle, 1965). We follow this idea when we design our frame-
work with observable semantics in section3.9. However, many existing ACLs are
based on regulative rules and we wish to make our framework sufficiently general
to accommodate both types of rule.

Regulative rules define semantics in terms of a satisfiable assertion and constitutive
rules define a state change for the system. The only type of state change which we
can with certainty say has been caused by a communication is a social state change,
since one cannot guarantee that a communication will change anything inside the
state of an agent if its code is private. Therefore the semantics of an ACL which
refers to internal states will be considered to be an ACL with regulative rules and
will define an assertion (for each message) which should be true of the system if
agents are compliant. So an ACL which purports to define semantics in terms of
a state change for agent internal states will be represented in our framework as a
satisfiable assertion which describes a next agent state, dependent on the current
agent state. ACLs which deal with observable social states will be considered to
define constitutive rules and will define (for each message) a social state change
function.

The specification for the semantics of communicative acts describes a function
J−Kc from a message to a tuple〈mental, social〉. This mapping of a message onto
a tuple is necessary if our framework is to be sufficiently general to accommodate
languages based on mental states (where the second part of the tuple will be ig-
nored) as well as languages based on social states (where the first part of the tuple
will be ignored).

J−Kc : wff (Lc) → wff (Ls)× (Ω → Ω)

3.6.2 Mental Part

The first part of the tuple returned byJ−Kc is a formula in the semantic language
Ls. The formula specifies properties of the system, for example, it may describe
pre and/or postconditions which must be true of sender or receiver or some other
element of the fair transition system. Preconditions should be true when the mes-
sage is sent, postconditions should be applied after i.e. they define things that
should become true after the message is passed. For example, a precondition might
require that a certain mental state exist in the sender or that the receiver has per-
formed some action before a message can be sent. A postcondition might assert
that the receiver is obliged to adopt a certain mental state upon receiving the mes-
sage. Whether it is required that postconditions become true immediately after a
message is passed or eventually depends on how the semantics are specified. In
KQML semantics postconditions
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“. . . describe the states of agents after the utterance of a performative
(for the sender) and after the receipt (but before a counter utterance)
of a message (by the receiver)” (Labrou and Finin, 1994).

The formula is given a semantics in terms of the set of models where the formula
is satisfied.

J−Ks : wff (Ls) → ℘(mod(Ls))

In the case whereLs is a temporal logic, this semantics can be given for the models
of the system (Manna and Pnueli, 1992, 1995). For many existing ACLs this is the
missing part, i.e. many ACLs don’t define how their semantic language relates to
a computational model.

3.6.3 Social Part

The second part of the tuple returned byJ−Kc is a function from social state to
social state. The function describes the change to the social state caused by the
message transmitted. In fact the social part of the ACL coincides with the value
of the governing rulesri, it is separated here for convenience. Since the ACL is
responsible for defining the changes that messages cause in the social state, the
ACL should also define the languageLf for social facts whose semanticsJ−Kf is
interpreted over an observable model (an example of such a language is described
in section4.4). ThusJa, iKf , the semantics of a social facts assertiona for agenti
describes the set of models where the formulaa is satisfied by agenti.

J−Kf : (wff (Lf )×Ag) → ℘(mod(Lf ))

WhereAg is the set of agents in the system. Many social facts may be simply
satisfied in all situations, but some such as a commitment to do an action may be
satisfied only in those models where the action is eventually done by the agent. The
social facts semantics functionJ−Kf is allowed to make use of channel variables
(and only sending events to these) and any of the observable state

variablesoi so it cannot place constraints on agent internals.

3.6.4 Complete ACL

Therefore a complete ACL for our general framework is a 3-tuple:

ACL = 〈Lc,Ls,Lf 〉

WhereLc is the communication language itself,Ls is the semantic language and
Lf is the language for social facts which can define permissions and obligations to
perform actions for example. Each of these languages can by specified by a tuple
(for exampleLc = 〈wff (Lc), J−Kc〉) where the first part of the tuple gives the set
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of well formed formulae of the languages and the second part gives the semantics.
The semantic functionJ−Kf mapsLf expressions to formulae in some language
(for example temporal logic) which only make use of observable variables (vari-
ables inS, notV ). For simplicity we use the same languageLs to give semantics
to bothLc andLf and our modelσ is a sequence of states which interpret both
internal variables of agents and observable social variables. We could make our
framework more general by allowing a different model for observable social phe-
nomena and a different semantic language, but this is unnecessary for our purpose.
A language which describes states must make some assumptions about those states,
so by defining the semantics ofLs the ACL is implicitly defining the computational
model to be used for verification. We note that many existing ACLs are not com-
plete because they have not formally specified all of the elements above.

3.7 A General Agent Communication Framework

An agent communication framework is a 4-tuple:

〈Ag , 〈V,Θ, T ,J , C〉,ACL,Φ〉

where

• Ag is a set of agent names,Ag = {1, . . . , n};

• 〈V,Θ, T ,J , C〉 is the fair transition system representing all the programs of
all the agents in the multi-agent system (described in section3.3);

• ACL is an agent communication languageACL = 〈Lc,Ls,Lf 〉 including
mental and social components (described in section3.6.4);

• Φ is the initial assertion for social states.

Using this framework we are now in a position to define what verification means.

3.8 Verification for a Communication Framework

Several different types of verification are possible depending on thetype of ACL
used, theinformation availableand whether we wish to verify atdesign timeor
at run time. Design time verification is important when we want to prove some
properties (of an agent or the entire system) to guarantee certain behaviours or
outcomes in a system. Run time verification is used to determine if agents are
misbehaving in a certain run of the system. Run time verification is important in an
open system because it may be the only way to identify rogue agents. We must be
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able to identify misbehaving agents if we are to take action against them and hence
guarantee that they will not prevent the society from functioning in the desired way.

Type of ACL:Our general framework allows the semantics of an act to include both
a formula which must be satisfied in the system and a social state change function
(see section3.6), in which case both would need to be verified. In practise there
exist no ACLs which include both parts and ACLs can partitioned intomental lan-
guagesandsocial languagesas described in the previous chapter (section2.5.6).

Information available:There are three relevant types of information that might be
available for verification.

1. Internal States: The agent designer or system designer will typically have
access to internal states. By internal states we mean the agents’ program
code as well as their state during execution. Knowledge of the agent’s code
permits verification of future behaviour. This type of knowledge is usually
necessary to verify compliance with mental languages. When a social lan-
guage is used, the agent designer who has access to internal states of the
agents may still wish to verify at design time that the agent will always re-
spect the semantics. We may use information about internal states for both
design time and run time verification.

2. External States: We may have access only to external states (capturing exter-
nally observable behaviour) in a run of the system if we are not the agent de-
signer or system designer. Even the designer of a multi-agent system might
not have access to the internal states of all agents if the system is to be open
(for example an e-commerce scenario) and different vendors may contribute
their own agents to the system, in such cases the designer has to try to per-
form some type of verification which works with observable social states.
In this case we assume that the communications occurring in a run of the
system can be observed and so verification is only performed at run time.
External information is typically sufficient for verifying compliance with
social languages. Mental languages can also be verified at run time if they
define protocols with observable actions (Pitt and Mamdani, 1999a).

3. Language specification: With only the language specification available we
can still prove certain properties. For example by assuming that all agents
respect the language’s semantics during the execution of a protocol we can
verify that certain outcomes will result. In this case we have no information
about runs of the system so only design time verification is possible. We
assume that the language specification is known in all cases.

Table3.1shows the types of verification that are possible and appropriate based on
what information is available. Note how the only hope for run-time verification in
an open system (where agent internals are inaccessible) is with a social language.
We now give a more detailed explanation of each kind of verification in terms of
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Prove a property for agent programs • - - • - -
Mental semantics are always respected • - - - - -
Social facts are always respected - - - • - -

Verify the outcome of a system • - - • - -
Assume unknown agents are compliant - -• - - •
Prove a protocol property - - • - - •

Verify semantic formula holds • - - - - -

Verify via history
Verify social commitments by history - - - - • -
Verify protocols by history - - - - • -

• verification is possible and appropriate

Table 3.1: Types of Verification

our general framework. We will assume thatLs is linear temporal logic (described
in section4.2) whenever we specify a formula to describe a certain type of verifi-
cation.
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3.8.1 Prove a property for Agent Programs

This is the most common type of verification used in reactive systems, it entails
ensuring that some certain property holds for the system at design time. In relation
to communicating agents this verification has been used by vanEijk (2000) where
a certain property is specified and proven to hold for a certain system of communi-
cating agents, no ACL is used. The system of agents in van Eijk’s example consists
of agentS1 and agentS2 whose programs are as follows:

S1 ≡ query (ϕ) · tell (c, ϕ)
S2 ≡ (ask (c, ψ1) · update (ψ1))+

(ask (c, ψ2) · update (ψ2))

Wherec is a common synchronous communication channel andϕ, ψ1 andψ2

are constraints. The program of agentS1 will only execute thetell command
if the query (ϕ) is successful i.e. the information store of agentS1 containsϕ.
AgentS2 executes a non-deterministic choice between asking forψ1 or ψ2 along
the channel. If the information(ϕ) being told by agentS1 entailsψ1 then the
first ask is successful and the subsequentupdate executes. Ifϕ entailsψ2 then
the secondask (and subsequentupdate ) is successful. Van Eijk proves that
if ϕ is a constraint that entailsψ1 but notψ2 then this system of agents satisfies
the specificationB1ϕ ∧ B2ψ1. Meaning that agentS1 believesϕ and agentS2

believesψ1 for all terminating computations.

The above verification does not necessarily imply the use of any communication
language. In our framework we have a communication language which may be
social or mental, corresponding to these possibilities there are two special cases of
proving properties that are of particular interest to us.

Program Property 1: Mental Semantics are Always Respected

Given a mental language we can verify at design time that the semantics of the
communication language are always respected by the agents in all possible com-
putations of the system. We can specify this property with the formula

∀α : ∀m : � ([α−<m] → JmKc↓1)

which must beP -valid over the programP which is a program composed of the
programs of all the agents in the system (see section3.3). This means that for all
communication channelsα and for all messagesm, whenever a messagem (where
m is a rigid variable i.e. it must assume the same value in all states of the model) is
sent on an asynchronous channel (the event is denoted by [α−<m]) then the prop-
erty specified by the first part of the message semantics form (i.e. JmKc↓1) must
hold. The property may be a precondition in the case of the FIPA ACL or a con-
junction of a precondition and postcondition in the case of KQML. Let us take a
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KQML example. Following the KQML semantics defined byLabrou(1996) there
exist preconditionsPre(A) for the sender andPre(B) for the receiver and post-
conditionsPost(A) for sender andPost(B) for receiver. We are given a precise
definition of whenPost(B) should be true i.e. “after the receipt (but before a
counter utterance) of a message (by the receiver)” (Labrou, 1996). We assume that
a counter utterance is the next message sent from the original receiver to the origi-
nal sender. ForPost(A) we are only told that it should be true of the sender after
the utterance of the performative, we are not told how much time the sending agent
has after the utterance to change its internal state to agree with the postcondition.
Let us assume it is before it (sender) sends another message on this channel. Let
us attempt to formalise the KQML semantics using a temporal logic as described
in section4.2. Thus when a messagem is sent toαi,j , the channel on which agent
i receives messages from agentj, the KQML semantics would give us a property
of the form

p : Pre(A) ∧ �
(
Post(A) ∧ (¬[αi,j−<]) S [αi,j−<m]

)
∧

Pre(B) ∧ �
(
Post(B) ∧ (¬[αj,i−<]) S [αi,j−<m]

)
The property means that both preconditions hold at the time of message sending
and eventuallyPost(A) will hold and when it does there will have been no com-
munication on channelαi,j since the last time messagem was sent to it. Also
Post(B) will eventually hold and when it does there will have been no commu-
nication on channelαj,i since the last time messagem was sent to channelαi,j .
This does not preclude the possibility that a duplicate messagem might be sent on
channelαi,j after the original transmission and beforePost(A) holds. This can
be amended by specifying that the history of communications on the channelαi,j
should be the same just after the message sending as it is whenPost(A) holds.
The history variablehi,j for channelαi,j can be characterised by the formula

Hi,j : (hi,j = Λ) ∧ �̂

[
(¬[αi,j−< ] ∧ hi,j = h−i,j ∨
∃n : ([αi,j−< n] ∧ hi,j = h−i,j • n)

]
Using this history variable and a rigid variablev of type history, the KQML prop-
erty becomes

p : Pre(A) ∧Pre(B)∧[
Hi,j → ∃v :

(
v = hi,j ∧ � (Post(A) ∧ v = hi,j)

)]
∧

�
(
Post(B) ∧ (¬[αj,i−<]S [αi,j−<m])

)
Thus there exists a rigid variablev which is equal to the communication history
when the messagem is sent and which is still equal to the communication history
when the propertyPost(A) becomes true, meaning that the communication his-
tory has not changed so no messages were sent on that same channelαi,j . The pre-
and postconditions for a particular performative should be expanded to expressions
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in our semantic language, however the KQML specification describes these con-
ditions using a semantic language which includes operatorsKnow, Want and
Intend whose meaning has not been defined, so we can go no further.

If a semantics is available, this type of verification should be possible and might
be feasible using a model checking approach. The KQML semantics relates to
both the sender and receiver; in the case where only a sender’s state is used, we
would not need all the programs in the system and we could construct the transi-
tion systemSi as described in section3.5.1, to verify for one agent. Verification for
frameworks containing mental languages is not the focus of this thesis, so no ex-
ample of this is shown here, however the technique of verifying for a single module
is demonstrated in section5.4for verifying that an agent respects its social facts.

Program Property 2: Social Facts are Always Respected

With a mental language the performance of an act is only appropriate in a certain
context. Therefore one can discuss whether or not a particular utterance respected
the semantics i.e. were the appropriate conditions true of the context at the time of
the uttering. With a social language the performance of a communicative act con-
stitutes a change in the context i.e. the creation of a new state. Every communica-
tion has a meaning and it seems absurd to discuss whether or not a communication
respects its semantics. With social languages acts create or modify social facts and
we may discuss whether or not agents respect the social facts.

Suppose we are using a social language and we have access to an agent’s internals
(for example we are the agent designers) we can verify at design time that the agent
will always respect its social commitments regardless of what other agents in a
system do. By internal states we mean the agent’s program code which can be used
to verify future behaviour. From the agent’s code we construct the transition system
Si as described in section3.5.1. Within our framework the variablefi encodes
the social facts observable to an agenti. These relations are given a semantics
in terms of the computational model via the languageLf . Thus to verify that an
agenti always respects its social commitments we need to prove that the following
property holds over all computations of the multi-agent systemSi:

∀x : � (fi[x] → Jx, iKf ) (3.3)

Wherex is a variable denoting a well formed formula of the social facts language
Lf . Thus for all social factsx that are true for agenti we require that the semantic
formula corresponding tox holds in our model.Jx, iKf gives us the set of models
where agenti has satisfied its part of the social facts, i.e. some factsx may be
commitments for other agents, not satisfiable byi. Agenti should not be deemed
non-compliant if some other agent has dishonoured a commitment toi. In prac-
tice we will not need to check all possible well formed formulae of the social facts
language, inspection of the ACL specification can allow us to identify the set of so-
cial facts that may arise. This is provided that our ACL satisfies certain reasonable
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requirements, for example an agent should not be able to create commitments for
another agent without notifying the other. If an agent is implemented by a finite
state program5 We can use a model checking algorithm to perform the verification,
it is less complex than proof theoretic verification.

An example social facts semantics parameterised by an agent identifier is shown
in chapter 4 section4.4. Proving these types of properties is relevant in the agent
communication framework we develop later and a demonstration of this kind of
proof is given in chapter 5 section5.4. We show how we can prove this property
for a single agent if we do not have access to the internals of other agents, provided
that we assume that they are compliant with the ACL.

3.8.2 Verify the outcome of a system

The designer of a multi-agent system may want to verify that a certain outcome
will occur given a certain initial state. If the internals of all agents are known this
is simply a matter of proving that a property holds eventually in all computations
of the system. This is independent of any communication language. If we don’t
know the internals of all the agents in the system, we cannot say much about the
outcome unless we make some assumptions about unknown agents.

Verify outcome assuming unknown agents are compliant

Supposing we have designed an agent (whose internals are known to us) and we
wish to verify at design time that a certain outcome is guaranteed when we let our
agent run in a system of agents whose internals we do not have access to. We
construct a fair transition systemSi which represents all the possible behaviours
of our agent in any environment as described in section3.5.1. We constrain these
possibilities by imposing the requirement that other agents in the system must be
compliant. LetD be a formula characterising our desired outcome state. Then if
the formula

[(∀j ∈ Ag : ∀x : � (fj [x] → Jx, jKf )] → �D (3.4)

holds over all computations of the multi-agent systemSi, the outcomeD is guaran-
teed to eventually occur in a system of compliant agents. This type of verification
is possible both with mental and social languages. We discuss this with reference
to an example social language in chapter 7 section7.7. In that example we split the
proof into two stages: firstly to show that the constraints on the system are suffi-
cient to ensure that a certain agent strategyS will result in an outcomeD; secondly
to show that an agent’s code implements the strategyS. In an open system we may

5A finite state program is one where each system variable assumes only finitely many values in
all computations.
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not be able to guarantee that all agents will be compliant but if we guarantee that
violators are evicted then we can prove properties about the outcome of the system.

Prove a protocol property

Proving properties of protocols at design time is possible for both mental and social
languages even when the internals of agents are not accessible. If a propertyp
holds for any system of compliant agents executing a protocolprot, then we say
that protocolprot has propertyp. With a social language, the proof is carried out
as follows

• Let p be an assertion characterising the desired property to be proved for
protocolprot.

• Set the initial conditionΦ to be an assertion characterising a social state
where the protocolprot has started.

• Construct a fair transition systemSE which represents all possible observ-
able sequences of states (see section3.5.2).

• Prove the following over all computations of the multi-agent systemSE :

[∀i ∈ Ag : ∀x : � (fi[x] → Jx, iKf )] → p (3.5)

This states that if all agents are compliant then propertyp will hold. The quantifier
over social factsx can be simplified in practice and we need only consider social
relations that can arise in the protocol under consideration. The quantifier over
agent identifiers needs to consider agents that are involved in the protocol and
these agents must be specified in the initial conditionΦ as they will occupy certain
roles in the protocol. In chapter 5 section5 we demonstrate the use of protocol
verification for a protocol defined in terms of social facts.

3.8.3 Verify that Semantic Formula Holds at Run Time

This type of verification is performed at run time with a mental language. Given
that the system is in a certain states where a communication has just taken place
(by passing a messagem), we wish to verify that the semantics of the commu-
nication language are satisfied for that communication. We must check that the
semantic formula (the first part of the tuple returned byJmKc) is satisfied on all
possible paths from this point. We do not wish to check all possible computations
leading to the state s, we may not have access to the history of the system. This
type of verification allows for the possibility that the semantics are respected in this
instance but may not always be respected by the agents of the system. We set the
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initial assertion to an assertion characterising the states.

Θ =
∧
v∈V

(v = s[v])

Then we verify for the system thatJmKc ↓1 holds, whereJmKc ↓1 is the formula
specified as the semantic condition for messagem. In effect we are checking all
possible future paths.

The type of verification discussed byWooldridge(2000) falls in this category. The
type of language considered has a semantics which describes what properties must
hold of the sender of a message, in order that it can be considered sincere in sending
it i.e. the semantics typically defines some properties of the mental state of the
sender. Thus verification entails checking that when an agent sends a message, the
agent’s program code and internal state are consistent with what is allowed by the
semantics of the message. Therefore it must be possible to define the semantics of
an agent’s program and internal state in the same language as that used for defining
semantics of the communication language, in order to have a common reference.
Wooldridge’s framework allows semantics to be defined as a precondition, but it is
still necessary to check all possible subsequent states since the precondition might
be a temporal formula, for example, a mental language could have a semantics
which maps aninform(p) message to a temporal formula expressing constraints on
the future behaviour of the sending agent consistent with a belief in the proposition
p. Formally, Wooldridge’s definition states that an agenti with programπi and
local statel sending a messageµ is said to respect the semantics of a frameworkf
iff

JJπi, lKΠK∫ ⊆ JJµKCK∫

whereΠ gives the semantics of the agent’s program and state as a temporal logic
formula and∫ interprets this formula as a set of models (all computations are mod-
els) where it is satisfied. In the same way the semantics of the messageµ defines
the set of models where it is satisfied. Therefore the set of models which the pro-
gram and state describe must be a subset of the set of models which the message
semantics allows. This is equivalent to our satisfaction condition above where our
semantic conditionJmKc ↓1 for the ACL messagem can be given a semantics in
temporal logic (which in turn describes a set of models) of which the computations
of the fair transition system with initial conditionΘ (as described above) should be
a subset. This type of verification is not demonstrated in this thesis, we are more
concerned with social languages and cases where internal states are not accessible
at run time.

3.8.4 Verify Compliance using an Observable History

This is used to determine if an agenti is compliant by observing its external be-
haviour at run time. We assume that we have access to the ACL specification, an
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initial description of social facts and an observable history which takes the form of
a history of messages exchanged by one agent or by the entire system. Recall that a
history of messages and an initial social state can uniquely describe a sequence of
observable states. With this information it may be possible to determine if agents
have complied with the ACL thus far, but not to determine if they will comply in
future. However, this is probably the only kind of verification possible in open
systems.

Verify Social Facts by History

A semantics based on external states is discussed bySingh(1998), where “agents
could be tested for compliance on the basis of their communications”. Formally,
Singh’s notion corresponds to verifying that in a certain history of communicative
acts the social facts created by acts (according to the ACL’s semantic definition)
are not violated by the subsequent acts. For such a language we do not use the first
part of the tuple returned by the message semantics functionJmKc, we use only the
social state change function.

We must have access to an initial description of social factsΦ and the observed
communications involvingi. These observed communications need only include
sending events; we do not need to know when messages are removed from channels
because the social state depends only on sending events. From information of
sending events we construct social states which are consistent with the sequence of
sending events, but where no messages need to be removed from channels.

Let the observed communications take the form of an ordered sequence

m1,m2,m3, . . . ,mt.

We construct a temporal formula

M :
t∧

j=1

# j [αmj↓2,mj↓1−< mj ] (3.6)

where# j stands forj applications of thenextoperator; for example the intended
meaning of# 3 is ## # . The subscript on the channel identifier takes its values
from the first and second parts of the message tuplem; these will be the agent
identifiers of sender and receiver.6

We then construct a fair transition systemSE which represents all possible observ-
able sequences of states.Φ is the initial condition ofSE ; the variables are the
channels of agents present inΦ and the social state variables; the transitions areτI

6We are assuming that agents do indeed place their own identifier first in the message tuple; this
could easily be enforced at the agent platform level if need be.
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andτE as described in section3.5.2. We now say that a model

σh : s0h, s
1
h, s

2
h, s

3
h, . . . , s

t
h, . . .

is a possible model of our observed system ifσh is a computation of multi-agent
systemSE and if (σh, 0) � M. This gives us the set of modelsE which match
the observed finite sequence up to statesth and thereafter take all possible paths
by taking the idling or environmental transitions. Note that the models constructed
here do not coincide with models of the entire system where the transitions of agent
programs are considered and many transitions do not involve message passing;
however, the semantics of social facts will never refer to an absolute number of
states, so this model is sufficient for verification.

Now we can interpret the semantics of each ofi’s social facts over these models.
Certain social facts in states of a modelσh may already have their semantics sat-
isfied beforesth (i.e. satisfied in the sequence which proceeds aftersth by infinite
applications of the idling transition) for example obligations which have been ful-
filled. Certain other facts may not have their semantics satisfied yet, though it may
be possible that they will be satisfied aftersth and do not yet constitute a violation.
We cannot simply check each fact one by one as there may be two social facts in
σh which have not yet been satisfied bysth, each of which could be satisfied in a
model ofE , but which could not both be satisfied in the same model ofE . We must
therefore search for the existence of a model where all the social facts are satisfied.
We will also require that the states subsequent tosth satisfy their social semantics; it
would not suffice to find a model where agenti satisfies the semantic formula for a
social fact in a state of the observed sequence only by performing a non compliant
action aftersth.

Thus we wish to check if there exists a modelσh in E in which the semantic formu-
lae for all social facts in all states are satisfied; i.e. it is possible that the observed
sequenceσh is part of a model wherei is compliant. We say that an agenti is
compliant if the formula

∃ σh ∈ E : ∀x ∈ wff(Lf ) : (σh, 0) � � (fi[x] → Jx, iKf ) (3.7)

holds, i.e. there exists a modelσh in E and in that model each social fact that is
true at any state has its semantic formula satisfied. This run time verification can
show that an agent is compliant just in the observed run but does not guarantee that
it will comply in future; this may be the best that we can do in an open system:
to show that an agent “has not exhibited non-compliant behaviour yet” (Mamdani
and Pitt, 2000). In contrast, design time verification could verify that an agent is
always compliant (but then we need agent internals). We demonstrate this kind of
proof in chapter 5 section5.6.
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Verify Protocols by History

With a mental language it may be possible to verify compliance with a protocol by
observing a history of communications if the semantics of acts define intentions to
perform observable actions. This is the case with sACL (Pitt and Mamdani, 1999a)
which defines the semantics of an act as a postcondition which is an intention for
the receiver (written Ir) to reply, given a predefined possible set of replies.

J< s, perf (r, content) >K = Ir < r, sa >

Wheres is the sender,perf the the performative,r the receiver andcontent the
message content for the outgoing message. The messagesa which the receiver
intends to reply with must use a performative given by thereply function which
encodes the protocols and returns performatives appropriate to the current stage
of this conversation. A more detailed description of sACL appears in Chapter 2
section2.5.7. Given an observable history as described above (section3.8.4), we
can construct the communication history variables. From this we can verify if each
agent respects the protocol by proving that every message sent is ‘permitted’ by an
existing intention which the receiver should hold because of a previous message.
This type of verification could also be done with the protocols defined in FIPA’s
specification (FIPA, 1997) if the semantics of acts are appropriately adjusted to de-
scribe the protocol as in the sACL case. This approach is effectively giving a social
semantics to the intention to reply by interpreting it as an observable permission,
hence we are really creating a new language from sACL which is no longer entirely
mental. This is why we have stated in table3.1 that protocols cannot be verified
for a mental language by observing a history.

3.8.5 Verifiability

Table3.1 has shown what types of verification are possible for mental and social
languages; however, we have seen that some languages may not be verifiable at all
if certain components of the framework are missing (section3.8.1). Table8 shows
what language components are present in several different languages. For mental
languages bothwff(Ls) and J−Ks must be present to allow any type of verifica-
tion at all. These languages provide the relationship between the communication
language semantics and a grounded computational model. Viewed in this way, the
problem of verifiability is often a problem of missing language components. While
FIPA has specified a semantic languagewff(Ls), it has given it a semantics using
modal operators;7 it has not attempted to give it a grounded semantics in terms of
a computational model, and this is what we require of the componentJ−Ks in our
framework. In contrast, the language ofWooldridge(1999) includes all four com-
ponents necessary for a mental language to be verifiable. Although it defines the

7The semantics of these operators is not given in any of the FIPA documents, see alsoPitt and
Mamdani(1999b).
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semantics of aninform in terms of an agent’s knowledge, this knowledge operator
is grounded in terms of states of the agent program.

A social language must specify all six components if it is to be verifiable: mes-
sages are written inLc andJ−Kf defines how they create or modify social facts;
both wff(Lf ) and J−Kf are necessary to provide a mapping from social facts to
social facts semantics; bothwff(Ls) andJ−Ks are necessary to give that semantics
a grounding in the computational model. We see that the language ofSingh(2000)
does have all six components, let us look at arequestand its objective meaning as
an example:

• Lc is the language in which messages are written, such asrequest(x, y, p);
this is given a semanticsJ−Kc which maps it to C(x, y,G,RFp), an expres-
sion in a social languageLf (this is the objective meaning, there is also a
subjective and practical meaning for each act).

• Lf is a language of commitments, the expression C(x, y,G,RFp) means that
x commits that he expectsy to makep true. This expression is in turn given
a semanticsJ−Kf as an expression inLs.

• Ls is a variant of Computation Tree Logic (CTL), CTL formulas have a
semanticsJ−Ks in terms of the system models where they are satisfied.

Singh has in fact put together the languagesLs andLf by extending the syntax
and semantics of CTL so that commitments can be specified within it, and their se-
mantics given in terms of the other CTL primitives. The semantics of the objective
and practical meanings are grounded in observable social states of the system.

As mentioned earlier, in an open system it may only be possible to make external
observations and if so, as shown in table3.1, the only verification possible will
be by observing a history with a social language. The only language in our table,
which could be verifiable in an open system, is Singh’s language; this is because
the semantics of communication is grounded insocial states(which are observable
in an open system), in contrast the semantics of a mental language is grounded in
program states(which may not be accessible in an open system).

3.8.6 Verification in an Open System

These four types of verification are useful in an open system:

1. Verify that an agent will always satisfy its social facts (equation3.3, sec-
tion 3.8.1).

2. Verify the outcome of a system, assuming unknown agents are compliant
(equation3.4, section3.8.2).
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ACL ACL Components

wff(Lc) J−Kc wff(Ls) J−Ks wff(Lf ) J−Kf

FIPA X X X - - -
KQML X X X - - -
Wooldridge(1999) X X X X - -
Singh(2000) X X X X X X︸ ︷︷ ︸
Necessary for: mental languages︸ ︷︷ ︸

social languages

Table 3.2: Some ACLs and their Constituent Language Components.

3. Prove a property of a protocol (equation3.5, section3.8.2).

4. Determine if an agent is not respecting its social facts at run time (equa-
tion 3.7, section3.8.4).

Since the remainder of this thesis is concerned with languages for open systems,
we will only talk about these four types of verification from now on, referring to
them as type 1, 2, 3 and 4. These types support each other, for example, proving
properties of open systems requires three verification types: agent designers must
be able to prove that individual agents are compliant (type 1); the protocol designer
must be able to prove properties for a system of compliant agents using the protocol
(type 3); and the system itself needs to determine if agents do comply with social
commitments at run time (type 4) in order to police the society and guarantee that
rogue agents cannot damage the system’s properties.

3.8.7 Policing an Open Society

With reference to the enumerated verification types for an open system above, types
2 and 3 require that all agents comply. To be able to use these in an open system
there must be some way to enforce compliance. Verification type 4 is important
because we must be able to identify misbehaving agents if we are to take action
against them (sanctions) and hence guarantee that they will not prevent the society
from functioning in the desired way. The issue of policing a society can be tackled
in three ways:

1. Sentinel agents may monitor the observable behaviour of agents and have
the capability to place sanctions or to evict or terminate offending agents. If
we guarantee that all violators are evicted then the system progresses as if
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all agents complied; however, we must design protocols in such a way that
an eviction cannot destroy the desirable properties of the system.

2. The society can police itself: we may introduce notions like trust and polite-
ness, whereby agents violating certain commitments or conventions of the
society are branded as untrustworthy or antisocial and are ostracised by the
rest of the society. Prisoner’s dilemma experiments (Axelrod, 1984) have
shown that a strategy of reciprocating (rewarding good behaviour and pun-
ishing bad behaviour) has the effect of policing the society because agents
will not tend to misbehave if they cannot thereby gain an advantage. This
has the interesting consequence that failing to reciprocate bad behaviour is
doing a disservice to the society: it is breeding exploiters. If we want self
policing we must consider this in the design of protocols so that all agents
participating can observe enough information to determine if an agent com-
plies.

3. Agent owners will be legally responsible for the behaviour of their agents.
Agents will not be allowed to participate in a system unless their owner guar-
antees that they are compliant (the agent designer can do this with verifica-
tion type 1). If such an agent misbehaves at run time some action can be
taken against the agent owner. This approach has the drawbacks that it re-
quires some centralised authority and the practicality of policing a system as
distributed as the internet might be questionable (Wooldridge, 1998). How-
ever, if the exchange of real money is to be carried out by agents, there will
inevitably be some human or institution who is liable.

3.9 A Verifiable Framework for Open Systems

We now describe a simpler and less general framework which only caters for so-
cial languages. This is the framework we deem appropriate for open agent systems
where verifiability is a desired property; we will use this framework in the remain-
der of this thesis. We use all the same components from the general framework
except the ACL: Our ACL semanticsJ−Kc does not return a tuple as described in
section3.6.1; instead it only returns the social state change function. OurLs is
linear temporal logic (described in section4.2). OurLf allows for two types of
social fact, one a simple string and the other a deontic fact which is treated as a
tuple of strings. OurLc is not fixed, we introduce a new languageLcSpec , this is a
specification language which will allow different ACLs to be specified to suit the
needs of particular applications. In this way we provide a formal method by which
ACLs can be specified (with a well defined semantics) and shared among different
agent systems. In section4.3.1we give this specification language a denotational
semantics which maps a language specification onto the social state change func-
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tion J−Kc.

J−KcSpec : wff (LcSpec) → (wff (Lc) → (Ω → Ω))

This function can turn a language specification into a function from a message
(wff (Lc)) onto the state change function(Ω → Ω). A framework using this type
of language is verifiable at least in principle (it may be difficult in practice due to
computational complexity). Thus we define a speech act as a function from context
onto context (see section2.2.5) where the context is the social state. Meanings are
specified from a public perspective, rather than the private perspective of a single
individual whose personal inferences are subjective. This public meaning together
captures the conventional meaning of acts within the society.

Figure3.2 shows our communication model. If we have a language specification
myACLwritten in the languageLcSpec we give it a semantics viaJ−KcSpec which
maps it to the functionJ−Kc. Given a messagem written in the languageLc we
give it a semantics viaJ−Kc which maps it to the functionsocial. The function
socialmaps our initial social stateoi to the social stateoi+1 which results after the
transmission of messagem.

3.9.1 Public Information

Following from the desiderata listed in Chapter2, section2.7, we want to develop
a framework for a communication language which will allow us to exchange high-
level declarative statements based on social phenomena. We do this with expressed
mental attitudes (Guerin and Pitt, 2000). An agent’s publicly expressed mental atti-
tudes are distinct from its personal internal mental attitudes. These can be different
if agents are not sincere. For example, an agent may express a desire to have an ac-
tion performed (when it does not have that desire in its internal state) in order to test
the willingness of another agent to comply. This means that an agent does not need
to hold a mental attitude as a precondition to expressing it. We will make use of the
termsbelief, desireandintentionfor expressed mental attitudes but these need not
have any direct relationship with the internal states of the participants. The use of
intentional labels makes the state description more intuitive for the agent designer.
A social state description contains:

1. Propositions describing observable facts that are true, for example, stating
that an agent has done an action. Expressions describing the mental attitudes
expressed by speakers also fall within this category.

2. Variables (with string or numerical values) which may define roles or other
relevant information for the execution of a conversation.

3. Deontic social relations describing permissions, obligations and commit-
ments to perform actions.

Collectively we refer to these as social facts.
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ACL Specification
myACL∈wff (LcSpec)

Message
Semantics

[[-]]c: wff(Lc)→(Ω→Ω)

ACL Message
m∈wff (Lc)

Initial Observable
Social State

oi∈Ω

Semantics of
Specification
[[-]]cSpec

A, inform (P)→ A has expressed
belief that P

[[myACL]]cSpec= [[-]]c

[[m]]c= social

Joe, inform(it is raining)

Social State
Change Function
social: Ω→Ω

Resultant
Social State
oi+1∈Ω

Joe has expressed
belief that it is raining

social(oi)=oi+1

Figure 3.2: Communication Model

The social state is used to hold information that is externally visible and known to
all participants in a social interaction. The unit of interaction is the conversation
and so we find it convenient to partition the social state to separate social facts that
relate to a particular conversation from those that are relevant across many inter-
actions. Within the social state is the state ofpersistent social facts(dealing with
long term commitments for example), and an indexed set ofconversation states.
Each conversation state contains thecommunication historyand thecontingent so-
cial factsfor that conversation. We distinguish betweencontingentandpersistent
social facts as follows:

Contingent factsare solely concerned with the permissions and obliga-
tions (to perform subsequent speech acts in the current conversation)
that arise as a result of the current conversation state.

For example a commitment to reply to a request in a conversation is a contingent
commitment, but the commitment of the winner of an auction to buy an item is a
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persistent commitment.

In light of these changes we need to reformulate equation3.1 and the social state
oi from the general framework. The initial value of the governing rules is given
by the ACL specification and the rules do not change as the system progresses, so
we removeri from the stateoi. A social stateoi is a tupleoi = 〈persi, convi〉,
containing persistent facts and conversation states;convi is a function from con-
versation identifiers (natural numbers) to conversation states. A conversation state
convstatei,c for agenti and conversation identifierc is a tuple〈conti,c,hi,c〉 consist-
ing of contingent social facts and the history variable.

Oi : Φ ∧� (oi = 〈persi, convi〉) ∧

�̂


∀j :

[
¬[αi,j−< ] ∧ ¬[αj,i−< ] ∧

oi = o−i

]
∨

∃m, j :

[
([αi,j−< m] ∨ [αj,i−< m]) ∧

oi = JmK−c o
−
i

]


(3.8)

To relate our new variables for contingent and persistent facts to thefi in the veri-
fication equations presented in section3.8. We definefi,c, the facts for a conversa-
tion c as follows

∀x ∈ wff(Lf ) : fi,c[x] ↔ persi[x] ∨ conti,c[x]

This collects the persistent social facts and all the contingent social facts relating to
conversationc. In the subsequent chapters of this thesis we are not strict in our use
of the history variablehi,c or the factsfi,c: we often do not specify the conversation
we are referring to when there is only one conversation being discussed; thus we
will usehi andfi without the extra subscript where the conversation in question is
obvious.

Each agenti should keep a copy of the social stateoi observable to it,8 and update
it as messages are sent and received (both sender and receiver change state). The
conversation variables and propositions are expressed in the languageLf . Conver-
sation variables keep track of which agents occupy which roles at any time during
the conversation. Agents play certain roles in a conversation and these roles may
define permissions and obligations at any point in the protocol.

8Agents need not store the entire state, they may just store the parts that are relevant to their
current activity. In particular they will not need to store the entire history if the ACL specification
does not refer to it.
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3.9.2 Private Information

The ACL specification describes how the social state is to change as a result of
speech acts and thereby defines the public meanings and permissions and obliga-
tions for participants to perform subsequent acts. Whether agents believe the pub-
lic meanings of acts or chose to perform acts which are permitted is determined by
their private code. For example if an agentFred multicasts aninform(p) message
to agentsBill andTed and if the meaning ofinform(p) is thatFred has publicly
expressed belief inp, thenBill andTed could implement the following strategies:

• Bill : I currently believe¬p. Fred has expressed a belief inp and I trust his
sincerity and his reliability, therefore I will believep from now on.

• Ted : I currently believe¬p. Fred has expressed a belief inp and I believe
he is reliable but I don’t trust his sincerity, therefore I still believe¬p and I
now believe thatFred also believes¬p.

Our framework places no restrictions on the internal architecture of agents. Agents
in a heterogeneous system may be implemented in diverse ways and may not even
have an explicit representation of desires and intentions, such agents could still
be compliant by using simple reactive rules for example. Agents could be imple-
mented with a cycle of operation which involves:

• Interpret incoming speech acts, update personal copy of observable social
state and update internal data store.

• Run planning rules which modify the internal data store further, possibly
adding intentions for new actions. If the agent is compliant it will choose
actions in accordance with its social commitments.

• Execute any pending intentions and update state according to messages sent.

3.9.3 Semantic Specifications

As shown in Figure3.2, The ACL specification is treated like a computer program
which is turned into a function (compiled) by the denotational semantics. The func-
tion maps a message to a change in the state of the society. The ACL specification
has four parts:

1. TheSpeech-Act Semanticsgives the protocol independent elements of mean-
ing.

2. TheProtocol Semanticsgives the meanings of speech acts in context of the
current protocol.
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3. ThePublic Inferencesfurther refine the social state, in accordance with rules
specific to the current agent society.

4. The Converse Functiongives permissions and obligations for subsequent
speech acts based on the current conversation state.

For example, announcing may have a protocol independent meaning which makes
some fact public, but it may also have additional meaning which varies depending
on whether it is used in the context of an auction or a negotiation. Protocol spe-
cific meanings may override the speech act semantics since the protocol semantics
function is applied on the output of the speech act semantic function. The public
inferences are applied next and define new propositions that arise from those al-
ready existing in the social state. The converse function is applied last; the idea is
that it defines the protocol specific deontic relations for this conversation based on
the current state, thus controlling the flow of the conversation.

These four functions are incorporated in the language functionLcSpec . The lan-
guage function must update the history and match incoming speech acts with the
correct conversation state (based on a conversation identifier parameter) to update
that state. The current state is relevant to the meaning of any act, for example,
the semantics specification may refer to existing state variables or propositions. In
certain cases the language function may have to check if the speaker is permitted
or has authority to perform the speech act as its meaning may be dependent on this.

In addition there is the specification for the semantics of social factsLfSpec . This
gives meaning to whatever social facts are used by the ACL, for example com-
mitment, permission, obligation, authority and power. Having this as a separate
specification allows for the same protocols to be used in different domains with
different constraints on agents. Consider an agent operating in two different do-
mains at different times. The first domain is an electronic marketplace where an
agent can make commitments to perform a contract and later revoke them if new
offers come. Later the agent moves to a domain where time critical tasks are con-
tracted out and agents are not allowed to revoke commitments but may delegate
their responsibility to another agent.

3.9.4 Protocols

For certain frequent patterns of communication we find it convenient to specify
protocols, for example anauction(Pitt et al., 2000), a contract-net(Smith, 1979)
or negotiation(Parsons et al., 1998). The purpose of a protocol is typically to con-
strain an interaction so as to encourage certain desired outcomes, for example that
the highest bidder is found in an auction. Also, a protocol can facilitate cooperative
behaviour between agents by imposing commitments and obligations on the var-
ious parties involved. A protocol affects the meanings of utterances, for example
anacceptin an auction can be different to anacceptin a negotiation. A protocol
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also dictates appropriate responses at certain states. The protocol designer specifies
roles for each participant and comes up with a behavioural specification for each
role. A protocol can be seen as a convenient method of encoding aspects of context.
The status and authority of participants is encoded via roles, the history of commu-
nications determines the conversation state which in turn determines permissions
and obligations for subsequent acts. A protocol can declare certain variables which
will be used to record information about the protocol’s state. During the course of
the protocol, the speech acts performed may modify these variables and the values
of these variables at any time during the execution of the protocol may determine
the state of the conversation and hence the deontic social facts for the participants.

In a regular state diagram for a protocol, each arc going to a new state is describing
how the performance of that act affects the state. This is no longer appropriate
when the state consists of several variables, and the execution of an action may
only affect some of them. Therefore a state diagram can only be drawn for parts of
a protocol where the same subset of the state variables is being modified by each
act. State diagrams should try to minimise repeated information by consigning all
repeated transitions and states to separate sub protocols that can be specified once
and called repeatedly.

Within our framework protocols are executed by sending messages in the normal
way, the first message of a protocol declares the protocol in use and this sets the
value of theprotocol variable in the social state; thereafter the protocol specific
meanings of speech acts are considered by the state change function. Each speech
act used in a protocol still retains its predefined context independent meaning which
is the meaning it would have if used outside of any protocol. The designer must
explicitly state in the protocol specification if the protocol independent meaning of
an act is to be overridden in the protocol.

We could specify protocol specific meanings through specifying meanings with
conditions within each speech act specification (i.e. a condition that tests thepro-
tocolvariable); hence the protocol semantics function is not really necessary. How-
ever, it gives us a convenient way to handle context dependent parts of a specifica-
tion separately. Many behaviour based ACLs would define the appropriate replies
to an act as the semantics of the act, but we consider the separation between the
converse function and the other semantics functions to be important since the de-
termination of the possible replies to an act may not depend on that act alone but
also on the history of previous acts. Furthermore, we would like speech acts to
be flexible enough to be used in different contexts and to serve as useful building
blocks from which meaningful conversations are constructed.

3.9.5 Social Awareness: Public Inferences

The public inferences capture the inferences that each member of the society is
expected to be able to make. For example: an agentA expresses a desire to know
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the attitude of an agentB with respect to some propositionB; subsequentlyB
expresses belief in the propositionB; now the public inferences can removeA’s
expressed desire from the conversation state because it is assumed to be no longer
relevant. Now any social commitment which might have been created by the con-
verse function (as a result of the expressed desire) will disappear too. This could
have been done by the semantics of the act by whichB made public his belief;
however, it would not be practical to specify every possible consequence with each
speech act, clearly we need to generalise and specify these public inferences sep-
arately from the speech acts. The idea of public inferences is also consistent with
theories of indirect speech acts in human communication (section2.2.6); there is a
certain amount of information which a socially capable conversant can be expected
to be able to deduce (this capability is exploited by human speakers using indirect
speech acts).

Traditional approaches to ACL semantics (for example the mental languages in
section2.5.6) use logic formulae directly and assume that agents are perfect rea-
soners and can deduce the implications of all the formulae in their knowledge base;
we say they assume that agents arelogically omniscient, this is of course not true
of computationally limited agents. Our primitive mechanistic approach is a better
model for computationally limited agents. In our model agents are not required
to deduce any more than what we have explicitly specified with our state change
rules, which are computationally simple.

3.9.6 Development Method

The expressive power of natural language is achieved through words or phrases that
can take different meanings depending on the context in which they are uttered.
This gives flexibility to each natural language word or phrase, and an economy to
the number of words needed. Meaning is built from a group of words or phrases in a
particular order and in a particular pragmatic context, rather than from a single all-
meaningful performative. This concept of building complex meaning from simple
building blocks is what we would like to borrow from natural language. Without
using the context to contribute to meaning, one would need to have a vast library of
precise acts to cover every possible intended meaning. Our ACL building blocks
are:

• Speech act specification.

• Protocol specification (via protocol semantics and converse functions).

• Public Inferences.

• Social Fact Semantics.

The speech acts themselves should carry as much useful meaning as possible, while
still being flexible, so that they lend themselves to use in many different scenarios.
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They should not be specific to one protocol or one ACL. Their meaning should
not state how they are to be used, this task is performed by the protocol. This de-
sign philosophy follows through in all specifications, for example, domain specific
aspects should be kept out of protocol specifications if we are to make generic pro-
tocol. The specifications for generic speech acts and protocols can be published.
Then the developer of an agent system can proceed as follows:

• Download or develop a set of speech act and semantics.

• Download or develop a set of protocols.

• Specialise the ACL for the particular application by adding constraints (Pitt
et al., 1999).

• Instantiate the agent’s internal reasoning (for processing and selecting mes-
sages).

• Verify that agents comply and that desired outcomes are possible.

ACL specifications can be published for designers and also so that foreign agents
can compile them into code.

3.9.7 Evaluation of Framework

Our framework has provided a method for formally specifying the communication
language but leaves the content language unspecified. We have defined a specifi-
cation language for ACLs which allows different ACL specifications to be used in
different applications.

We propose a semantics where speech acts are given a high level declarative mean-
ing, not in terms of the agents’ private mental states, but in terms of the publicly
expressed mental attitudes. This semantics is intuitive and captures the conven-
tional meaning of an act in a society. A social semantics means that verification is
possible in an open system and it does not force agents to adopt a certain internal
architecture in order to be compliant.

Our semantics for speech acts states what a speech act means and not how it should
be used. This makes speech acts flexible for use in different contexts. A separate
protocol semantics for speech acts is used which builds on the context independent
meaning of speech acts. Another separate specification is created for specifying
the constraints associated with the protocol. In our framework there is a relation
between the constraints imposed by a protocol and the semantics of individual
acts; the deontic facts that a protocol creates are typically a function of the mental
attitudes expressed by the individual acts.

The separation of the speech act semantics, protocols, and inference rules bestows
structure on the development process. Separate specifications constitute flexible
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building blocks which can be put together for specific solutions. Generic speech
acts can be used in many different protocols, retaining their own meaning in ad-
dition to the protocol specific meanings. Hence protocol specification will be a
simpler task and designers will need to use less of their own tailor made solutions
which are too specific to be useful in any other protocol. Designers can extend the
set of primitive building blocks, adding speech acts and protocols which can be
published and used by others for different protocols.

The proposed multi-variable state representation for protocols gets over the nota-
tional inadequacies of finite state diagrams discussed in section2.6.9. Just as ATNs
offer significant benefits over RTNs, a multi-variable state representation will offer
benefits over a single number representing a state. Paths which would be separate
on a standard finite state type protocol diagram will be merged into one. Insertion
sequences can also occur in the middle of a conversation, as an adjacency pair, just
like human conversation. Insertion sequences can be used for repair, or to request
clarification. Suspensions are also possible to postpone the conversation until a
later date.

The issue of implementation will pose no problem for this framework. Although
a high level declarative semantics is used, it is given a procedural interpretation
and it is clear how an agent can represent the social state and comply with the
specification.

We would conclude that the specification language we have proposed might form
a good basis for a standard for agent communication; it would allow developers
to make their own ACLs to suit their applications and publish them in a standard
format which has a well defined and unambiguous semantics. In this case it is
LcSpec and its denotational semantics which would be released as a standard; they
could be given a release number and upgraded periodically as new shortcomings
are identified. We contend that this is more appropriate as a basis of a standard
than specifying a particular instance of an ACL. With an instance of a language
(like FIPA) developers make ad hoc solutions when the standard does not fit their
needs.

3.10 Related Work

Complete agent communication frameworks are not common in the literature, most
work being aimed at low level specification of protocols or approaches to seman-
tic specification, as discussed in Chapter 2. We now review two explicitly speci-
fied agent communication frameworks for comparison with our framework. Firstly
there is the framework byWooldridge(2000), in “Semantic Issues in the Verifi-
cation of Agent Communication Languages” which is quite similar but there are
three major differences:

1. Where Wooldridge has represented agent programs and states and a seman-
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tics for these, we have just put a computational model of the system. The
programs of agents in our system identify the components of the computa-
tional model so we leave the programs themselves out.

2. Wooldridge’s framework describes the state of the multi-agent system at
some instant of time, possibly during an execution. Our framework describes
the multi-agent system as designed, before it starts running. Thus if we wish
to investigate properties of the system at run time we must specify both the
components of the framework and a particular state during the execution.

3. Wooldridge’s ACL component is based on the FIPA idea that the semantics
of a message defines a constraint that the sender of the message must satisfy.
Our ACL component allows for messages to define constraints for the sender
or receiver or any other variables of the system. These constraints are reg-
ulative rules (see section3.6); our ACL has an additional component which
allows for the definition of constitutive rules in terms of social facts.

Secondly there is the “Verification Framework for Agent Communication” byEijk
et al. (2001). Note the absence of the phrase “Agent Communication Language”
from van Eijk’s title, this is indicative of the fundamental difference between van
Eijk’s framework and the framework of this thesis.

Van Eijk’s framework provides a method by which an agent program can be shown
to satisfy a certain specification; where the specification is in van Eijk’s assertion
language which includes expressions such asBnψ, meaning that agentn hasψ in
its information store. With van Eijk’s framework we can write an assertion such
asS satΦ meaning that the agent programS satisfies the assertionΦ. In the con-
text of agent communication, if the agent programS consists of a communication
statement, we can use the assertion language to specify a constraint that the com-
munication should satisfy.

The fundamental difference lies in this: Van Eijk’s framework can provide a re-
lationship between communication statements in an agent’s programS and a sep-
arate specificationΦ. In contrast our framework has divorced the semantics of
communication statements in an agent’s program from the semantics of the mes-
sages being sent. In our framework the messages sent have a semantics of their
own and this is what is said to constitute an agent communication language. Our
framework allows us to look at a message that is sent and to assign a meaning to it
without any knowledge of the agent program which sent the message. We can then
provide a relationship between a message and a separate specification without any
knowledge of any agent program.

Van Eijk’s framework does not include an agent communication language. Nev-
ertheless, the framework is a significant contribution to agent communication as it
provides a complete verification calculus for showing that a system of agents sat-
isfies a specification. We can easily create an agent communication language from
the framework; we would create an assertion containing a conjunction of minor
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assertions, where each minor assertion relates an agent program statement sending
a particular message to a specification for the conditions of its correct use. For
example, the sending of atell(ϕ) message could be related to aBnϕ. Treated in
this way van Eijk’s assertions would constitute a mental language (as described in
section2.5.6) since the satisfaction of an assertionΦ by an agentAgent1is based
on the internals of agentAgent1.

The type of verification presented by van Eijk has already been described in sec-
tion 3.8.1, that is to prove that a system satisfies a specification at design time. As
mentioned in that section, our first notion of verification (type 1 as described in
section3.8.6) is a special case of this. Thus the two verification approaches merit
comparison. The main difference is that we have opted for the model checking
approach (see section5.4) while van Eijk’s is proof theoretic.

We now compare and contrast some other features of our framework and van Eijk’s:

• The concept of histories as an externally observable sequence of messages
“to enable a proof system which does not assume any knowledge about the
internal structure of agents” is the same as our framework. However, van
Eijk goes on to define an observable behaviour that includes the agent’s
information store as well as its local communication history. This observ-
able behaviour is calculated (via the semantics of the agent programming
language) from the agent’s internals. Thus (reasons in section3.8.5) we
conclude that van Eijk’s framework would be appropriate in closed systems
where an agent’s internal code and state can be determined. This contrasts
with our framework which has been designed for open systems.

• Van Eijk’s uses the Concurrent Constraint Programming paradigm for the
content language; it features an underlying constraint system and defines a
language of logical assertions which can be sent as message contents. Thus
there exists a well defined relationship between a certain message content
and the resulting information store of a receiving agent, given that we know
the agent’s program. Our framework has not given a syntax or semantics
for the content language; there does not exist a proper method by which we
could derive the constraints on a resulting information store after message
sending.

• Van Eijk uses synchronous communication channels; an agent sending a
message and the intended recipient must both execute the relevant commu-
nicative statement synchronously. Our framework is asynchronous so that
an agent can send a message to another regardless of the other’s current ac-
tivity. This is not such a huge difference however; we find that we may need
some synchronisation from the agent platform (see section5.7) and vanEijk
et al. (2001, Example 3.4) has pointed out that asynchronous communica-
tion can be mimicked by synchronous communication using an intermediate
facilitator.
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Despite these differences the two frameworks are not completely incompatible and
it is conceivable that they could be combined: van Eijk’s framework could provide
a content language of logical constraints and proofs of the resulting information
stores for sincere agents; our framework would then describe the social states of the
system and encode the social conventions which govern the flow of conversation
in a protocol.

3.11 Summary

In the previous chapter we saw how human communication is based on social con-
ventions and how the performance of speech acts affects and is affected by the con-
text; we analysed existing approaches to agent communication and came up with
some desiderata. In this chapter we have formalised the ideas which are impor-
tant to agent communication. We have developed a general agent communication
framework which includes a computational model and an agent communication
language. This allowed us to investigate different types of verification and to iden-
tify which components must be present in the framework to permit verification.
Having determined the appropriate components for a verifiable framework in an
open system, we proceeded to define a more specialised framework. We then de-
scribed a specification language which would allow ACLs to be defined within the
framework. In this chapter our description of our framework has described the roles
played by the various different language which constitute our ACL component, in
the next chapter we will give a syntax and semantics for these languages.
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Chapter 4

Underlying Languages

This chapter describes the four languages at the core of our framework and gives
their semantics.

4.1 Introduction

Table4.1 lists the languages in our framework. The rightmost column gives the
section of this chapter where the language definition appears. The central column
describes the type of semantic definition. Temporal logic is given a semantics as
the set of possible models where a formula is true. A model is an infinite sequence
of states and a state is an interpretation of variables (as explained in section3.5).
The specification languages use denotational semantics, this allows us to give a
formula of the language a semantics as a function. Finally the agent programs
are given a semantics which identifies the components of the fair transition system
which can represent the program behaviour. Both the temporal language and the
program language are taken from Manna and Pnueli’s book (Manna and Pnueli,
1995). The two specification languages are a contribution of this thesis. The ver-
sion of the ACL specification language presented here is more complete than the
version published inGuerin and Pitt(2001).

Language Semantic Definition Section

Language of Temporal Logic Possible Models 4.2
ACL Specification Language Denotational Semantics4.3
Social Facts Specification Language Denotational Semantics4.4
Language for Agent Programs Transition Semantics 4.5

Table 4.1: Four Languages and their Semantic Definitions
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The four languages we discuss in this chapter are thefixedparts of the languages in
our framework. It is envisaged that they would be standard across all systems while
the specifications for the ACL and the social facts could be written specifically for
any application andplugged into the framework. The ACL specification is a well
formed formula of the ACL specification language, an example ACL specification
appears in chapter 6. In this chapter we just specify the syntax and semantics
of the specification language. The relationship between all the languages in the
framework will be explained diagrammatically. Figure4.1 shows the convention
used to represent functions diagrammatically.

)XQFWLRQ�,QSXW )XQFWLRQ�2XWSXW)XQFWLRQ�1DPH
Figure 4.1: Graphical Function Representation

Figure 4.2 shows the relationships between the various different languages in-
volved in run time verification (type 4 as described in section3.8.6). The left
part of this diagram shows the purpose of the ACL specification language, i.e. it
converts an ACL specification into amessage semanticsfunction. This function in
turn can convert an ACL message into a social state change function. This social
state change function allows an observer to calculate the observable social states
by observing messages passed (given that an initial social state is known). A finite
sequence of observed social states can be extended to a set of infinite sequences
(possible models of the system) by application of the idling transition and the en-
vironmental transition as described in section3.5.2. On the right of the diagram
we see how the social facts specification language converts the social facts spec-
ification into a social facts semantics function. This function interprets the social
facts in an observable social state (say statej) giving a temporal logic formula.
The temporal logic semantics interprets this as the set of possible models where
the formula is satisfied. Now this set of possible models must have an intersection
with the possible models generated from the observed states. If so it means that
the social facts from the observed statej could be satisfied in the system we are
observing, i.e. the agent has not violated the semantics thus far. This check should
be repeated forj ranging across all observed states.

Figure 4.3 shows the relationships between the various different languages in-
volved in design time verification (type 1 as described in section3.8.6). The lan-
guage used for agent programs is SPL (simple programming language). The left
part of this diagram shows the purpose of the SPL semantics, i.e. from an SPL
program it identifies the components of the corresponding fair transition system.
The transition system in turn describes the possible models (sequences of states,
also called a computation of the program) that the program could produce. We
then analyse all message passing transitions in each possible model and apply the
ACL semantics to the message sent, thus allowing us to calculate the social states
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Figure 4.2: Languages and their Relationships in Run Time Verification

which correspond to our program computations. The right hand side of the dia-
gram is similar to the previous diagram above, i.e. the social facts in the states of
the models are interpreted leading to possible models where they are satisfied and
then theses two sets of possible models are compared.
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4.2 Lt - A Language of Linear Temporal Logic

Here we review the language of temporal logic as presented byManna and Pnueli
(1995). For astate formulaor assertionp in the first order languageL and a state
s that interprets all variables appearing inp, we write

s pp� p

to mean thatp satisfiess. The language of temporal logic is calledLt and its
well formed formulae are built from state formulae in the assertion languageL
using Boolean connectives (¬, ∨), quantifiers (∃, ∀) and the temporal operators
presented in table4.2.

Additionally there arestrict versions of the temporal operators,strict meaning that
the present is not considered a part of the past or future. Table4.3 gives the strict
operators, defined in terms of the operators of table4.2. A states interprets all
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Future Operators Past Operators

� p - Henceforthp �− p - So-farp

� p - Eventuallyp �− p - Oncep
pUq - p Until q pS q - p Sinceq
pWq - p Unlessq pB q - p Back-toq
# p - nextp #− p - Previouslyp

#∼ p - Beforep

Table 4.2: Temporal Operators for Arbitrary State Formulasp andq.

Future Operators Past Operators

�̂ p = #� p �̂− p = #∼ �− p

�̂ p = # � p �̂− p = #− �− p
p Ûq = # (pUq) p Ŝ q = #− pS q
p Ŵq = # (pWq) p B̂ q = #∼ pB q

Table 4.3: Strict Temporal Operators for Arbitrary State Formulasp andq.

variables. A modelσ is an infinite sequence of states.

σ : s0, s1, s2, s3, . . .

A modelσ′ : s′0, s
′
1, s

′
2, s

′
3, . . . is au-variant ofσ if for all j ≥ 0, s′j agrees withsj

on the interpretation of all variables except for the variableu. The semantics of a
temporal formula describes the class of models where the formula is satisfied. The
semantics of the basic temporal operators is given in table4.4. The notation

(σ, j) � p

means that the temporal formulap holds at positionj of the modelσ (wherej ≥ 0).
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(σ, j) � p ⇐⇒ sj pp� p.
(σ, j) � ¬p ⇐⇒ (σ, j) 2 p.
(σ, j) � p ∨ q ⇐⇒ (σ, j) � p or (σ, j) � q.
(σ, j) � � p ⇐⇒ for all k ≥ j, (σ, k) � p.
(σ, j) � � p ⇐⇒ for somek ≥ j, (σ, k) � p.
(σ, j) � pUq ⇐⇒ for somek ≥ j, (σ, k) � q

and for alli such thatj ≤ i < k, (σ, i) � p.
(σ, j) � pWq ⇐⇒ (σ, j) � pUq or (σ, j) � � p
(σ, j) � # p ⇐⇒ (σ, j + 1) � p
(σ, j) � �− p ⇐⇒ for all k such that0 ≤ k ≤ j, (σ, k) � p
(σ, j) � �− p ⇐⇒ for somek such that0 ≤ k ≤ j, (σ, k) � p
(σ, j) � pS q ⇐⇒ for somek such that0 ≤ k ≤ j, (σ, k) � q

and for alli such thatk < i ≤ j, (σ, i) � p.
(σ, j) � pB q ⇐⇒ (σ, j) � pS q or (σ, j) � �− p
(σ, j) � #− p ⇐⇒ j > 0 and(σ, j − 1) � p
(σ, j) � #∼ p ⇐⇒ j = 0 or (σ, j) � #− p
(σ, j) � ∃u : p ⇐⇒ (σ′, j) � p for someσ′ which is au-variant ofσ.
(σ, j) � ∀u : p ⇐⇒ (σ′, j) � p for everyσ′ which is au-variant ofσ.

Table 4.4: Semantics of Temporal Operators.

4.3 LcSpec - A Specification Language for Communication
Languages

Here we develop a language which maps an ACL specification to a function from
a speech act (a message) to a social state change. To see how this language fits in
the communication framework see figure3.2on page94.

4.3.1 Denotational Semantics

A typical computer program is written in some programming languageL which
must be compiled to produce the running code. The running code then computes
some input to produce some output (this is called a transformational program).
This running code can be seen mathematically as a functionf from some inputs
to some outputs. The compiler then can be seen mathematically as a functionC
which takes as input the program written in languageL and produces as output
the functionf . The functionC is the semantics of the programming languageL.
That is, the compiler must implement the semantics of the programming language
to produce the running codef .

In our framework the ACL specification languageLcSpec is like a programming
language.
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Consider the language semantics functionJ−Kc as running code in a machine which
converts an ACL message into a social state change function. Our ACL specifica-
tion languageLcSpec is the programming language for that machine; we use it to
specify the behaviour of that machine. Our compiler must implement the function
mappingLcSpec to J−Kc: this is the functionJ−KcSpec. This section is concerned
with giving a precise mathematical description for this function. Clearly we need
a precise semantic definition if we are to prove properties for our system of com-
municating agents.

Semantics of programming languages can be given in the following three ways
(Schmidt, 1986):

1. Operational Semantics: This defines the meaning of a program as the se-
quence of internal states produced by a particular interpreter as it interprets
the program. The advantage of this semantics is that the programming lan-
guage can be easily implemented by just implementing the interpreter. The
disadvantages include firstly the lack of a machine independent definition;
the programming language can only be understood in terms of the inter-
preters states. Secondly, if the interpreter is complex it is difficult to study
the properties of the language.

2. Denotational Semantics: This defines a mathematical function which maps
a program to its meaning (which is usually another mathematical function
mapping inputs to outputs). The high level and modular structure means that
parts of the programming language can be studied independently. However,
this is a more abstract definition as it does not specify how the computational
steps for the implementation should proceed and so leaves more work to the
implementer.

3. Axiomatic Semantics: This is more abstract still and only specifies properties
of language constructs, its use is more for preliminary specifications.

“Of the three semantics description methods, denotational semantics
is the best format for precisely defining the meaning of a programming
language. ” (Schmidt, 1986)

Our choice to use denotational semantics then is based on its aptitude for pre-
cisely defining programming language semantics and the programming-language-
like role played by our languageLcSpec within the framework.

We now present a method for defining the ACL specification language semantics
(see figure4.2) precisely. Essentially we treat propositions in the social state as
strings and define a language function mapping a speech act onto a state change.
We follow the notation ofSchmidt(1986), with additions where necessary:

• A function f is written with the lambda calculus abstractionλa.e and the
function argument appears after the function. To evaluate the function, the
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argument replaces occurrences ofa in e. For example iff(y) = y2 then we
write f = λa.a2 andf(y) = λa.a2y.

• If f is a function, then[x 7→ y]f denotes the function that mapsx to y, but
behaves exactly likef for any other argument.

• Let a→ b 8 c take the valueb if a is true, orc if a is false.

• For x ∈ R and y ∈ S, we tag the members of each set so they can be
distinguished: inR(x) = (zero, x) and inS(y) = (one, y). To remove the
tags for anym ∈ R+ S, the value of :

casesm of
isR(x) → f(x)8
isS(y) → g(y)

end

is f(x) whenm = (zero, x) and isg(y) whenm = (one, y). In the case
where we know what the type is we can use the functionsnd to return the
second part of the pair.

• The symbol↓ is used to select an element of a tuple.↓i denotes the operation
such that(a1, a2, . . . , an)↓i = ai.

• The functionstrequalscompares strings,(a strequals b) returns true ifa and
b are identical strings.

• The functioninstringchecks if one string is a sub string of another,
(a instring b) returns true ifa is a sub string ofb.

• The functionconcconcatenates strings.

• A function likeconccan be written in prefix notation asconc(x, y) or infix
notation asx concy. Where the meaning is obvious we use whichever is
convenient.

• The functiongreatercompares numbers,(a greater b) returns true ifa
exceedsb.

• The functiontokenisetakes a string with sub strings delimited by commas
and returns a list of strings, where each element of the list is one of the sub
strings.

• The following functions operate on a listD*

Function Returns

nil: D* empty list
cons: D ×D*→ D* adds an element to the front
hd: D*→ D the element at the head of the list
tl: D*→ D* the remaining elements (tail)
null: D*→ Tr true if list is empty
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Speech Act
Domaina ∈ Speech-Act= Name× Name× Perf × Content× Cid
Operations

blankAct: Speech-Act
blankAct= (‘nil’, ‘nil’, ‘nil’, ‘nil’, ‘nil’ )

Agent Identifiers
DomainName= String

Performative Names
DomainPerf = String

Speech Act Content
DomainContent= String

Conversation Identifiers
DomainCid = Name× Nat

Figure 4.4: Semantic Algebras for Speech Acts.

4.3.2 Simplified Definition for Speech Acts Only

We present a simplified version of the language first to make it easier to focus
on and explain some aspects without unnecessary clutter. In this version of the
evaluation functions (figure4.5) we omit the history update and we only consider
the speech act’s effect on the social state without any protocol. Our social state is
also simplified, it does not allow for multiple parallel conversations or persistent
social facts. We illustrate how the language works with an ACL containing a single
speech act.

We wish to define the language function as a mapping from speech act to state to
state. Therefore we must first define the domains for speech acts and states. A
speech act is a message which is a 5-tuple (see figure4.4) containing the agent
name of the sender and receiver, the performative name, message content and the
conversation identifier. These come from the domainsName, Perf, Contentand
Cid respectively. These domains are defined in figure4.4. The abstract syntax can
be found with the complete definitions in AppendixA.1. For brevity, we omit the
standard abstract syntax definitions and semantic algebras for truth values, strings,
finite lists and natural numbers. These can be found inSchmidt(1986).

The Social-Stateis a 4-tuple (see figure4.5) containing the variables, two lists
of social facts and the history of the speech acts. The variables are defined via
a function which returns the variables’ values (which can be natural numbers or
strings). The first list of social facts is for propositions including expressed mental
attitudes which are encoded as strings, these persist until revoked; the other list is
for deontic social facts (commitments, permissions and obligations) that depend
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Social State
Domains ∈ Social-State= variables× Fact-List× Deontic-Fact-List× History
Operations

newstate: Social-State
newstate= ( newvars, newlist, newlist, newHistory)

Social-Fact
Domainf ∈ Social-Fact= String

Social-Fact Lists
Domainl ∈ Fact-List= String→ Tr
Operations

newlist: Fact-List
newlist= λf.false

checklist: Social-Fact→ Fact-List→ Tr
checklist= λs.λl.l(s)

updatelist: Social-Fact→ Fact-List→ Fact-List
updatelist= λs.λl.[s 7→true]l

updatelistf: Social-Fact→ Fact-List→ Fact-List
updatelistf= λs.λl.[s 7→false]l

Cases of Speech Acts
Domainc ∈ Speechactcase = Speech-Act→ Social-State→ Social-State
Operations

nostatechange: Speechactcase
nostatechange= λa. λs. s

Table 4.5: Semantic Algebras for Social States.

on the current state and will be re-evaluated after each act. The semantic algebra
for this list of deonticfacts is omitted in this simple version, as is the history (see
appendixA.2). TheSpeechactcasedomain is necessary to handle more than one
speech act as will be seen in section4.3.5.
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L : Language→ Speech-Act→ Social-State→ Social-State
LJspeech-act-semanticsSK = SJSK nostatechange

S: Speech-Act-Semantics→ Speechactcase→ Speechactcase
SJS1 S2K = λc.SJS2K(SJS1Kc)
SJ[Sp] MK = λc.λa.λq.a↓3 strequalsSpJSpK → MJMKa q 8 c a q

M : Semantics→ Speech-Act→ Social-State→ Social-State
MJM1; M2K = λa.λq.MJM2Ka (MJM1Ka q)
MJMrK=λa.λq.(q↓1, updatelist(Mr JMrKa) q↓2, q↓3, q↓4)

Mr : M-Proposition→ Speech-Act→ String
Mr JMp MrK = λa.(MpJMpKa) conc(Mr JMrKa)
Mr JCK = λa.a↓4

Mp : M-Proposition-Part→ Speech-Act→ String
MpJE AK = λa.EJEK conc(AJAKa)

E: Expressed-Mental-Attitude→ String
EJE-BELIEVE K = ‘B’
EJE-DESIREK = ‘D’
EJE-INTEND K = ‘I’
EJE-KNOW K = ‘K’

A: Actor→ Speech-Act→ String
AJRK = λa.a↓2
AJSK = λa.a↓1

Sp: Spec-String→ String(see appendixA.3)

Figure 4.5: Simplified Version of the Valuation Functions forLJ−K = J−KcSpec .

4.3.3 Evaluation of a Simple ACL

We now evaluate a sample fragment of an ACL which has only one speech act and
no protocols. We want to be able to turn this ACL into a function from a speech act
to a change in social state. If the performative of the incoming speech act matches
the one in our ACL, then our function should make a state change according to the
semantics defined for the act. Using the languageLcSpec we write the following
simple ACL which we calll1:

speech-act-semantics
[query]
E-DESIRE S E-KNOW S E-BELIEVE R C

This defines the semantics of a query as the sender’s expression of a desire to have
it made known publicly whether or not the receiver publicly expresses belief in the
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content. Call this simple language fragmentl1, applying theL valuation function,
we have:

LJl1K = SJs1K nostatechange

Wheres1 = [query] E-DESIRE S E-KNOW S E-BELIEF R C

SJs1K = λc.λa.λq.a↓3 strequalsSpJf1K → MJm1Ka q 8 c a q

Wherem1 = E-DESIRE S E-KNOW S E-BELIEF R C
andf1 = query

SpJquery K = query

MJm1K = λa.λq.(q↓1, updatelist(Mr Jr1Ka) q↓2, q↓3)

Wherer1=m1= E-DESIRE S E-KNOW S E-BELIEF R C
All that remains is to simplifyMr Jr1K :

Mr Jr1K = Mr JE-DESIRE S E-KNOW S E-BELIEF R CK
= λa.(MpJE-DESIRE SKa)

conc(Mr JE-KNOW S E-BELIEF R CKa)
= λa.(MpJE-DESIRE SKa)

conc(λa′.(MpJE-KNOW SKa′)
conc(Mr JE-BELIEF R CKa′)

a)
= λa.(MpJE-DESIRE SKa)

conc(λa′.(MpJE-KNOW SKa′)
conc(λa2.(MpJE-BELIEF R Ka2)

conc(Mr JCKa2)
a′)

a)

MpJE-DESIRE SK = λa3.EJE-DESIREK conc(AJSKa3)
= λa3.‘D’ conc((λa4.a4↓1)a3)
= λa3.‘D’ conca3↓1

and similarly for the otherMp valuations. Note that superscripts are used merely
to distinguish between separate identifiers represented by the same letter in nested
abstractions.

Mr JCK = λa5.a5↓4

So the full valuation ofr1 is :

Mr Jr1K = λa.(λa3.‘D’ conca3↓1 a)
conc(λa′. (λa4.‘K’ conca4↓1 a′)
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conc(λa2. (λa6.‘B’ conca6↓2 a2)
conc(λa5.a5↓4 a2)

a′)
a)

= λa.‘D’ conca↓1 conc‘K’ conca↓1 conc‘B’ conca↓2 conca↓4

Mr Jr1K is a function from speech act to string, effectively it takes the speech act
a and puts the sender, receiver and content in the right places in the string. This
completes the denotation ofl1.

4.3.4 Testing Sample Speech Act Inputs

LJl1K is a function, given a speech act and social state, it returns the new social
state. Looking insideLJl1K we find SJs1K, which is a function ofSpeechactcase
onto Speechactcase.We see that if the performative of the speech act input to
LJl1K is anything other thanquery, the returnedSpeechactcaseis nostatechange
and hence the returned state is the same as the original:

LJl1K = λc.λa.λq.(a↓3 strequalsSpJquery K → MJm1Ka q
8 c a q) nostatechange

= λa.λq.(a↓3 strequalsSpJquery K → MJm1Ka q
8 nostatechangea q)

= λa.λq.(a↓3 strequalsSpJquery K → MJm1Ka q
8 λa′.λs′.s′ a q)

Let a1 be a speech act with a performative which is notquery:

LJl1Ka1 = λa.λq.(a↓3 strequalsSpJquery K → MJm1Ka q
8 λa′.λs′.s′ a q)a1

= λq.(a1↓3 strequalsSpJquery K → MJm1Ka1 q

8 λa′.λs′.s′ a1 q)
= λq.(λa′.λs′.s′ a1 q)
= λq.(q)

This is a mapping from social state to social state which leaves the state unchanged.

Now consider a speech acta2=( sender2, receiver2, ‘query’, content2, id2, seq2) :

LJl1Ka2 = λa.λq.(a↓3 strequalsSpJquery K → MJm1Ka q
8 λa′.λs′.s′ a q)a2

= λq.(a2↓3 strequalsSpJquery K → MJm1Ka2 q
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8 λa′.λs′.s′ a2 q)
= λq.(MJm1K a2 q)
= λq.(λa′.λq′.(q′↓1, updatelist(Mr Jr1K a′)q′↓2, q′↓3), a2 q)
= λq.(q↓1, updatelist(Mr Jr1K a2) q↓2, q↓3)

Mr Jr1K a2= ‘D’ conc(a2↓1) conc‘K’ conc(a2↓1) conc‘B’
conc(a2↓2) conc(a2↓4)

= ‘D’ concsender2 conc‘K’ concsender2 conc‘B’
concreceiver2 conccontent2

= D sender2 K sender2 B receiver2 content2

Let us call this stringstring2.

LJl1Ka2 = λq.(q↓1, updatelist string2 q↓2, q↓3)

So here we have a function from social state to social state which adds the propo-
sition contained instring2 to the state (as desired).

4.3.5 The Evaluation of Two or More Speech Act Definitions

Note howS handles semantics for two speech acts:

LJspeech-act-semanticsS1; S2K
= SJS1; S2K nostatechange

= λc.SJS2K (SJS1Kc) nostatechange

= SJS2K (SJS1K nostatechange)
= SJS2K (λc.λa.λq.a↓3 strequalsSpJf1K → MJm1Ka q

8 c a q nostatechange)

Assumingf1 andm1 are the performative name and semantics respectively of S1.

= SJS2K(λa.λq.a↓3 strequalsSpJf1K → MJm1Ka q
8 nostatechangea q)

= λc.λa.λq.a↓3 strequalsSpJf2K → MJm2Ka q 8 c a q
(λa′.λq′.a′↓3 strequalsSpJf1K → MJm1Ka′ q′

8 nostatechangea′ q′)
= λa.λq.a↓3 strequalsSpJf2K → MJm2Ka q
8 (λa′.λq′.a′↓3 strequalsSpJf1K →MJm1Ka′q′

8 nostatechangea′ q′)a q
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The functionality of this expression is:Speech-Act→ Social-State→Social-State.
Consider an incoming acta1. If the performative name ofa1 matchesf2, we get:

λa.λq.(a↓3 strequalsSpJf2K → MJm2Ka q 8 . . .)a q a1

= λq.(a1↓3 strequalsSpJf2K → MJm2Ka1 q 8 . . .)a1 q

= λq.MJm2Ka1 q

i.e. the state change defined by semanticsm2 whena1 is the speech act. If the
performative name does not matchf2, we get:

λq.(a1↓3 strequalsSpJf2K → MJm2Ka1 q
8(λa′.λq′.a′↓3 strequalsSpJf1K → MJm1Ka′ q′

8 nostatechangea′ q′)a1 q)
=λq.((λa′.λq′.a′↓3 strequalsSpJf1K → MJm1Ka′ q′

8 nostatechangea′ q′)a1 q)
=λq.(a1↓3 strequalsSpJf1K →MJm1Ka1 q

8 nostatechangea1 q)

Which checks whether or not the performative name matchesf1, if it does we get:

λq.MJm1Ka1 q

i.e. the state change defined by semanticsm1 whena1 is the speech act. Otherwise
we get:

λq.( nostatechangea1 q)
= λq.(λa.λs.s a1 q)
= λq.(q)

This is a function from social state to social state which leaves the state unchanged.
Clearly the denotation of the semantics for three or more acts can proceed in a
similar fashion. The semantic functionS effectively passes on the parameters to
the next nesting of the function if the speech act does not match.

4.3.6 Complete Definition

The simplified definition above allowed the language LcSpec to define speech act
semantics only. The more complete definition which follows allows protocols to
be defined through a protocol specific semantics for speech acts and a converse
function which defines the social commitments for participants at any state in the
protocol. The language functionL will also update the history of speech acts in
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the social state. We introduce conversation states, so the social state becomes a
tuple where the first part holds the persistent social facts and the second part is
an indexed array of conversation states. This allows an agent to express different
attitudes in different (possibly parallel) conversations. The incoming speech act’s
conversation identifier (Cid) selects the current conversation, to be modified by the
semantics of the act. The conversation state is identical to what the social state was
in the simplified definition.

AppendixA.2 shows the additional and updated semantic algebras. A ‘Current
Social State’ is a tuple consisting of the persistent facts and the conversation state
for the current conversation (i.e. as selected by theCid of the incoming speech
act); it is this that the valuation functions work with, it contains all they need to
know (they do not need information about other conversations). The lists of social
facts and deontic facts are functions which map certain facts to true and all others
to false; theupdatelistfunction takes a new fact and maps it to true, but preserves
the mappings for all existing facts. Variables come from a set which is a disjoint
union of strings and natural numbers, the elements are tagged to indicate which
type they are.

The new language valuation functionL (shown in appendixA.3) comes in two
forms as the language may or may not include the public inferences part. Once
again it is a function from speech act to social state to social state. Here is a line
by line explanation of the second form of the functionL , wherea is the incoming
speech act andq is the incoming social state.

x = The ‘Current Social State’, constructed from the current persistent social
factsq ↓ 1 and the conversation state selected from the conversation array
q↓2 by the conversation identifiera↓5 of the incoming speech acta.

z = The ‘Current Social State’ obtained afterx is updated by the speech act se-
manticsSJSK and protocol semanticsPJPK for speech acta.

p = The persistent social facts (the first part ofz).

c = The conversation state (the second part ofz).

h = The value of variable ‘hist’, the number indexing the next position for a
speech act in the history. The semantic algebra for variables states that unas-
signed variables return a string, so if this is a new conversation ‘hist’ will
return a string and thereforeh will be 1.

i = The new list of variables with an updated value for ‘hist’.

j = The new ‘Current Social State’ after being updated by the public inferences
J. TheJ function operates on a current social state composed of the persistent
factsp and an updated conversation state. This conversation state contains
the new variablesi, the updated social factsc↓2, an empty list of contingent
social facts (replaced withnewlist) and an updated history.
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y = The new ‘Current Social State’ after being updated by the converse function
C.

. . . Finally the conversation statey ↓ 2 is updated to the array of conversation
states and joined with the persistent factsy↓1 producing a new social state.

The protocol semanticsP is handled just like the speech act semantics described in
the simplified definition.PJ[Sp] SK accesses the protocol variable in the conversa-
tion variablesq↓2↓1 and if it matches the denotable valueSpJSpK of the protocol
name ‘Sp’ in the protocol semantics statement ‘[Sp] S’ then the semantic function
‘SJSK’ is applied to the incoming speech acta and current social stateq.

The semanticsMJMrK has been illustrated already in the simplified definition.
There are several newM functions. A statement prefixed by ‘P-’ in the specifi-
cation is to be updated to the persistent facts rather than the contingent ones; this
is the only type of deontic fact allowed in anM statement, contingent deontic facts
should appear in the converse function. The meaning of an assignment semantics
statementMJI=VaK is simply the updating of the variables: identifier ‘I’ is now
mapped to the valueVaJVaK. The conditional statementMJif Co then {M}K
means ‘M’ is evaluated if the value ofCoJCoK is true; otherwise the social state is
unaffected.

The public inferences interpreted by theJ function encode general rules for modi-
fying the social state (independent of protocol or speech act). It uses the same val-
uation function asM except that it cannot refer to the speech act sent so it passes
a dummyblankActas the speech act. It is in these inference rules that certain ex-
pressed mental attitudes may create new social facts, domain specific information
can also be coded here.

The converse function is also new, it is aSocial-Stateto Social-Statemapping and
it looks at the input state to determine the updated social facts for the output state.
As with the protocol semantics,CJ[Sp] CsK accesses the protocol variable in the
conversation variablesq↓2↓1 and if it matches the denotable valueSpJSpK of the
protocol name ‘Sp’ in the converse function statement ‘[Sp] Cs’ then the converse
statement semantic functionCsJCsK is applied to the incoming current social state
q. The meaning of statements in the converse functionC is almost identical to the
speech act semantics except that the converse function does not allow us to refer to
the current speech act’s sender, receiver or content. To allow such references would
allow for the creation of a stimulus-response behaviour where an act is directly
related to an intended reply; this would be contrary to our design philosophy as
described in section3.9.6. For this reason, when converse statements call the same
valuation functions that the speech acts meanings use, they pass a dummyblankAct
as the speech act.
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4.3.7 Relationship to Formal Framework

Our conversation state now is a 4-tuple (variables, propositions, deontic facts and
history) which is not consistent with the 2-tuple of the formal framework in sec-
tion 3.9.1. If s is a social state as defined in the semantic algebras for the language
LcSpec above, we can relate it to the tuple〈conti,c,hi,c〉 as follows

conti,c = [s↓2(c)]↓3
hi,c = [s↓2(c)]↓4

Wheres↓2(c) selects the conversation state for conversationc from the social state
s; we then use the third part of the conversation tuple, that is, we only consider the
deontic facts froms as we are assuming the expressed attitudes and variables do
not place any constraints on the compliant behaviour of an agent.

4.4 LfSpec - A Specification Language for Social Facts

Here we develop a specification language for social facts. This language allows a
specification to be written, where the specification describes the meaning of social
facts. Social facts are given a semantics in terms of temporal logic formulae, which
in turn is given a semantics in terms of a class of models which satisfy them. The
semantic functionJ−Kf maps a formula of the social facts languageLf and an
agent name onto a well formed formula ofLt, whereLt is the language of temporal
logic described earlier (see section4.2).

J−Kf : wff (Lf )× Name→ wff (Lt)

The functionJ−Kf is parameterised with an agent name because we are interested
in looking at each agent individually and ascertaining if it is respecting its social
commitments. Thus for an agenti and a social factx which is a commitment for
another agent (noti) to do some action,Jx, iKf will simply return true. This means
that agenti is complying with that fact in all models. The languageLfSpec which
is the subject of this section is a specification language forJ−Kf . Having written a
specificationS, we apply the functionJ−KfSpec to it and the result is the function
J−Kf . This functionJ−KfSpec is the functionL in appendixB.3. We have kept the
language very simple, in fact it is the bare minimum needed by the examples in
the remainder of the thesis. The aim was not to provide a comprehensive language
but rather to show how a self-contained social facts semantics language can be
specified.

We have already seen how we treat the social facts in the semantic algebras of
the previous section (see appendixA.2). We have two types of social facts, one
type we have used for expressed mental attitudes which we simply treat as strings;
the other type is for deontic social facts. We will concern ourselves only with
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the second type here (expressed mental attitudes can be considered satisfied in
all models). A deontic fact is a 4-tuple where the first part is a string describing
the type, for example ‘PERMIT’; the second is the name of agent who is bound
by it; the third is auniting operatorwhich describes how the fourth part is to be
translated, conjunction or disjunction; the fourth is a string list where each string
describes an action to be done.

Our language has two types of actions by which an agent can be bound:

1. The sending of a particular message.

2. The bringing about of a social fact which states that the agent has done a
particular action.

In the second case it is up to the ACL specification to state what communicative
actions create facts that state that a certain action has been done. Typically this is
one of the ways in which a protocol will describe a state of its execution (by what
actions have already been done). In this way an agent can be bound to bring about
a certain social state without explicitly specifying what action should be taken, it
may be that there is more than one way to satisfy the fact. The two actions are
associated with different constraints, the first can be used with a ‘PERMIT’ or
‘OBLIGE’, both of which map to a temporal formula stating that the associated
action (or disjunction of actions) must be done next or else the agent must do
nothing. The only difference with ‘OBLIGE’ is that it additionally requires that
the action will eventually be done. The second type of action is associated with
a ‘COMMIT’ only, this maps to a temporal formula stating that the required fact
must be true eventually.

We have not given the details of all the lowest level functions in the semantic
algebras of appendixB.2 as it is rather tedious (dealing with string manipulations);
we will briefly describe them now. The functionmake-act-formulatakes a pair
of strings as arguments, the first being an agent namei and the second a string
describing a speech acts; it returns the state formula which represents[i−<s]. This
is used for deontic social facts which require that an agent send a speech acts. If the
speech acts contains a question mark in the place of the content, then it returns a
formula quantified over all contents: for a speech act〈S,R, P, ?〉 it returns the state
formula which represents∀j : [i−<〈S,R, P, j〉]. The speech act here is missing the
conversation identifier also because the examples we will consider do not involve
parallel conversations and so identifiers are not needed; in the case where they are
needed the value of the conversation identifier of the incoming speech act can be
automatically inserted in the deontic social fact by the social state change function
and then used in the temporal formula. If the speech acts is ‘(wait)’, it returns
the state formula which represents¬[i−<] meaningi does not communicate. For
convenience we also invent a functionnocommwhich returns a temporal formula
so thatnocomm(i) represents¬[i−<].
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4.4.1 Interpreting a Commitment

We will now look at two concrete examples from later chapters. Firstly in chapter
5, section5.2, a social facts language specification has the statement:

L : COMMIT = <> DONE

Let us see how this interprets the deontic social fact

d : 〈COMMIT, B, conjunction, (buy,agx,numx) • (tell,all, forsale)〉

which is mapped to true byfB, the social facts observable by agentB. We want to
find the set of models where agentB respects this commitment, so we evaluate

Jd,BKfSpec = LJLKB d

Now our ‘L’ already has the form of an ‘F’ soLJLKB d gives us

d↓2 strequalsB → FJLKd 8 temp-true

and since the second part ofd is the same string asB, we getFJLKd. In the case
where the strings are not equal, we are looking at a social fact observed byB but to
be satisfied by some other agent, and so we simply get a temporal formula which
is true in all models. Next we use the expansion

FJSp= <> DONEK = λd.SpJCOMMITK strequalsd↓1 →SJ<> DONEK d
8 temp-true

The first part of our deontic fact,d↓1, is ‘COMMIT’, this matchesSpJCOMMITK
and so the expression evaluates to

SJ<> DONEK d
= make-compound-one(OJOK,DJDK d)
= make-compound-one(temp-eventually,dtemp-gen(d))

(4.1)

Now dtemp-gen(d) is given by

d↓3 uequals none→ make-done(d↓2, d↓4)
8 d↓3 uequals conjunction→ dtemp-conj(d)
8 dtemp-disj(d)

Since ourd↓3 is conjunction, we havedtemp-conj(d), which is

dconj-recurse(d↓2, tl d↓4,make-done(d↓2,hdd↓4))
= dconj-recurse(B, (tell,all, forsale),make-done(B, (buy,agx,numx))
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In this case the recursive functiondconj-recurseneeds to make only one unfolding
and gives us

make-compound-two

 make-done(B, (buy,agx,numx)),
temp-and,
make-done(B, (tell,all, forsale))


Now plugging this back into equation4.1we get

make-compound-one
temp-eventually,
make-compound-two make-done(B, (buy,agx,numx)),

temp-and,
make-done(B, (tell,all, forsale))


 (4.2)

Themake-doneexpansion puts together a string which describes the social fact, in
the first case the string is:

‘DONE (B,buy,agx,numx)’

It then makes this into a temporal formula which states that the fact is true as
observed by agentB, in concrete form that is:

fB[DONE (B,buy,agx,numx)].

So equation4.2represents

�

[
fB[DONE (B,buy,agx,numx)]∧
fB[DONE (B, tell,all, forsale)]

]
in concrete form.

4.4.2 Interpreting an Obligation

In chapter 7, section7.7, a social facts language specification has the statement:

L : OBLIGE = DO/WAIT and <> DO

Let us see how this interprets the deontic social fact

d : 〈OBLIGE, ag1, disjunction, (ag3,tell,H) • (ag3,tell,L)〉

which is mapped to true byfag1, the social facts observable by agentag1. Seeking
the set of models where agentag1respects this commitment, we evaluate

Jd, ag1KfSpec = LJLK ag1d
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As in the previous example, the agentfag1 matches the agent within the factd;
this time ‘L’ has the form of the third ‘S’ valuation function, giving

let e =
[

make-compound-two
(atemp-gen(d), temp-or,nocomm(d↓2))

]
in

make-compound-two make-compound-one(temp-next, e),
temp-and,
make-compound-one(temp-eventually,atemp-gen(d))

 (4.3)

Let us look atatemp-gen(d): sinced↓3 is disjunctionwe get

atemp-gen(d) = atemp-disj(d)
= aconj-recurse(d↓2, tl d↓4,make-do(d↓2,hdd↓4))
= aconj-recurse(ag1, (ag3,tell,H),make-do(ag1, (ag3,tell,L)))

= make-compound-two

 make-do(ag1, (ag3,tell,H)),
temp-or,
make-do(ag1, (ag3,tell,L))


So this is a disjunction of two temporal formulas requiring a message sending event
for satisfaction.

Now let us see what equation4.3 represents in concrete form;atemp-gen(d) is
represented byG ande above is represented byE:

letG = [ag1−<(ag1,ag3, tell,H)] ∨ [ag1−<(ag1,ag3, tell,L)]
and letE = g ∨ ¬[ag1−<]

in : #E ∧ �G

This captures the requirement that the agent must send one of the two messages
before it does anything else; that is, it is obliged to send one of the messages or to
not communicate at all in the next state, while this requirement persists the agent
can do nothing else; additionally it must eventually send one of the acts. This
shows the only case where a fact can have a semantics using the next operator:
when it is for a disjunction of acts where one member is the sending of no act
(¬[ag1−<]); otherwise there is no guarantee that it could be satisfied as one agent
cannot control the next state of the system.
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4.5 Lp - A Language for Agent Programs

Here we review the syntax and semantics for SPL (Simple Programming Lan-
guage) fromManna and Pnueli(1995). We use this language to describe our agent
programs, see figure5.7 for an example. We have omitted anything which we do
not use in our agent programs.

4.5.1 SPL Syntax

Program

A program has the following syntax:

P ::

[
declaration;

[
P1 :: [`1: S1; ˆ̀1:] ‖ . . . ‖ Pk :: [`k: Sk; ˆ̀

k:]
]

︸ ︷︷ ︸
body

]

The declaration describes the variables used by the program, this is followed by
thebody. Thebodyconsists of a cooperation statement which will mean parallel
execution of each of its sub statements. These sub statements are called thetop-
levelprocesses. Each sub statement has the form

P1 :: [`1: S1; ˆ̀1:]

WhereP1 is an optional name andS1 is a statement which may itself be composed
of other statements. The identifier`1is a label for the location of statementS1 and
ˆ̀
1labels its post-location. Label`1is the location of control of the program control

variableπ just before execution of the statementS1.

Declaration

A declaration is a sequence ofdeclaration statementsseparated by line breaks. A
declaration statementhas the following syntax:

mode variable, . . . , variable: typewhereϕi

A mode can be one of

own in - For asynchronous communication channels that can be read only
by this agent program. Once a message is appended to such a
channel by another agent, it can only be removed by this agent.

own out - For asynchronous communication channels that can be written to
only by this agent program. Other agents which share this channel
as their input may read messages from it.

local - For variables used by this program, not accessible to any other
agent.
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Statements in the program may only refer to variables declared in the declaration.
Initial values for variables may be specified by the optional assertionwhereϕi.

A single input channel is declared as follows

own in αi : channel[1..] of type

And an array of input channels is declared as follows

own in αi : array [1..N ] of channel[1..] of type

Basic, Compound and Grouped Statements

Sample Statement Description

skip do nothing
u := e assignment: assign valuee to variableu
await c wait for Boolean expressionc
α⇐ e sendexpressione on channelα
α⇒ u receiveon channelα and store in variableu
if c then S1 elseS2 conditionalstatement
if c then S1 one branch conditionalstatement
S1; . . . ;Sk concatenation: sequential execution
while c do S repetitionof s
loop forever doS while T do S
` : [`1: S1; ˆ̀1:] ‖ cooperation: parallel execution
. . .

‖ [`k: Sk; ˆ̀
k:]; ˆ̀ :

〈S1; . . . ;Sk〉 groupedstatement: execute in a single transition

A compound statement is enclosed in parentheses[. . .] when it is a sub statement
of a larger statement except when the compound statement has a line to itself. Sub
statements within concatenation statements are separated by semicolons which we
omit if there is a line break. Grouped statements may not contain more than one
communication statement which addresses the same channel.

4.5.2 SPL Semantics

The program semantics (table4.6) identifies the components of the fair transition
system (see section3.3.2) corresponding to a program.

System VariablesV

The set of system variablesV includes all the program variables declared in the
program (which range over their respective data domains) and a control variableπ
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which ranges over sets of locations in the program.

Initial Condition Θ

The initial conditionΘ is a conjunction of all initial values for variables (appearing
in whereclauses), an empty value for all channels (α = Λ) and the control variable
equal to the set of entry locations for the top-level processes. For example, for the
program

P ::
[
declaration;

[
P1 :: [`1: S1; ˆ̀1:] ‖ . . . ‖ Pk :: [`k: Sk; ˆ̀

k:]
]]

we haveπ = {[`1], . . . , [`k]}.

Transitions T

The transitions in the system include the transitions corresponding to each state-
ment in the program and additionally all systems have the idling transitionτI . The
abbreviationmove(L, L̂) means a move of control from locationsL to locationsL̂

move(L, L̂) : L ⊆ π ∧ π′ = (π − L) ∪ L̂

The abbreviationpres(U) means that all variables in the setU are not changed
by this transition.Y is the set of non control variables, soV = {π} ∪ Y . The
following table gives transitions associated with each statement, assuming that` is
its label and̂̀ its post-label. The semantics for parallel statements does not apply
to the cooperation statement which constitutes the body of the program because
the control variable is already set to include the entry locations to these top-level
processes. The final entry for the grouped statement usesδ[S] which captures all
the changes to data variables caused by sub statements inS (Manna and Pnueli,
1995, page 25).

Justice SetJ

The justice set includes all transitions except the idling transitionτI .

Compassion SetC

The compassion set includes transitions associated with sending and receiving
statements (and grouped statements that contain sending and receiving statements
as sub statements).
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Statement Transition Relation

τI V ′ = V

skip move(`, ˆ̀)
u := e move(`, ˆ̀) ∧ u′ = e ∧ pres(Y − {U})
await c move(`, ˆ̀) ∧ c ∧ pres(Y )

α⇐ e move(`, ˆ̀) ∧ α′ = α • e ∧ pres(Y − {α})
α⇒ e move(`, ˆ̀) ∧ |α| > 0 ∧ α′ = u′ • α′∧

pres(Y − {u, α})
if c then `1: S1 else`2: S2 [move(`, `1) ∧ c ∧ pres(Y )] ∨

[move(`, `2) ∧ ¬c ∧ pres(Y )]

if c then `1: S1 [move(`, `1) ∧ c ∧ pres(Y )] ∨
[move(`, ˆ̀) ∧ ¬c ∧ pres(Y )]

while c do [`1: S] [move(`, `1) ∧ c ∧ pres(Y )] ∨
[move(`, ˆ̀) ∧ ¬c ∧ pres(Y )]
Note the post-location ofS is `

[`1: S1; ˆ̀1:] ‖ two transitions,entryτE` andexit τX`
. . . ρE` : move({`}, {`1, . . . , `k}) ∧ pres(Y )

‖ [`k: Sk; ˆ̀
k:] ρX` : move({ˆ̀1, . . . , ˆ̀

k}, {ˆ̀ }) ∧ pres(Y )

〈S〉 move(`, ˆ̀) ∧ δ[S]

Table 4.6: SPL Semantics.

4.6 Summary

This chapter has given a syntax and semantics for the four languages used in our
framework. The languages presented here fit in the framework described in sec-
tion 3.9 and will be used in the remainder of the thesis. These languages give a
precise meaning to agent communication with relation to our computational model;
this means that several types of verification are possible; we will tackle this in the
next chapter, using a model checking algorithm. The specification language for
ACLs allows for different ACL specifications to be published and shared. Sim-
ilarly, the specification language for social facts language allows social facts to
have different meanings in different domains and means that the same generic
ACL protocols could be used with different deontic relations arising in different
domains. We envisage these specification language being used with software tools
which could provide automatic compilation and compliance testing of ACLs; this
is discussed further in chapter 6 section8.3.
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Chapter 5

Temporal Verification for
Multi-Agent Systems

This chapter demonstrates the use of an algorithmic verification method (based on
model checking) to prove properties for a system of communicating agents.

5.1 Introduction

In section3.8.6we listed four types of verification which are useful in an open
system. We now present a simple system of agents and demonstrate how three of
these types of verification can be performed (we will look at applications of the
other type in chapter 7). We employ a model checking algorithm which was devel-
oped for the temporal verification of reactive systems (Manna and Pnueli, 1995).
The system of agents discussed here is very simple, but sufficient to illustrate the
types of proofs that are possible. The framework was developed to allow agents to
communicate at a high level and a demonstration of proofs for a more high level
protocol is given in section7.8.

We begin in section5.2by describing a Simple Example system of agents for which
we will prove properties. Section5.3gives a very quick review of theManna and
Pnueli (1995) verification algorithm to provide an adequate background for the
proofs in the subsequent sections. We then present the following three proofs:

1. Proving that an agent always respects its social facts (section5.4); this is
applied to our example to first prove permissions (section5.4.1) and then
commitments (section5.4.2).

2. Proving protocol properties (section5.5).

3. Proving an agent is compliant at run time (section5.6). We determine if an
agent is compliant by observing a history of communications.
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5.2. A Simple Example system of agents 132

speech-act-semantics
[announce]

protocol=C
[declare]

DONE (S, tell, R, C)
[offer]

E-DESIRE S DO (R, buy, S)
[accept]

DONE (S, buy, R, C)
[request]

E-DESIRE S DO (R, sell, S)
[grant]

DONE (S, sell, R, C)

Figure 5.1: Speech Act Semantics from ACL for Producer-Consumer System.

Finally, section5.7rounds up with a summary.

5.2 A Simple Example system of agents

We consider a simple system of agents in aproducer-broker-consumerscenario.
There is a finite set of agentsAg, one of them is thebroker, identified asB. The
other agents arecustomeragents who may additionally beproduceragents and/or
consumeragents. Producer agents produce some information (a number) and offer
it to the broker agent. The broker agent may accept the offered information if it is
not already holding information, otherwise the offer is ignored. Consumer agents
may request the transmission of stored information from the broker. The broker
must grant the request if it is holding unsold information; otherwise it will ignore
their requests. In the examples in this chapter we simplify the message syntax
from a 5-tuple to a 4-tuple (sender, receiver, performative, content) or a 3-tuple if
the sender or receiver is obvious. We have dropped the conversation identifier, it is
only necessary in systems where multiple parallel conversations may be conducted.

Speech Act Semantics

The ACL specification is given in three parts, we first look at the speech act se-
mantics (figure5.1). This gives the meaning of our six performatives and does not
include any protocol specific information. Each speech act results in a proposition
being added to the social state. For example, with ‘offer’ the sender expresses the
desire that the receiver buy the item in the content.

Protocol Semantics

Next we look at the protocol semantics (figure5.2) which gives protocol specific
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133 Chapter 5. Temporal Verification for Multi-Agent Systems

semantics for the speech acts in the context of theproduce-consumeprotocol. This
is where variables relevant to controlling the conversation are described. The open-
ing ‘announce’ is sent to all and assigns the sender the role of broker and the re-
ceivers the role of customer. Some speech acts have a semantics which modifies
propositions, for example, the ‘offer’ semantics can negate a previous proposition
that states that the receiver has already bought the item. This is important if the
receiver had bought the item, but in a previous iteration. This can be thought of as
the speaker contending that any previous proposition relating to a sale is no longer
relevant. The purpose of propositions in the conversation state is not to represent
the entire history of the conversation but to represent the current state of the con-
versation, i.e. the information that is relevant to what is currently happening. Thus
if the broker had bought from the producer in a previous iteration, it is no longer
relevant once a new offer is sent.

Converse Function

Finally we present the converse function (figure5.3). This gives all the permis-
sions and commitments that arise as a result of the current conversation state, in
a conversation following theproduce-consumeprotocol. The state is described
by means of propositions for expressed mental attitudes such as ‘E-DESIRE’ and
control variables such as ‘item’ and ‘producer’.

It is necessary for the customer agents to be constrained from the beginning of the
protocol in terms of the messages they are permitted to send, otherwise they could
send many nonsensical messages and effectively disable the broker who would
have to process these messages. For example a customer could send messages that
only the broker should send, like ‘announce’. The broker likewise needs to be
constrained, otherwise he could send a declaration that an item is for sale before
he has bought an item. If this behaviour were permitted it would be impossible to
prove any useful properties of the protocol.

These constraints may seem excessive as agents are not permitted to do any other
actions; in particular, an agent is not permitted to conduct any parallel conversation.
This can be amended by specifying these permissions as applicable only to this
protocol, so that the semantics of ‘PERMIT’ constrains only messages bearing this
conversation identifier. In more complex protocols, such as an auction or electronic
sale, we will allow more freedom to the agents and such protocols are described in
the next chapter.

The permissions do not force participants to do anything though, that is why we
also need commitments. For example the broker is permitted to sell to the first
agent to offer but he may also wait. The commitments state that he must eventually
sell.

Initial Condition

Our system of agents will be constrained while using this protocol, but we also
need an initial condition for the social state so that no agents do anything damaging
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protocol-semantics
[produce-consume]

[announce]
broker=S;
Customer=R;
item=none

[declare]
item=C;
NOT E-DESIRE S DO (R, buy, S);
NOT E-DESIRE S DO (R, sell, S);
producer=nil;
consumer=nil

[offer]
if #producer=nil and #item=none
then

{
producer=S;
and number=C;
and NOT DONE (R, buy, S, C);
and NOT DONE (R, tell, all, forsale)
}

[accept]
item=bought

[request]
if #consumer=nil and #item=forsale
then

{
consumer=S;
and NOT DONE (R, sell, S, #number);
and NOT DONE (R, tell, all, none)
}

[grant]
item=sold

Figure 5.2: Protocol Semantics from ACL for Producer-Consumer System.

before the broker initiates the conversation. The initial conditionΦ is shown in
equation5.1; it shows the true social facts and all other social facts map to false.

fB = [〈PERMIT, B, none, (all,announce,produce-consume)〉 7→ true]false∧
∀i ∈ Ag− {B} : fi = [〈PERMIT, i, none, (wait)〉 7→ true]false

(5.1)
This states that all agents are permitted to wait (only) except the broker who can
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converse-function
[produce-consume]

if #producer!=nil and #item=none
then {PERMIT #broker (#producer,accept,#number)}
else

{
if #item=bought
then {PERMIT #broker (all,declare,forsale)}
else

{
if #consumer!=nil and #item=forsale
then {PERMIT #broker (#consumer,grant,#number)}
else

{
if #item=sold
then {PERMIT #broker (all,declare,none)}
else {PERMIT #broker (wait)};
}

}
};

if not E-DESIRE #Customer (#broker,buy,#Customer)
and #item=none

then {PERMIT #Customer (#broker,offer,?)}
else

{
if not E-DESIRE #Customer (#broker,sell,#Customer)

and #item=forsale
then {PERMIT #Customer (#broker,request,nil)}
else {PERMIT #Customer (wait)};
};

if #producer!=nil
then {COMMIT #broker AND (buy, #producer, #number)

+(tell, all, forsale)
};

if #consumer!=nil
then {COMMIT #broker AND (sell, #consumer, #number)

+(tell, all, none)
}

Figure 5.3: Converse Function from ACL for Producer-Consumer System.

send an announce or wait. These initial permissions will remain in the social state
until the first message is sent. In the more general case where we are considering
a system of agents which will not all be engaged in the same conversation, we
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COMMIT = <> DONE;
PERMIT = DO/WAIT

Figure 5.4: Social Facts Semantics Specification for Producer-Consumer System.

will set the initial condition to restrict agents not involved in a conversation from
sending messages with the same identifier as the conversation is using.

The propositions in the social state need to be given a semantics also and the spec-
ification for this is shown in figure5.4. A commitment to an action is satisfied in
models where the action is eventually done. A permission relates to the present,
defining what can be done now.

5.2.1 Abbreviation Conventions for Diagrams

We will present abbreviated diagrams both for protocol diagrams and state transi-
tion diagrams. In general an unabbreviated diagram would be very large (but not
infinite) because the environmental transitionτE can be taken many times from
most states, each time resulting in a new agent state as a new message is appended
to the channel and a new social state as variables may also be affected by the val-
ues in the message. HoweverτE cannot be taken infinitely many times as this
would violate the fairness requirements for the program’s transitions. Moreover,
most systems will include constraints (through permissions) on agents repeatedly
sending messages.

In an abbreviated diagram we use a “∗” as the value of a variable (or a message
component) when we wish to represent all possible states where that variable takes
all possible values which we do not care to distinguish between. We will call the
abbreviated state astar-stateand its variable containing “∗” is a star-variable. In
protocol diagrams we do not want to distinguish between states which have differ-
ent values for a variable when the value does not subsequently define a permission
for an action. In state transition diagrams we do not want to distinguish between
states when the differing value is not used by the program subsequently.

If a value does define a permission or is used by the program, but we do not wish
to represent all its possible values, we will introduce a new special variable for it.
Special variables which represent agent identifiers take the formagi wherei is a
natural number. Special variables which represent numerical values take the form
numi. The first occurrence of this variable appears underlined, this will always be
in the message which instantiates the value of the variable. This message repre-
sents all possible messages at that point in the protocol which have all allowable
values for the underlined variable. The difference from a star-variable is that sub-
sequent states using the variable are constrained to assign the same value to the
variable as was present in the underlined instance. Therefore, wherever there is a
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permission for an act using the value of a special variable we must be able to trace
back (through the diagram) to the act where that variable first occurred.

In state transition diagrams we will usually want to abbreviate states that differ only
by the value of the channel variable where that value is not subsequently used by
the program. In these cases a state with “∗” denotes the finite set of sub states which
have an arbitrary list of messages in place of the star (the number of messages
being possibly none but not infinity). Arrows arriving at a star-state arrive at the
sub states within the star-state which have the same message list (as the originating
state) with one added. Departing arrows which go from a star-state to a star-state
depart from all star-sub states. Departing arrows which go from a star-state to a
non star-state depart from all star-sub states which are possible predecessors of the
destination state by the given transition. Arrows connecting a star-state to itself are
omitted, but exist for most star-states as the environmental transition can be taken,
resulting in a new sub state within the star-state. The limit on the number of sub
states within star-states is given by the number of agents in the system and their
permission to send messages according to the ACL specification.

5.2.2 Protocol Diagram

A protocol diagram includes all permitted speech acts from each protocol state
and describes the state resulting from the performance of each permitted act. A
full representation of every possible observable state arising in a system using the
protocol would include every agent in the system sending every possible message
so we must abbreviate the diagram. We present the protocol diagram from the
broker’s perspective in figure5.5. Nodes are states of the protocol observable by
the broker and edges are transitions caused by speech acts. We enumerate the
protocol statesp1 to p6. To keep the graph from being cluttered we only display
the values of four state variables: item, number, producer and consumer. The
variablecustomeris not modified throughout the protocol and has the value of all
agents in the system excluding the broker. The symbol “-” is used for a nil value.
Messages give the values of the 4-tuple (sender, receiver, performative, content).

This diagram is constructed starting with theannouncewhich opens the protocol.
This creates the first protocol statep1. In this state all participants are assigned
roles, and the converse function describes the permissions for each role. We draw
an arrow from this state for each act (which involves the broker as sender or re-
ceiver) which any member of any role is permitted to perform. At the end of the
arrow we place the state resulting from the performance of the act. For each new
state we repeat the procedure, considering all permitted acts. In the absence of
any propositions in the social state this would mean every possible message from
the set of well formed formulae of the communication language. Fortunately there
are always constraints (via permissions) on the agents in our protocol; we find this
by constructing the protocol diagram, at every state every agent is constrained by
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permissions. Though not shown, we must consider the customer’s perspective on
the states too in order to determine it’s permissions. A customer is permitted to
offer so long asitem=noneand he has not already done so (if it is done there will
exist an expressed desire which removes the permission). A customer is permitted
to requestso long asitem=forsaleand he has not already done so.

The graph captures only permissions and not commitments to actions. There is no
requirement that computations of a multi-agent system using the protocol progress
along the arrows, they could remain at one protocol state infinitely. However, if
agents are compliant, the computations of the multi-agent system will not include
transitions involving message passing which are not included in the protocol di-
agram. To see this, consider a transition involving message passing in a system
using the protocol. Say it is transitionτm from statesi to statesi+1 where message
m is sent. The requirement of compliance means that all social facts semantics are
true atsi (equation3.3, section3.8.1). The semantics of the social fact ‘PERMIT’
states that the permitted act (see figure5.4) must be done or the actor must wait.
The temporal semantics of this is given byJ−KfSpec and gives the set of mod-
els where the permitted action is done next, or no action is done next. Therefore
messagem must be permitted explicitly by a permit statement or implicitly by the
absence of any permit statement. Statesi interprets the observable variables which
include the social facts and hence the protocol variables and propositions. Since
the protocol diagram includes all possible observable (in this case synonymous
with protocol states), it also has a state corresponding tosi. The protocol diagram
includes all possible permitted messages from this state (because we added them
all in the construction phase) and so it must also contain a transition with message
m being sent. Thus the possible observable computations of a compliant system of
agents using the protocol will be a subset of (or equal to) the possible paths in the
protocol diagram.

If we consider the transition systemSB for the broker agent (see section3.5.1), the
protocol diagram describes the possible environmental transitionsτE as well as the
transitions of the broker’s programMB which send messages on an output channel
(these transitions we labelτB).

5.2.3 A Communication Facilitator

The general framework described in section3.2 had a unique channel for each
agent to send messages to each other agent in the system. to simplify our agent
programs we consider the special case where agents only use one of their input
channels and one of their output channels; except for thefacilitator who uses all
channels. Thisfacilitator agent models the functions typically provided by agent
platforms which offer acommunication facilitator(Finin et al., 1995) service. The
facilitator also provides a broadcast service so that an agent can address a message
to all and the facilitator will distribute it to all agents in the system. Letf be the
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none, *, -, -

broker,all,announce,produce-consume

none, num1, ag1, -ag1,broker,offer,num1
broker,ag1,accept,num1

*,broker,offer,*

 p1

 p6

 p2

 p3

 p4 p5

τE
τE

τB

τB

τB

item, number, producer, consumer

bought, num1, ag1, -

forsale, num1, -, -

broker,all,declare,forsale

ag2,broker,request,nil
τE

*,broker,offer,*τE
sold, num1, -, ag2

broker,ag2,grant,num1 τB

forsale, num1, -, ag2

*,broker,request,* τE

broker,all,declare,none τB

*,broker,request,* τE

 p0

Figure 5.5: Abbreviated Broker’s Protocol Diagram forproduce-consume.

identifier of the facilitator agent. When the facilitator receives a message on the
channelαf,i it must check the receiver part of the message (the first part of the
message tuple) and send the message on the appropriate channel with the original
sender as the first part of the message tuple.

In the case that the receiver part isall, the facilitator will send messages to all
agents in the system (bar the sender), filling in the first part of the message tuple
with the sender. The semantics of a message sent toall is different then for the
sender and receiver because equation3.1 (section3.4.3) states that it is the value
communicated to an agent’s own input channel or output channel which changes
the social facts observable to that agent. This means that the broker sees a message
containingall on his output channel while the customer sees his own identifier on
the message sent to his input channel. This is not a problem in our system since the
social state variablecustomeris not used to define any permissions or commitments
for the broker.

The program described in figure5.6 could implement the facilitator. It is param-
eterised byN which is the number of other agents in the system. We adopt the
simplifying assumption that agent identifiers are integersAg = {1 . . . N} and a
message addressed to 0 is to be sent toall. A more realistic implementation would
employ a lookup table to map agent identifiers to integers which index an array of
communication channels. The program uses an array of input and output channels.
The notation

N

;
i=1

Si

abbreviates the concatenationS1; · · · ;SN which means sequential execution.
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Mf ::



local u, j : integer
own in αin : array [1..N ] of channel[1..] of message
own out αout : array [1..N ] of channel[1..] of message

`0: loop forever do

N

;
i=1



`1: if |αin[i]| > 0 then

`2: αin[i] ⇒ u
`3: j := u↓1
`4: u↓1 := i
`5: if j > 0 ∧ j ≤ N then

`6: αout[j] ⇐ u

else

`7:
N

;
k=1

[
`8: if i 6= k then
`9: αout[k] ⇐ u

]








Figure 5.6: A Communication Facilitator Agent.

Thusi andk are not program variables but are replaced with constants in the un-
abbreviated version of the program. In section5.5we wish to prove some protocol
properties, for example, that the first offer is accepted. This is only possible if the
facilitator preserves message ordering but this proof is not attempted here. Addi-
tionally, we may require that the main loop of the facilitator would be executed in
between each message sending event from other agents so that agents receive their
messages on their incoming channel as soon as they are sent.

5.3 Verification Algorithm

This is a very quick review of theManna and Pnueli(1995) verification algorithm.
It has been included to provide an adequate background for the proofs in the sub-
sequent sections. Aspects not relevant to the proofs in this chapter are omitted.
The algorithm is used to prove that a property (specified by a temporal formula)
holds across all computations of a programP . The first step is to prove that the
formula is satisfiable. A formula is satisfiable if there exists a model where it is
satisfied. The next step is to check if the formula is satisfied in all computations of
the programP (if so it is P -valid). This is accomplished by determining if there
exists a computation ofP where the negation of the formula is satisfied.

Satisfiability of the formula is determined by first determining the closure, then the
atoms and then constructing a tableau. Validity over programP is determined by
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constructing a behaviour graph. Finally, particle tableaux are introduced to provide
a more efficient method of tableau construction.

5.3.1 Closure

The closure of a formulaϕ is denoted byΦϕ and is the smallest set of formulas
that satisfies the following requirements:

• ϕ ∈ Φϕ.

• For everyp ∈ Φϕ andq a sub formula ofp, q ∈ Φϕ.

• For everyp ∈ Φϕ, ¬p ∈ Φϕ. We identify¬¬p with p.

• For every� p ∈ Φϕ, #� p ∈ Φϕ.

• For every � p ∈ Φϕ, # � p ∈ Φϕ.

• For every�− p ∈ Φϕ, #∼ �− p ∈ Φϕ.

• For every �− p ∈ Φϕ, #− �− p ∈ Φϕ.

Because of the third requirement, every formula also has its negation in the closure.
Thus the closure can be partitioned into two sets of equal size,Φ+

ϕ andΦ−
ϕ where

the formulas inΦ+
ϕ do not begin with¬ and those inΦ−

ϕ do.

5.3.2 α and β Formulas

If an α-formula holds at a position in a model, then both theκ(α) formulas in
table5.1hold there also. If aβ-formula holds at a position in a model, thenκ1(β)
or κ2(β) holds there also (or both).

α κ(α) β κ1(β) κ2(β)

p ∧ q p, q p ∨ q p q

� p p, #� p � p p # � p
�− p p, #∼ �− p �− p p #− �− p

Table 5.1:α andβ Tables.
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5.3.3 Atoms

A set of formulasS ⊆ Φϕ is mutually satisfiable if there exists a model and a posi-
tion such that every formula inS is satisfied at that position. An atom is a maximal
mutually satisfiable set of formulas. This means that for any set of mutually satis-
fiable formulasS there exists an atomA such thatS ⊆ A.

Atom Requirementsfor atomA:

• The conjunction of all state formulas inA is satisfiable.

• For everyp ∈ Φϕ, p ∈ A iff ¬p /∈ A.

• For everyα-formulap ∈ Φϕ, p ∈ A iff κ(p) ⊆ A.

• For everyβ-formulap ∈ Φϕ, p ∈ A iff (κ1(p) ∈ A or κ2(p) ∈ A or both).

The atoms ofϕ can be determined by the following algorithm.

Algorithm ATOM

• Let p1, . . . , pb ∈ Φ+
ϕ be all the basic formulas in the closure of formulaϕ. A

basic formula is either an atomic formula or has the form# p, #− p or #∼ p.

• Construct all2b combinations of the formq1, . . . , qb, whereqi is eitherpi or
¬pi, for i = 1 . . . , b.

• Complete each combination into a full atom using the atom requirements.

5.3.4 Tableaux

A tableau is a directed graph. Given that an atom holds at some position, it shows
what atoms could hold at subsequent and previous positions. A tableau for a for-
mulaϕ is calledTϕ and can be constructed using the following algorithm.

Algorithm TABLEAU

• The nodes ofTϕ are the atoms ofϕ.

• An atomA connects to an atomB by a directed edgeA→ B if:

◦ for every# p ∈ Φϕ, # p ∈ A iff p ∈ B
◦ and for every#− p ∈ Φϕ, p ∈ A iff #− p ∈ B
◦ and for every#∼ p ∈ Φϕ, p ∈ A iff #∼ p ∈ B.

Definitions
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• An infinite atompath is an infinite sequence of atoms in the tableau where
each atom in the path is connected to its successor by a directed edge.

• An initial atom does not contain a formula of the form#− p or¬#∼ p. That is,
it could hold at position0 of a model.

• A formula of the form � p is apromising formulabecause it promisesp.

• An atomA fulfils a formulaψ that promisesp if ¬ψ ∈ A or p ∈ A.

• A fulfilling path is a pathπ : A0, A1, . . . in the tableauTϕ if A0 is an initial
atom and for every promising formulaψ ∈ Φϕ, π contains infinitely many
atoms that fulfilψ.

A formulaϕ is satisfiable if the tableauTϕ contains a fulfilling path.

5.3.5 Subgraphs

A strongly connected subgraph(SCS) of Tϕ is a subgraphS ⊆ Tϕ where every two
distinct atomsA, B ∈ S are connected by a path which does not pass through
atoms outside ofS. A maximal strongly connected subgraph(MSCS) is an SCS

which is not contained in any largerSCS. A terminalMSCS is anMSCSwhich has no
atoms with edges leading outside of it. In order to determine ifϕ is satisfiable we
find all theMSCS’s of Tϕ and determine if any of them satisfies the following two
requirements:

• The MSCS is fulfilling. This means that it is nottransient(transientMSCS’s
consist of a single atom that is not connected to itself) and every promising
formula inΦϕ is fulfilled by some atom of theMSCS.

• TheMSCS is ϕ-reachable. This means there exists a pathA0, A1, . . . , An in
Tϕ such thatA0 is an initialϕ-atom andAk is in theMSCS.

Finding theseMSCS’s is made easier if the tableauTϕ is pruned as follows.

• Remove anMSCS that is not reachable from an initialϕ-atom.

• Remove a terminalMSCS that is not fulfilling.

5.3.6 Complexity

For a formulaϕ, let n be the sizen = |ϕ|. Let a be the number of atoms in the
tableauTϕ. Basic formulas are of the formp, # p, #− p or #∼ p. If ϕ containsb
basic formulae then there are2b atoms. Formulaϕ cannot have more thann basic
formulae, i.e. b ≤ n. Thereforea ≤ 2n. A bound ofa2 can be placed on the
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number of edges in the graph (i.e. every atom connected to every other atom). The
amount of work done for each atom and edge is bounded byO(n). The tableau
can be constructed byO(a2n) steps. The steps taken to remove nonϕ-reachable
atoms and to determine theMSCSby an algorithm (not presented here) are bounded
by O(a2). The steps taken to checkMSCS’s for fulfilment are bounded byO(na).
Thus the upper bound on the steps for the whole operation isO(a2n + a2 + an).
Sincea ≤ 2n, the total steps are dominated byO(n22n).

5.3.7 Behaviour Graphs

The tableau showed models where a formulaϕ is satisfied. The state-transition
graph for a finite-state programP shows the models which the program can pro-
duce. To check validity ofϕ for programP we put these two together and construct
the(P,ϕ)-behaviour graphdenoted byB(P,ϕ).

• Nodes in the behaviour graph are pairs(s,A) wheres is a state from the
state-transition graph andA is an atom consistent withs. By consistentwe
mean that the conjunction of all state formulae is satisfiable.

• A node(s,A) connects to a subsequent node(s′, A′) iff both s′ is a successor
of s in the state-diagram andA′ is a successor ofA in the pruned tableau.

• For a node(s,A) in B(P,ϕ), if s is an initial state ofP andA is an initial
ϕ-atom then(s,A) is an initialϕ-node ofB(P,ϕ).

To determine theP -validity of ϕ, a behaviour graph is constructed containing only
nodes reachable from initialϕ-nodes. The set ofMSCS’s of this graph is determined.
If one of theseMSCS’s passes the following test thenP has computations which
satisfyϕ.

Test ADEQUATE-SUBGRAPH

TheMSCSshould satisfy one of the following:

• TheMSCS is fulfilling and fair.

• In the case where anMSCS is fulfilling and just but not compassionate: the
set of nodes (in theMSCS) on which a compassionate transition is enabled but
not taken is removed from theMSCS and the remaining set must be broken
down into itsMSCS’s and each of these is given theADEQUATE-SUBGRAPHtest.

If there are no adequate subgraphs then the formulaϕ is not satisfied in any com-
putation ofP and hence its negation¬ϕ is P -valid.
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5.3.8 Particles

A particle is an incomplete atom. It is a mutually satisfiable set of formulas but it
is not required to be maximal. We do not use the full closureΦϕ to generate the
particles ofϕ.

Restricted Closurefor a formulaϕ:

The formulaϕ must first be expressed in positive form, this means that negation
can only be applied to state formulae within it. The restricted closureΦ̃ϕ has
the same requirements as the full closureΦϕ (defined in section5.3.1) apart from
the omission of the third requirement, which requires that the negation of every
formula is included in the closure.

Particle Requirementsfor a particleP :

A particle has the same requirements as an atom (defined in section5.3.3) except
the restricted closurẽΦϕ now takes the place of the full closureΦϕ and the second
requirement is modified: ifP is in the particle then its negation cannot be. In con-
trast the atom requires that each element of the closure, or its negation, is included
in the atom.Particle Cover of a set of formulasB:

The functioncovertakes in a set of formulasB ⊆ Φ̃ϕ and returns the set of parti-
cles which containB. This can be accomplished by constructing a tree beginning
at the root node with the formulas ofB. Each noden is expanded as follows until
no more expansions are possible. We usepart(n) to denote the set of formulas at
noden and all of its parents.

• α-expansion: Ifpart(n) contains anα-formula r andκ(r) * part(n) then
add a child node containingκ(r).

• α−1-expansion: Ifr ∈ Φ̃ϕ is anα-formula such thatκ(r) ⊆ part(n) and
r /∈ part(n) then add a child node containingr.

• β-expansion: Ifpart(n) contains aβ-formula r andκ1(r) /∈ part(n) and
κ2(r) * part(n) then add two child nodes; one containingκ1(r) and the
other containingκ2(r).

• β−1-expansion: Ifr ∈ Φ̃ϕ is aβ-formula such thatr /∈ part(n) butκ1(r) ∈
part(n) or κ2(r) ⊆ part(n) then add a child node containingr.

Now for each noden that can be expanded no more,partn is a particle; the set of
all these particles is the result of the functioncover.

5.3.9 Particle Tableaux

This is a method for incrementally constructing only the relevant parts of a tableau.
We will consider only tableaux for future formulae; the full algorithm for the con-
struction of particle tableaux is more complex, requiring multiple passes. It is
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given inKesten et al.(1993). A particle tableaũTϕ for a future formulaϕ can be
constructed using the following algorithm.

Algorithm PART-TAB

• The initial nodes of̃Tϕ are all the particles contained incover({ϕ}).

• For each particleP in the tableau:

◦ Construct the setQ of implied successorsr for every# r ∈ P .

◦ Construct the setB of successor particles whereB = cover(Q).

◦ For each successor particleS ∈ B, addS to T̃ϕ if it is not already there
and draw an edge fromP to S.

5.4 Proving that an Agent Will Always Respect its Social
Facts

In this section we will look at verification of type 1 as described in section3.8.6.
That is, to verify that an agenti always satisfies its social facts, the following must
hold (equation3.3, section3.8.1):

∀x : � (fi[x] → Jx, iKf ) (5.2)

This formula must be proved over all computations of the multi-agent systemSi
constructed from the agent’s code and the environmental transition as described
in section3.5.1. In our case we will verify for a proposed implementation of the
broker agent (figure5.7). In this program we have abbreviated the messages com-
municated showing only the receiver, performative and content where the sender
is obvious (the broker). For messages received the first part is the sender since
the receiver is obvious. The conversation identifier will be the same in all mes-
sages for this conversation. We envisage that real agents using our communication
framework would explicitly represent the social facts and reason about how they
will satisfy them. However, this agent program is very simple so that a demon-
stration of the verification is feasible in limited space. This agent implements a
simple reactive behaviour in the sense that it reacts directly to inputs without high
level reasoning (rationality). Nevertheless, we can see that the broker does repre-
sent some social facts internally. The conversation variablesitemandnumberare
mirrored by the program variablesresandn respectively.

The above assertion (5.2) is too strong for our system and is not true of our broker
agent. The best we can hope to do is verify that if other agents respect their social
facts then our broker respects all its social facts (permissions and commitments).
To see that we cannot guarantee compliance of the broker in the absence of other
agents’ compliance with their permissions, consider the following example. If
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MB ::



local res, n : integer whereres, n = 0
local u : message
own in αin : channel[1..] of message
own out αout : channel[1..] of message

`0: αout ⇐ (“all” , “announce”, “produce-consume”)
`1: loop forever do

`2: if |αin| > 0 then

`3: αin ⇒ u

`4: if u↓2 = “offer” ∧ res< 1 then
`6: res := res+ 1
`7: n := u↓3
`8: αout ⇐ (u↓1, “accept” , n)
`9: αout ⇐ (“all” , “declare” , “forsale” )



else


`5: if u↓2 = “request” ∧ res> 0 then `10: res := res− 1

`11: αout ⇐ (u↓1, “grant” , n)
`12: αout ⇐ (“all” , “declare” , “none” )











Figure 5.7: The Broker Agent.

the customers are not constrained from sending requests whileitem=none, then
they can have a request waiting in the broker’s input channel before any legitimate
requests arrive. When the broker has bought an item and legitimate requests arrive,
the broker is committed to respond to the first of these, but will instead respond
to the illegitimate request which is first in the channel, thus violating the social
facts. We could modify our broker agent to cope with actions of rogue agents, but
in general this will overcomplicate the design of an agent. Moreover, actions of
rogue agents should not be a concern of the agent designer in a system with some
form of policing (see section3.8.7).

Proposition 1 If other agents are compliant then agentB is compliant.

The following is the assertion we wish to prove.

[∀i ∈ Ag− {B} : ∀z ∈ wff(Lf ) : � (fi[z] → Jz, iKf )]
→ [∀x ∈ wff(Lf ) : � (fB[x] → Jx,BKf )]

(5.3)

The antecedent of this implication is true if all agents apart from the broker respect
all their social facts. The consequent is true if the broker respects all its social facts.
Proof:
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In our system the antecedent includes only permissions as no agents outside the
broker have commitments. In a system where all agents have commitments we
may only require that other agents respect their permissions in order to be able to
prove that our agent respects its facts. However, we will require full compliance if
our agent is relying on another agent to fulfil commitments before it can complete
its own commitments.

The consequent of the implication above hasx quantified over all well formed
formulae of the social facts language. We know from the social facts semantics
(figure5.4) that all social facts apart fromPERMITandCOMMITare trivially sat-
isfied in all models. We will verify that our broker agent respects permissions first
(section5.4.1) and then commitments (section5.4.2).

5.4.1 Proving an Agent Program Respects Permissions

Here we will prove that the compliance of all other agents with their permissions
implies our agent’s compliance with its permissions. Since the semantics for per-
missions only relates to what happens in the next state, we can incorporate the
assertion in the environmental transitionτE hence constructing a constrained tran-
sition systemSB in which the antecedent of equation5.3 is true in all computa-
tions. Therefore proving the implication of equation5.3 over all computations of
an unconstrained system is equivalent to proving the consequent for the constrained
system. The new environmental transition is identical to equation3.2 where the
second disjunct in the second conjunct was (originally)

∃ j ∈ Ag− {i}, m ∈ wff(Lc) : α′i,j = αi,j •m

This describes the condition that holds if our agenti receives a message from the
environment. We augment this so that it becomes

∃ j ∈ Ag− {i}, m ∈ wff(Lc) :
[α′i,j = αi,j •m] ∧ fj [〈PERMIT, j, none, (m↓2,m↓3,m↓4)〉]

That is, when agentj sends a message to agenti, there must exist a permission for
that message to be sent. Notice that we have used the social facts of agentj, though
we do not have the program code for that agent, this is acceptable in our system
since we do have the initial condition for this agent and we can observe all mes-
sages that it sends. It would not be acceptable in a system where the permissions of
agentj to send messages to agenti could be affected by messages not observable
by agenti.

Now we check that the broker does satisfy its permissions by constructing a state
transition diagram which represents every action which the broker can take; if we
find any program transition which involves message passing which does not coin-
cide with a transitionτB in the protocol diagram passing the same message, then
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the broker has violated a permission. This construction is described fully in ap-
pendixC.1.

In general, an agent programP which is part of a multi-agent system following
a protocolprot complies with its permissions iff for every program transition be-
tween statessi andsi+1 in the state transition diagram which involves a message
m being sent byP , there is a corresponding transition in the protocol diagram for
prot between statespi andpi+1 also sending messagemwheresi is consistent with
pi in its interpretation of the social facts. We already showed this in the forward
direction in section5.2.2. In the other direction, remember that all message tran-
sitions in the protocol diagram are permitted. Hence eachpi (corresponding to an
si where a messagem is sent) describes a state where messagem is permitted and
sincesi is consistent withpi in its interpretation of the social facts, the message
m is also permitted onsi. This means that the social facts propositions involving
permissions are satisfied atsi when the transition that sends messagem is taken.
So these facts are satisfied at everysi.

5.4.2 Proving an Agent Program Respects Commitments

Returning to equation5.3 we now wish to prove that the broker agent respects
its commitments. Since the protocol diagram (figure5.5) includes each permitted
message and the resulting social state, an inspection of the states in the protocol
diagram shows us what commitments can arise in a system of compliant agents.
There are two: at statep2 the broker is committed to buy fromag1 and to tell all
agents in the system that an item is for sale; atp5 the broker is committed to sell to
ag2 and to tell all agents in the system that there is no item.

We will use the verification algorithm described in section5.3. As before, we will
consider a compliant agent system so that we only need prove the consequent of
equation5.3. Starting with the commitment to buy, we are in fact dealing with a
set of different social facts which can arise atp2, that is the set of commitments for
the broker to buy from an agent where the agent ranges across all agent identifiers
excluding the broker and the number bought ranges across all natural numbers. Our
protocol statep2 abbreviates all the sub states where each of these commitments
is true. We will prove for one of these commitments, say the commitment to buy
numx from agentagx where these are not special variables representing all possible
values, but instead stand for specific values. The process could be repeated for any
specific values of agent and natural number; what we really mean is that in the
whole proof presented here there is an implicit quantification overagx andnumx.
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So we wish to prove

�


sfB

[〈
COMMIT, B, conjunction,
(buy,agx,numx) • (tell,all, forsale)

〉]

→
s〈

COMMIT, B, conjunction,
(buy,agx,numx) • (tell,all, forsale)

〉
, B

{

f


That is, whenever the social fact describing the commitment is true (at some state
in a model) then the semantics for that social fact must also be true (in the model).
Expanding the semantics for COMMIT gives us

µ1 : �


fB

[〈
COMMIT, B, conjunction,
(buy,agx,numx) • (tell,all, forsale)

〉]
→ �

[
fB[DONE (B,buy,agx,numx)]∧
fB[DONE (B, tell,all, forsale)]

]
 (5.4)

In similar fashion the commitment to sell expands as follows:

µ2 : �


fB

[〈
COMMIT, B, conjunction,
(sell,agx,numx) • (tell,all,none)

〉]
→ �

[
fB[DONE (B, sell,agx,numx)]∧
fB[DONE (B, tell,all,none)]

]
 (5.5)

The proof of these commitments is carried out by constructing tableau which rep-
resent the sets of models where they are satisfied and then verifying that all infinite
paths in the state diagram (figureC.1) also trace out a fulfilling path in the tableau;
this is described in detail in appendixC.1.

5.5 Proving Protocol Properties

In this section we will look at verification of type 3 as described in section3.8.6.
That is, to prove a propertyp of a protocol, the following must hold (equation3.5,
section3.8.2):

[∀i ∈ Ag : ∀x ∈ wff(Lf ) : � (fi[x] → Jx, iKf )] → p (5.6)

This formula must be proved over all computations of the multi-agent systemSE
which represents all possible observable sequences of states (see section3.5.2).
Once again we will set the initial condition as in equation5.1; where only the bro-
ker agentB is permitted to open the conversation withannounce. Note that agent
B no longer represents an agent implemented by the program in figure5.7, but now
stands for any agent playing the role ofbroker in the protocolproduce-consume.
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151 Chapter 5. Temporal Verification for Multi-Agent Systems

Equation5.6requires that all social facts are satisfied. We have seen that there are
both permissions and commitments in our system. Paths in the protocol diagram
(figure 5.5) encode computations of the multi-agent systemSE on which agents
respect their permissions. Thus proving the above formula over all computations
of the multi-agent systemSE is equivalent to proving the following formula over
all paths in the protocol diagram

[∀agx ∈ Ag− {B} : ∀numx ∈ N : µ1 ∧ µ2] → p (5.7)

whereµ1 andµ2 are the only two possible commitments in our system and come
from equations5.4and5.5respectively.

The propertypwe will prove is that the protocol ensures that when the broker sends
agrant, he sells the same number he has previously bought with anaccept.

Proposition 2 In a system of compliant agents using protocol produce-consume:
any state at which the broker sends a grant with a number k is always preceded by
a state where the broker sends an accept with the same number k.

p :
∀i ∈ Ag− {B} : ∀k ∈ N :

�

(
[B−<(B, i,grant, k)]
→ �− [∃j ∈ Ag− {B} : [B−<(B, j,accept, k)]]

)
(5.8)

Proof:

As in section5.4.2we will use some specific values in the proof. We will prove
that the specific communication[B−<(B,agx,grant,numx)] is always preceded by
a state in which there exists an agentj who is the recipient of the communication
[B−<(B, j,accept,numx)]; whereagx is a specific agent of the setAg− {B} and
numx is a specific natural number, butj represents any agent in the setAg− {B}.
This process is described in detail in appendixC.3. It is assumed that the process
can be repeated for any specific valuesagx andnumx of the variablesi andk over
which we are quantifying.

5.5.1 Further Properties

Proving this property alone does not rule out many other undesirable behaviours;
for example the number accepted by the broker might not be one that was offered
by a customer. We could add an extra conjunction toy above to amend this; how-
ever, a more serious problem is that the broker might have accepted the number,
but many iterations ago. We would like to be able to specify that the last message
sent by the broker (before a grant) should be an acceptance with the same number.
Message histories are useful here, we can specify the following property; meaning
that once thegrant is sent, there must exist an agentj who received the earlier
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5.6. Using an Observed History to Verify Compliance 152

accept message (now in the historyhB) and there cannot exist a messagem, with
broker as sender, which succeeds this message inhB.

∀i ∈ Ag− {B} : ∀k ∈ N :

�


[B−<(B, i,grant, k)]

→


∃j ∈ Ag− {B} :

#−

 (B, j,accept, k) ∈ hB ∧
@m ∈ wff(Lc) : m↓1 = B ∧

precede((B, j,accept, k),m, hB)





Whereprecedeis fromManna and Pnueli(1992, p. 355) and can be defined as

precede(m1,m2, h) : ∃x, y ∈ N : x ≤ y : (h[x] = m1 ∧ h[y] = m2)

Other desirable properties to be proved include the property that the broker does
not sell before he declares that he has an item for sale; furthermore, once the broker
has declared that he has an item for sale, he must sell to the first agent who requests.
The broker should not be biased and hold the item, waiting to sell to a preferred
agent. In fact the properties we would require of the broker are similar to those for
a good buffer, the specification of which is discussed inManna and Pnueli(1992,
p. 339). We do not attempt to prove these properties here, nor do we attempt to
provide a comprehensive specification for a good broker protocol. Our aim is to
demonstrate the method used to prove a protocol property.

This type of protocol proof goes hand in hand with the proof of compliance for
individual agents as two necessary steps in order to guarantee a property for a sys-
tem of communicating agents. In general, if we prove that a protocol has property
p, then a system of compliant agents using the protocol also has propertyp. This
holds because our definition of “protocol property” is a property which holds for
any system of compliant agents using the protocol (see section3.8.2).

5.6 Using an Observed History to Verify Compliance

In this section we will look at verification of type 4 as described in section3.8.6.
That is to determine if an agenti is compliant by knowing the initial condition
Φ for social facts and by observing a history of communications involvingi. We
construct the external systemτE (see section3.5.2) usingΦ. From this we identify
the set of modelsσh ∈ E which are computations of the multi-agent systemτE and
which agree with the observed history, as described in section3.8.4.

σh : s0h, s
1
h, s

2
h, s

3
h, . . . , s

t
h, . . .

Each of these models is the same up to a certain statesth because our observed
message sequence determines the social states. Thus we can refer to these states
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simply ass0h, s
1
h, . . . , s

t
h without specifying a model ofE ; we refer to this finite

sequence as theobserved sequence. Thereafter the models take all possible paths
by taking the idling or environmental transitions.

To check ifi is compliant we require that the following formula holds (equation3.7,
section3.8.4):

∃ σh ∈ E : ∀x ∈ wff(Lf ) : (σh, 0) � � (fi[x] → Jx, iKf ) (5.9)

Verifying this formula is likely to be difficult for any reasonably long observed
history in a real system. Ideally we would like to be able to take each of the states
one by one and see if the social facts true there are satisfied in some model ofE .
However, as mentioned in section3.8.4), some social facts may each be satisfiable
in a model ofE but not in the same model. This may be the case with social facts
whose temporal semantics relate to what happens afterσth. For this reason we will
describe a weaker notion of verification first, later building up to full conclusive
verification; this weaker notion might be the only practical possibility in some
systems.

5.6.1 A Sample History

First we specifyΦ, the initial condition on social states:

fB = [〈PERMIT, B, none, (all,announce,produce-consume)〉 7→ true]false∧

∀j ∈ {C1, C2, C3, C4} : fj = [〈PERMIT, j, none, (wait)〉 7→ true]false
(5.10)

Let us verify for the following simple message sequence

sequence1 : (B,all,announce,produce-consume), (C1, B,offer, 5),
(C2, B,offer, 8), (B,C1,accept, 5), (C3, B,offer,4)

Proposition 3 Agent B is compliant in sequence 1.

Proof:

Fromsequence1 we construct the formulaM (see section3.6) which leads to the
sequence of observed states. We concentrate only on the social facts observable to
the broker, since it his compliance we wish to test. We will give the values of the
following variables: (broker, item, number, producer, consumer). We do not give
all the social facts, but permissions and commitments are easily calculated from
these variables.
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sh0 : (nil, nil, nil, nil, nil), sh1 : (B,none, nil, nil, nil)

sh2 : (B,none, 5, C1, nil), sh3 : (B,none, 5, C1, nil)

sh4 : (B, bought, 5, C1, nil), sh5 : (B, bought, 5, C1, nil)

The initial state has no values for these variables, the permissions and commitments
there being controlled by the initial assertionΦ above.

5.6.2 Verify Each Fact in the Observed States

We can rewrite equation5.9as

∃ σh ∈ E :
t∧

j=0
∀x ∈ wff (Lf ) : (σh, j) � fi[x] → (σh, j) � Jx, iKf

∧ (σh, t+ 1) � � (fi[x] → Jx, iKf )

(5.11)

where we are looking individually at the satisfaction of all states up tot. What
we would hope to find is that some members of this conjunction are true for all
modelsσh ∈ E ; such members could be removed from the conjunction, hopefully
leaving a manageable number ofpendingformulae. If we find any member of
the conjunction which is not satisfied in any modelσh ∈ E then i is definitely
non compliant. This gives us the weakest notion of compliance; agenti is non
compliant if

∃j ∈ [0 . . . t] : ∀ σh ∈ E : (σh, j) 2
∧

∀x∈X
Jx, iKf

whereX is the set of allx ∈ wff (Lf ) : (σh, j) � fi[x]
(5.12)

That is, there is a positionj such that in all the modelsσh, the conjunction of the
semantics of all the social facts true atj is not satisfied. This test is inconclusive if
we obtain a negative result.

The method employed involves examining a model ofE and checking each state
from σ0

h up toσth for true facts. For each true factx at statej we check the seman-
tics ofx; that is, does the formulaJx, iKf hold at positionj of the model. If it is a
basic formula we can immediately check its validity in the state. If it is a different
temporal formula we add it to a conjunctiony of temporal formulas true at statej.
When all these facts true atj have been found we construct the formula

ϕ : # jy (5.13)

where# j stands forj applications of thenextoperator; for example the intended
meaning of# 3 is ## # . With a formula containing manynext operators it is
particularly useful to use particle tableaux.
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We then incrementally construct the particle tableau1 T̃ϕ and behaviour graph
B̃(SE ,ϕ) together forϕ and see if we can reach stateσth.

• We begin with a set of nodes(s0h, P ) wheres0h is the initial observed state
andP is an initial particle ofT̃ϕ which is consistent with(s0h, P ).

• For each initial node of we find the successor particles, extendingT̃ϕ.

• For each of these successor particlesPs which is consistent with(s1h, P ), we
add an edge going to a new node(s1h, Ps).

• This process is repeated until we reach (or fail to reach)sth.

If we fail, agenti is not compliant. If we reach it, we search for a fulfillingMSCS in
the particle tableau that is reachable from one of our current particles atsth. Failing
to find one means that agenti is not compliant, while finding one means that the
test is inconclusive.

Now we illustrate this with our example history. Beginning at statesh0 We have
the initial permissions whose semantics evaluates to basic formulae which can be
immediately checked. These state that no agent may perform any communication
exceptB who may send announce; this is exactly what happens at statesh1 . Moving
on to sh1 we find only basic formulae again which are immediately verified. The
only non-basic temporal formula we encounter is atsh2 , the conjunction (in this
case there is only one) giving

� (fB[DONE (B,buy, C1, 5)] ∧ fB[DONE (B, tell,all, forsale)])

Let us abbreviate this to� (j ∧ k). By equation5.13we get

ϕ : ## � (j ∧ k).

Now we find the particles which cover this formula; we get back the same formula
again as{ϕ} = cover({ϕ}); call this particleP0. This is consistent withsh0 so
it forms the first node of the behaviour graph. Next we get the set of implied
successors, there is one and its cover is also itself.

P1 : # � (j ∧ k).

This is consistent withsh1 giving the second node. Now the implied successors are
{ � (j∧k)}, applying cover to this returns atomsP2 andP3 as shown in figure5.8.
Of these, onlyP3 is consistent with statesh2 , giving our next node(sh2 , P3). The
implied successors forP3 are the same asP1 so this goes back to the same particle
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� (j ∧ k)

j ∧ k

β

# � (j ∧ k)

β

j, k

α

P3

P2

 P3

 P2

 P0  P1

 P4

Figure 5.8: Particle Tree and Tableau forϕ.

giving node(sh3 , P3). In similar fashion we obtain the fifth and sixth nodes(sh4 , P3)
and(sh5 , P3).

Now, having reached the final node we search for an accessible and fulfillingMSCS

in the particle tableau. ParticleP3 could not make a fulfillingMSCS because it
promises(j ∧ k) but never delivers. From here we could move to particleP2 if we
reach a state where(j ∧ k) is true. The implied successors ofP2 gives the null set
because it has nonext formulas. ThusP2 connects to a new particleP4 which is
empty, meaning it is consistent with any state. So particleP4 is accessible and does
constitute a fulfillingMSCSsince it promises nothing. Thus our broker fails the test
of equation5.12and it cannot be deemed non compliant.

We see here one of the advantages of the particle tableau method; as formulae are
satisfied they drop out of the particles, leaving us with the unsatisfied formulae. If
we reachP4 we need no longer worry about the satisfaction of� (j ∧ k); because
we passed throughP2 to get toP4 and(j ∧ k) was true inP2 so the promise is
fulfilled. In our case the unsatisfied formulae make the null set and so we can
follow any path after this point.

We mentioned above that we would like to find members of the conjunction appear-
ing in equation5.11which are satisfied in all modelsσh ∈ E . Such members will
give temporal formulae which naturally drop out as we move through the behaviour
graph of observed states up toSht ; thus leaving us with an empty particle accessible
fromSht . Those which do not give an accessible empty particle atSht represent the
pending formulae; instead, they give a set of possible non-empty particles.

With our system of agents, any permission violation is picked up by this test. In
general the test will pick up on any facts that are violated within the observed
history, but will not catch agents who commit to two conflicting promises or who
promise the impossible.

1As described in section5.3.9we are only dealing with particle tableaux for future formulae.
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5.6.3 Finding a Compliant Model for the Pending Formulae

After having completed the previous test, with a negative result for equation5.12,
we have some pending formulaeϕ1, ϕ2, ϕ3, . . . with corresponding particle sets

P1,P2,P3, . . .

where eachPi represents a set of possible non-empty particles accessible fromSht ,
one of which must be consistent withSht+1 if we are in a model which satisfies
the pending formulaϕi. We then exhaustively construct all the possible sets of
particles

Q1,Q2,Q3, . . .

such that each setQ contains one particle from each of the setsP above. Now we
discard theQ sets which contain inconsistent particles. If they are all inconsistent
then our agent is non compliant. Otherwise, from each of the remaining particle
setsQi we create the particlesPi returned by thecoverfunction applied to the set
of all the formulae in all the particles ofQi. This gives us a set of particles

P1, P2, P3, . . .

Each particlePi represents a possible candidate set of formulas to hold at state
Sht+1 of a compliant model. We now wish to know if there is a compliant model, so
we begin extending the behaviour graph depth first, adding a nodes for a particlePi
and a stateSht+1; whereSht+1 is accessible fromSht via the idling or environmental
transition and it satisfies thenext formulae of stateSht . In the case where the
environmental transition is taken, we also require that the message passed is sent
by the agent whose compliance we are testing; otherwise we could be violating
facts for other agents. We must then check if the social facts true atSht+1 are true,
these may even include more promising formulae which means we would have to
re-evaluate our particles at this state. Construction proceeds depth first like this;
if we find anSCS then there is a compliant model and so our agent is compliant.
There is no guarantee that the construction will terminate however, we may satisfy
some pending formulae by creating more.

Returning to our example we find only one pending formula with particle set
{P2, P3}. These represent the possible candidate sets of formulas to hold at state
Sht+1. We continue the behaviour graph by choosing a stateSht+1 which is a succes-
sor of our current state in the protocol diagram (figure5.5); in this way we ensure
that thenextformulae of stateSht are respected. StateSht corresponds to protocol
statep3 in the diagram, we choose to move to protocol statep4. Now we have
(j ∧ k) true so we have the node(sh6 , P2). The next state we add is(sh6 , P3); we
have now reached anSCSboth in the protocol diagram and the particle tableau so
we are done.
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This verification could only be performed by a sentinel agent who observes all
messages being sent in the system. Indeed there is no way for one of the producer
or consumer agents to know if the broker is complying with all the protocol rules
(although it could pick some violations) since they do not have access to all mes-
sages in the system. If a society is to be self policing, protocols must be designed
in such a way that any agent in the system can verify if the agents it interacts with
are compliant. One way of achieving this would be by ensuring that all messages
in the above protocol are multicast to all participants.

5.7 Summary

We have demonstrated three types of verification which are useful in open sys-
tems using an existing model checking algorithm. We have shown how a protocol
diagram can be employed to generate models which are compliant with the imme-
diate constraints (permissions in our system) of the system. We have shown how
abbreviated diagrams can greatly reduce the task of constructing state transition
diagrams and behaviour diagrams. We have shown the utility of particle tableaux
for finding a compliant model which starts from a given observed sequence. In the
following two chapters we will look at how our agent communication framework
can be applied in some common scenarios.
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Chapter 6

Developing an Agent
Communication Language

This chapter illustrates, by example, the method by which some common speech
acts and protocols can be specified within the framework described earlier.

6.1 Introduction

This chapter applies the theory developed in the two preceding chapters to some
common practical scenarios. We begin by specifying the semantics of some basic
speech acts which cover the most common categories (section6.2). We then show
how some common protocols can be specified within the framework. We identify
two different types of protocol in section6.3. The first is a low level protocol
which places rigid constraints on all the participants, guaranteeing a certain set of
outcomes; we look at two examples of these (sections6.4 and6.5). The second
is a high level protocol of the type discussed bySingh(1998) where we specify
the commitments of participants and how these may be manipulated in order to
encourage certain outcomes; however, agents are still given a good deal of freedom
to plan their own actions within these constraints; we look at an example of this
in section6.6. This is not an attempt to provide definitive semantics for speech
acts or protocols; the aim is to illustrate how a designer might go about specifying
a language within the framework and to show that the framework is adequate for
specifying common protocols.

6.2 Specifying Speech Acts

We specify at least one speech act from each of the categories Identified bySingh
(2000) (assertive, directive, commissive, permissive, prohibitive and expressive)
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and also the declarative category ofSearle(1979).

The speech act semantics are shown in figure6.1. The simplest speech act istell,
it is an assertive used to express a belief in a certain state of affairs holds.Request
is an example of a directive because the speaker wants to direct the hearer to do
something for him; we model this as the speaker expressing a desire.Offer is
similar but more specific: the speaker asserts his desire that the speaker will buy
something from him.Query is another directive where the speaker expresses a
desire that the receiver will make public his belief about the proposition in the
content. In the semantics fororder we have included a reference to a social fact
for authority; we can introduce any social facts like this as needed, an agent can
declare that a certain authority relationship exists and subsequent acts can refer to
this. A refusecan be used to state that the order will not be followed; the refusing
agent makes public his intention not to perform the action in the content. With a
proposal the speaker makes public, as the social state variablepropose, a certain
state of affairs that he desires; he also desires that The receiver will make public his
desire with regard to the proposal; the receiver may do this with accept or reject.
Promiseis an example of a commissive, making public an intention.Allow and
forbid are examples of a permissive and a prohibitive. In contrast to the above,
the speech actdeclaredoes not necessarily express a psychological state of the
speaker; it effects a change in the social state which makes its content public; for
example, it may be the assignment of a role to an agent, having associated deontic
relations or it may create a new social state variable and assign it a value. In our
framework we model any action as a communication, such aspaywhich will make
public the fact that payment has been ‘DONE’.

These speech acts constitute the basic building blocks from which conversations
can be built; for this reason they are not fixed for use in a particular context; they are
designed to be flexible enough to be used in many different conversations. Of the
three aspects of context outlined in section2.3.7, the domain and protocol specific
aspects are kept separate from the speech act specifications; the relationship to the
remainder of the discourse is included though; for example we can see that speech
actacceptis only meaningful if there exists a previous proposal in the social state.

Our separation between performative and content is just a convenience, agents
could directly exchange sentences in the social facts language; for example “E-
DESIRE S DO . . . ” could be sent as the content of adeclare, achieving the same
effect as arequest. We believe that separating certain commonly used parts and
associating them with a label (like “request”) is intuitive and also convenient for
the designer who wishes to use these speech acts to specify an ordered exchange
of messages in a protocol.
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speech-act-semantics
[tell]

E-BELIEF C
[request]

E-DESIRE S DO (R,C)
[offer]

E-DESIRE S DO (R, buy, S)
[query]

E-DESIRE S E-BELIEF C or E-BELIEF not C
[order]

E-DESIRE S DO (R,C)
E-BELIEF S authority(S,R)

[propose]
proposal=C
E-DESIRE S C
E-DESIRE S E-DESIRE R C or E-DESIRE R not C

[accept]
E-DESIRE S proposal

[reject]
E-DESIRE R not proposal

[refuse]
E-INTEND S not DO (S,C)

[promise]
E-INTEND S DO (S,C)

[allow]
NOT E-DESIRE S not DO (R,C)

[forbid]
E-DESIRE S not DO (R,C)

[declare]
C

[pay]
DONE(S,pay,R)

[begin-protocol]
protocol=C

Figure 6.1: Semantics for Common Speech Acts.
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6.3 Specifying Protocols

A protocol constrains a conversation so that it follows some set pattern. The de-
sired states of the conversation are identified and constraints are placed on the
participants so that a conversation will proceed through these desired states. The
constraints placed on participants typically take the form of permissions, obliga-
tions and commitments. We look at two types of protocol here:

• A rigid protocol: we use this if we wish to ensure that the participants cannot
deviate from a certain set of pre-designed paths in the conversation; this is
the case for simple protocols with few states. We must specify each allowed
action at each state that can arise in a conversation following the protocol,
constraints can be specified with permissions and obligations. This type is
necessary if we need to guarantee a property of the protocol using a model
checking algorithm because we will need to check that the property holds on
all possible paths in the protocol.

• A freeform protocol: in cases where we wish to allow the agents more free-
dom to choose their own actions, we will not specify the precise action that
should be taken to cause a transition between two protocol states; instead we
specify the conversational function which effects the transition. For exam-
ple, an agent will not be obliged to send atell(p) message; instead, the agent
will be obliged to express a belief in the propositionp. This gives the agents
greater execution autonomy, and allows them more flexibility to satisfy their
social obligations in the way they prefer.

We have seen in our analysis of human communication (section2.2.6) that a reply
using an indirect speech act can perform the required conversational function to
satisfy a query. It also enables an agent to effect two transitions with a single act;
for example, a counter offer can also effect a rejection of a proposal at the same
time. These are some of the examples that show that most human conversations
are akin to freeform protocols, but there are more rigid interactions that occur in
institutions such as auction houses where the set of possible outcomes is limited.
We now look at the specification of three protocols, the first two rigid and the last
freeform.

6.4 Contract Net

Here we specify a contract net protocol which is based on the FIPA protocol of
the same name (FIPA, 1997). One agent is the manager and begins by multi-
casting abegin-protocolfollowed by a requestwhich has the task for which a
contract is sought as content and adeclarewhich has the deadline (these three
correspond to thecall for proposalsin the FIPA version). We handle multi-casting
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by using a facilitator (as we did for broadcasting in section5.2.3); this time the
manager will put a list of all recipient agents in the receiver part of the message
tuple (this can be a simple string delimited by commas). The facilitator distributes
one message to each agent in this list. The facilitator’s operation is transparent in
that no agent sends or receives a message withfacilitator as the sender or receiver
part of the tuple. In the social state observed by the manager, the rolep-contractor
describes all the agents that occupy the role ofpotential contractor. In the social
state observed by each potential contractor agent, the rolep-contractordescribes a
single agent: itself, because it only sees a message addressed to itself and does not
know about other contractors.

Now each of the potential contractors is permitted to send either a proposal or
a refusal. The system includes aclock agent to model the deadline in the FIPA
protocol; this agent broadcasts the current time at regular intervals by means of a
declare(time=. . . ) message, this ensures that thetime variable in the social state
is continuously updated. When the deadline is reached, the manager is obliged to
send accept or reject messages to all those who sent proposals, and reject messages
to those who did not. When a contractor receives an acceptance it is committed to
perform the task.

The protocol specification is given in figure6.2. Looking at the converse function
we can see that permissions or obligations have been defined at three states in the
protocol. Firstly, if thedeadlinevariable isnil then the protocol has just begun and
the manager has yet to send the opening request and declare which he is obliged
to do in this state. Next, if a contractor has not yet replied then he is permitted
to send a refusal or proposal to the manager (or to wait). The final state is when
the deadline has expired and the manager is obliged to send the acceptances and
rejections to the contractors.

6.5 English Auction

In the English Auction, the price is increased at each iteration until no more bidders
are prepared to bid, the last successful bidder being the winner. We use only three
speech acts. The main iteration consists of adeclareof the new price from auc-
tioneer to bidders, and anacceptof a price from bidder to auctioneer. The auction
terminates with adeclarefrom auctioneer to all participants. There are three roles,
a member of the rolebidderbecomesbuyerwhen its accept causes theauctioneer’s
next announcement of a new price.

The protocol specification is given in figure6.3. Looking at the converse function
we can see that once a price has been declared then the bidders are permitted only
to accept (or to do nothing); the protocol semantics foracceptshows us that, by
accepting, the bidder will enter the role ofbuyer. The converse function shows that
if the auctioneer declares the item sold, then thebuyerwill be committed to pay
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converse-function
[contract-net]

if #deadline=nil then
{OBLIGE #manager AND (#p-contractor,request,?)

+(#p-contractor,declare,?)}
else

if NOT DONE(#p-contractor,reply,#manager) then
{PERMIT #p-contractor OR (#manager,refuse,#task)

+(#manager,propose,?)}
else {PERMIT #p-contractor (wait)};

if p-contractor!=nil and #time>#deadline then
{forall #p-contractor

if DONE(#p-contractor,reply,#manager)
and not E-INTEND #p-contractor

not DO (#p-contractor,#task)
then {OBLIGE #manager OR (#p-contractor,accept)

+(#p-contractor,reject)}
else {OBLIGE #manager (#p-contractor,reject)}

}
protocol-semantics

[contract-net]
[begin-protocol]

p-contractor=R;
manager=S

[request]
task=C

[declare]
deadline=C

[propose]
DONE(S,reply,R)

[refuse]
DONE(S,reply,R)

[accept]
protocol=none

[reject]
protocol=none

Figure 6.2: ACL Specification Containing a Contract-Net Protocol

for the item at the accepted price. The auctioneer only broadcasts in this protocol
and only has two possible actions at each iteration, either to declare a new price to
all bidders or to declare the name of the winning bidder and thereby terminate the
protocol.
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converse-function
[auction]

if price!=nil
then {PERMIT #bidder (#auctioneer,accept,nil)}
else {PERMIT #bidder (wait)};
OBLIGE #auctioneer OR

(#bidder,declare,?)
+(#bidder,declare,DONE(#auctioneer,sell,#buyer));
if DONE(#auctioneer,sell,#buyer) then
{

COMMIT (#buyer,pay,#auctioneer,#oldprice)
AND
protocol=none

}
protocol-semantics

[auction]
[begin-protocol]

bidder=R;
auctioneer=S

[declare]
price=C

[accept]
buyer=R;
oldprice=#price

Figure 6.3: ACL Specification Containing an English Auction Protocol

6.6 Freeform Conversations

The protocols described above place tight constraints on the participants, stating
exactly which acts are permissible at any point in the conversation; here we will
describe a looser type of protocol where the agents have freedom to plan their own
acts, this means that agents must have a high level of rationality in order to make
their own decisions. The protocol allows the agents to send any act from a certain
set at any time during execution; it also describes the commitments arising from
each act sent.

The example protocol we specify here (figure6.4) comes from a commitment ma-
chine (Yolum and Singh, 2001) where a merchant sells goods to a customer with
electronic payment. The customer may begin by requesting a quote form the mer-
chant; the merchant may reply using the performativeoffer; in response, the cus-
tomer may sendaccept; the merchant may then deliver the goods which we model
with thedeliver performative. The agents have the freedom to start the exchange
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converse-function
[E-sale]

PERMIT #merchant (#customer,offer,?)
+(#customer,deliver,?)
+(#customer,inform,received);

PERMIT #customer (#merchant,request,?)
+(#merchant,accept,?)
+(#merchant,pay,nil);

if E-DESIRE #customer proposal then
{if DONE(#merchant, deliver, #customer) then

{COMMIT #customer DO (#customer, pay, #merchant)};
};

if #promiseGoods=true then
{if E-DESIRE #customer proposal then

{COMMIT #merchant DO (#merchant,deliver,#customer)
};

};

if #promiseReceipt=true then
{if DONE(#customer, pay, #merchant) then

{COMMIT #merchant DO (#merchant,receipt,#customer)
};

};

protocol-semantics
[E-sale]

[begin-protocol]
merchant=S;
customer=R

[offer]
proposal=C;
promiseGoods=true;
promiseReceipt=true

Figure 6.4: ACL Specification Containing a Electronic Sale Protocol

at any point in this sequence (Yolum and Singh, 2001): the merchant may begin
by sending anoffer without waiting for the customer to request one; the customer
may send anacceptto the merchant without waiting for an offer, this may mean he
trusts the merchant to give a good price; the merchant may send the goods at the
start on a “try before you buy” basis.
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The protocol semantics foroffer (figure 6.4) creates a new social state variable
proposalwhich is the deal offered. Looking at the converse function (figure6.4)
we see how the expressed mental attitudes and propositions existing in a social state
will control the commitments arising for participants. If the customer has sent an
acceptthen the social state records that the customer has expressed a desire for the
proposal; following from this the customer will be committed to pay for the goods
once the merchant has delivered them. If thepromiseGoodsproposition is true in
the social state then the merchant will be committed to deliver the goods once the
customer has expressed a desire to have them. Likewise, ifpromiseReceiptis true
then the merchant will be committed to send a receipt once the customer has paid.

6.7 Summary and Conclusions

The previous chapters have developed a formal framework within which an ACL
can be specified, using a specification language; in this chapter we have shown how
the framework can be applied to common scenarios, to specify speech acts which
cover all the major categories and to specify some common protocols. We have also
shown our proposed development method where protocols can use the semantics
of the individual speech acts. We have looked at two types of protocol: those
where rigid constraints force the participants to follow certain predefined paths in
the conversation and those where looser constraints are used to specify some social
commitments which must be observed in certain states of the conversation, but
not to specify exactly how agents much reach those states. In the next chapter we
will take a more detailed look at a rigidly specified protocol and show how game
theoretic properties can be proved for it.
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Chapter 7

Specifying Protocols for Open
Agent Systems

This chapter employs solutions from economics and game theory to specify and
prove protocol properties that are highly relevant in open market scenarios.

7.1 Introduction

An open agent system is one in which embedded agents act on behalf of (poten-
tially) competing individuals and organisations. It is proposed that such systems
will be used in scenarios where legally binding contracts are made or money is ex-
changed by the agents on behalf of their owners. Agent owners may be reluctant to
delegate tasks involving uncertain and possibly detrimental outcomes to an agent
without assurances about the system’s properties. It may be a requirement, for ex-
ample, that an agent cannot profit by lying to its peers. This chapter demonstrates
how solutions from game theory and economics can be used to specify rules and
prove desirable properties for agent systems. In order to do this we must bridge the
gap between the economics and game theory solutions and the underlying com-
putational processes which implement the agents in an open system. This has the
potential to increase the range of applications in which agent owners may be will-
ing to delegate to their embedded counterparts and is another contribution to our
vision of an open agent society.

We begin in section7.2 by giving an overview of how game theory is applied to
economics to design rules for interaction satisfying certain criteria. In section7.3
we look at how this can be applied to multi-agent systems. In section7.4we look at
a simple example scenario and mechanism; we analyse its properties in section7.5.
We formally specify the desired properties of the mechanism in section7.6; then
we design a protocol for it in section7.7and prove that it does have the properties
in section7.8. We discuss some related work in section7.9. Finally the summary
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appears in section7.10.

7.2 Engineering Interactions for Open Systems

An open agent system is one where the constituent agents are developed and owned
by different individuals or organisations who may have conflicting interests. Hence
the internals (i.e. program and state) of agents are not public and so notions of trust
and deception are relevant. It is proposed that such systems will be used in sce-
narios where legally binding contracts are made and money is exchanged by the
agents on behalf of their owners. Not surprisingly, agent owners can be expected
to be reluctant to delegate tasks involving potentially detrimental outcomes to an
agent unless they can be assured that the system has certain desirable properties.
For example, does the system guarantee that my agent will not be discriminated
against in favour of my competitor? Or that my competitor cannot benefit by lying
to my agent? Or that I get the optimal price? It may be impossible to guarantee the
most desirable outcomes for all participants, but the system should be at least as
good as the best non-agent alternative. The best alternatives are real market mech-
anisms. Self interested rational agents in an open society can be treated in much
the same way as humans playing games or participating in markets. Such inter-
actions are typically constrained by some rules (the mechanism) and within these
constraints agents will plan their best course of action (the strategy). A mechanism
is a set of public rules governing an interaction, for example an auction mechanism
can be used to sell an item. These public rules physically constrain the actions of
the participants, but more importantly than this: mechanisms can be designed to
induce certain outcomes; for example an auction can be designed so that the seller
obtains the highest possible price or so that the bidders bid truthfully. In these cases
the mechanism is not forcing participants to produce the desired outcome, it is en-
suring that it is in the participants’ interest to take the actions it is trying to induce.
Mechanisms do this by making the rules by which the agreement is reached public.
Thus the participants can unambiguously determine the consequences of their ac-
tions in advance and determine their best course of action (which will naturally be
one of the actions the mechanism designer intended to induce). A good example of
this is the airplane landing scenario in section1.3. Solutions from game theory and
economics (Binmore, 1992) allow us to design mechanisms for interactions which
have the properties we desire, such as (Sandholm, 1996; Rosenschein and Zlotkin,
1994):

• Efficiency. The most efficient mechanism will maximise the social welfare
which is the sum of all the agents’ utilities. Pareto efficient mechanisms have
the property that no agent could do better from another mechanism without
some other agent doing worse; this is probably a more useful criterion be-
cause it does not require inter-agent utility comparisons (Sandholm, 1996).
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• Individual Rationality. An agent who participates in the mechanism should
derive a utility at least as large as that obtained by not participating (Binmore,
1992). Otherwise a self interested agent would not participate.

• Incentive Compatibility. The mechanism must provide incentives that make
it optimal for the agents to take the actions that the mechanism designer is
intending to induce (Binmore, 1992). For example, if we want agents to
tell the truth we must design the mechanism so that agents do not gain any
advantage by lying, such a mechanism is calleddeception free. In general a
mechanism cannot ensure that agents do not deceive, but it can be designed
so that it is in their interest not to.

• Stability. Agents should not have to change strategies because of other
agents’ actions. Ideally there will be a dominant strategy that is best for
each agent regardless of what other agents do. Nash equilibrium is achieved
when an agent uses a certain strategy and competing agents cannot do better
by using a different strategy. In this way mechanisms can eliminate the need
for agents to engage in complicated reasoning to determine their best course
of action (Sandholm, 1996). A strategy which is not just beneficial to soci-
ety, but to each individual too, has the property that it is resistant to outside
invasion (Axelrod, 1984).

• Symmetry. The mechanism should not favour or be biased against any partic-
ular agent. Agents that act alike should receive the same utility (Sandholm,
1996).

• Simplicity. A simple mechanism will have little communication overhead
and few resources spent outguessing. In computing scenarios this translates
to low computational demands.

• Distribution. It may be desirable not to rely on a centralised decision maker.

An agent’stypecorresponds to its utility function, for example its valuation on an
auctioned item. Anindirect mechanism is one where the agents keep their types
private. In adirect mechanism agents have an incentive to declare true type. The
revelation principle states that anything that can be done by an indirect mechanism
can also be done by a direct mechanism (Binmore, 1992). The general approach
involves factoring out the utilities used by agents in their strategies and incorpo-
rating them in the mechanism (the aeroplane landing scenario is a good example).
This has the effect of making strategies simpler at the cost of a more complex
mechanism.
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7.3 Application to Multi-Agent Systems

We now look at how the properties above might be specified and proved within
our agent communication framework. Let us assume that we have a mechanism
designed by an economist or game theorist which has a certain set of properties.
The mechanism can typically be described by a set of strategies for each participant
and a mapping from strategy sets to outcome scenarios. The sets of strategies
should be exhaustive; they should encode every possible set of choices that an agent
can make, otherwise agents may search for another strategy that may be better.
Each strategySi has an associated expected value of the utilityU(Si) which a
participant can gain by using it. This is calculated as the sum of the utilities gained
by the outcome obtained for each combination of strategies that other participants
can use withSi, multiplied by the probability that they do use that combination.
The desired properties then follow from this mechanism. For example:

• A mechanism is deception free if for all participantsi: ST is the truth
telling strategy with the highest expected utility for participanti, SD is
the deceptive strategy with the highest expected utility for participanti and
U(ST ) ≥ U(SD).

• A mechanism is individual rational if there exists a strategySr such that
U(Sr) ≥ 0.

The mechanism must be translated into a formal specification for a multi-agent
system. Each strategy can be specified with a temporal logic formulaSi and each
outcome with a formulaOi. A temporal formula describing the resulting outcome
for each possible combination of strategies will be calledM. Then a protocol must
be designed which satisfiesM. The mechanism must be specified publicly in the
form of a protocol for the following reasons:

1. All participants can inspect it and verify its properties for themselves at de-
sign time.

2. If the algorithms controlling the decisions of the participants are taken out
of their internal code and made public then their actions can be analysed at
run time to verify that they do follow the publicised algorithm.

It is important that the participants can be assured of the mechanism being used so
that they know their optimal strategy. If a mechanism is designed to be incentive
compatible then it goes without saying that the participants must be aware that this
is the case. For example, if a winner determination algorithm is coded solely in the
internals of an auctioneer agent then bidders cannot know if their optimal strategy
is to bid truthfully.

Having designed the protocol, we must then prove that the properties of the mecha-
nism also hold for the protocol. In this way the protocol can guarantee a certain set
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of outcomes if a certain strategySi is employed. If desired, an agent designer can
verify that an agent’s code implements the strategySi. This is the type of outcome
verification described in section3.8.2.

Our definition of a protocol property is a property that holds for a compliant system
of agents using the protocol and so it requires some form of compliance enforce-
ment if we are to guarantee protocol properties. This contrasts with the approach
of Sandholm(1997) who designs mechanisms for scenarios where no sort of en-
forcement is possible; also,Rosenschein and Zlotkin(1994) advocate designing
the mechanism so that social conventions are stable, because they are individually
motivated; i.e. agents individually benefit by following the conventions. We advo-
cate enforcing the agents’ compliance with social laws and not making any social
laws which cannot be verified. Our framework permits enforcement by enabling us
to identify when violations occur (see section3.8.4). We can evict or penalise those
who are non-compliant and thus guarantee outcomes (see section3.8.7). For exam-
ple, we can enforce the requirement that the auctioneer should stick to the second
price in a Vickrey auction if a sentinel agent monitors all transactions. We believe
that making enforcement possible increases the range of possible applications of
e-commerce agents.

7.4 Example: A Simple Auction

The auction has received a lot of attention both in economics (Myerson, 1981;
Vickrey, 1961) and multi-agent systems (Easwaran and Pitt, 2000; Dignum and
Cort́es, 2001). This is not surprising since the auction is a very general concept, en-
compassing most commercial transactions. For example, the typical way in which
a shop sells goods can be viewed as atake it or leave itauction. There is a fixed
price marked on the item and the customer decides whether or not to purchase.
This is a game: the shopkeeper is making the price as high as possible while trying
to minimise the risk that the customer will go to shop elsewhere.

Our example is a special case of an example byBinmore(1992), a simple scenario
where an auctioneer wishes to sell an item for the highest possible price. There are
two bidders who each privately value the item at either3 or 4. We call a bidder
with a high valuation a high agent, and one with a low valuation is a low agent. It
is common knowledge that the probability of an agent being high is1

2 . We assume
participants are risk neutral, i.e. they are indifferent when faced with a choice
of receiving a guaranteed sum of moneyx or participating in a game where the
expected value of their winning isx. We also assume the bidders make private
valuations, i.e. they know their own valuation for the item and it is independent
of the other agent’s valuation.1 The auctioneer wishes to get the largest price

1It is interesting to note thatSandholm(1996) holds that most auctions are not pure private value
auctions and hence the Vickrey auction fails to induce truthful bidding in most auctions.
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possible. Since the Auctioneer does not know the bidders’ true valuations she
cannot obtain the first best outcome (i.e. sell it to the highest agent for his true
valuation).

In searching for an optimal mechanism we need only consider direct mechanisms
(where agents declare their true type, low or high) since the revelation principle
tells us that whatever can be done with an indirect mechanism can also be done
with a direct one. The auction mechanism which is optimal for the seller in this
auction has been analysed byBinmore(1992), it is a modified Vickrey auction. A
direct mechanism is employed where the bidders declare their type, if both bidders
declare high or both declare low the winner is determined randomly with each
having a probability of12 to win. In the case where one bidder bids high and the
other bids low, the high bidder always wins. The price paid by a winning low
bidder is3 and a winning high bidder pays32

3 . Losing bidders pay nothing.

7.5 Analysis of Auction Properties

Interesting properties to prove for an auction include

• Feasibility, i.e. the sum of the probabilities of each agent winning should
not exceed1. Also incentive compatibility and individual rationality should
hold.

• Optimal expected value for the seller.

• Symmetry, i.e. the probability of an agent winning (probability that he wins
if he bids high plus probability of winning if he bids low) should be equal
for each agent.

An auction mechanism has the property ofincentive compatibilityif the bidders do
not have an incentive to lie. It hasindividual rationalityif the bidders are not better
off by simply not participating. To see that these properties hold for the mechanism
consider first the case of the low agent. There is no incentive for a low agent to bid
high as doing so would mean a chance of obtaining negative utility by paying more
than his valuation for the item and no chance of obtaining positive utility. There is
still an incentive for the low agent to participate since he may win and pay his true
valuation for the item. However the price a low agent pays when he wins must not
be any greater than3 or else it would not be individual rational to participate. A
high agent always wins the auction if his opponent is a low agent (the probability
of this is 1

2 ) and wins half the time if his opponent is high. So his probability of
winning against the unknown opponent is3

4 . If he wins he pays32
3 even though the

item is worth4 to him, so his utility is1
3 . Therefore, by telling the truth he gains

utility 1
3 with probability 3

4 and the expected value of his utility is

1
3 ×

3
4 = 1

4 .
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If he lies and bids low he reduces his probability of winning to1
4 but if he wins

he pays only3 for the item he values at4, thereby gaining utility 1. Therefore by
lying the expected value of his utility is

1× 1
4 = 1

4 ,

i.e. the same. So32
3 is as high as the auctioneer can make the price for a high agent

without giving the high agent an incentive to bid low.

This completes the description of the mechanism’s properties. We now specify the
protocol for an agent system and then show that the protocol has these properties.

7.6 Specification of Protocol Properties

We must now specify the desired protocol properties with temporal formulae. We
want the protocol properties to show the participants what outcome will result from
whatever strategy they choose in the protocol. In our case, to show a participating
agent what he expects to pay if he wins when he bids high or low.

The issue of determining the winner when both agents declare the same value needs
to be resolved. A human can toss a fair coin in view of all players in a game and
thus determine an outcome with a commonly known probability. In the same way,
our auctioneer needs to decide the winner by a fair random process. For this a
dedicated agentrand is introduced who can produce a random number with a fair
probability distribution. The code of this agent should be open source so that the
fairness of its algorithm can be verified (not attempted here).

We identify our agents asAg = {ag1,ag2,ag3, rand}. We must create an initial
conditionΦ which characterises a social state where the protocol has just begun.
After this the next action of the bidders should be to bid high or low; if the bids are
the same, the agentrand will then be called upon. Finally the auctioneer awards
the lot and announces that the auction is over. We create another assertionΨ which
characterises all terminal states of the protocol. OnceΦ is true,Ψ will remain false
until the termination of the protocol, at which time it becomes true.

Now we design the agents’ strategies. For each agent we must include a strat-
egy which encodes every possible sequence of choices that the agent can make
during the protocol. This can be done by drawing a protocol diagram from that
agent’s perspective; such a diagram only includes the actions and corresponding
state variables visible to that agent. In the case of our bidding agents the diagram
is extremely simple. At the initial state the agent may bid high or low, this is the
only choice. If the bidder was successful the next message it sees is the award fol-
lowed by the announcement that terminates the protocol; in the unsuccessful case
the bidder just sees the announcement. Therefore we need two strategies for each
of our bidding agents and for agentrand too, it also has two possible actions.
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To encode the bidding strategy as a temporal formula we need some way of spec-
ifying that an agenti sends a messagem next; that is, not in the next state of the
model, but it is the next message sent byi. It is also required that it be sent by the
time the protocol reaches termination and not after, that is not afterΨ has become
true. This can be achieved with a virtual numerical variablex which, if initially
equal to the number of messages in the history, implies that the protocol will not
have terminated until there exists a state where the messagem is sent byi and at
this state there will be no position in the history, greater thanx and less than the
size of the new history, at which there is a message withi as sender.

next(i,m) : ∀x ∈ N : [x = |hi|] → ¬ΨU

 [i−<m] ∧[
@y ∈ N :

(
x < y < |hi| ∧
hi[y]↓1 = i

)] 
(7.1)

The agents will need to make use of some speech acts to tell the auctioneer if
their bid is high or low, and therand agent needs to tell a number. We invent the
performativetell for this purpose, using a content ‘H’ or ‘L’ for the bidders and ‘1’
or ‘2’ for rand. Here are the possible strategies for all agents:

S1 : Φ → next(ag1, (ag1,ag3, tell,H))
S2 : Φ → next(ag1, (ag1,ag3, tell,L))
S3 : Φ → next(ag2, (ag2,ag3, tell,H))
S4 : Φ → next(ag2, (ag2,ag3, tell,L))
S5 : Φ → next(rand, (rand,ag3, tell,1))
S6 : Φ → next(rand, (rand,ag3, tell,2))

StrategiesS1 andS2 are forag1; S3 andS4 are forag2; S5 andS6 are forrand.

Next we look at the possible outcomes of the protocol. The net effect of the proto-
col should be the creation of a persistent social fact which describes that the winner
must buy the item at the agreed price and the auctioneer must sell it to him. We will
use a persistent commitment as the social fact that specifies that the winning bidder
must eventually buy the ‘lot’ at the agreed price. We will not discuss the details of
how this buying phase is brought about; we assume that it entails the performance
of some legally binding actions which transfer ownership of the auctioned ‘lot’
as well as the required funds and thereby revoke the persistent commitment. The
persistent commitment exists only for the bidder, the auctioneer is not explicitly
constrained by it; however, we can assume that the bidder is thereby empowered
to subsequently perform some buying speech act which would create a social com-
mitment constraining the auctioneer and forcing it to complete its part of the deal.
We are missing some social facts to encode the required institutional constraints,
but this is not the focus of this work. For the current discussion it suffices to say
that the persistent commitment to buy is itself legally binding and a guarantee that
the protocol outcome results in this commitment is good enough for the participat-
ing agents. There can be no contingent deontic facts resulting from the protocol
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since the final action of the auctioneer sets the protocol variable to nil; thus the
converse function will not process the statements under[auction] and this is
the only part of the specification which creates contingent deontic facts.

Each outcome describes the final value of the persistent social facts functionpersi,
given that its initial value isiniti.2 The possible outcomes are given by the terminal
nodes of the protocol diagram.

O1 : persag1 = [〈‘P-COMMIT’ , ag1, none, (buy,lot,ag3,3+2/3)〉 7→ T]initag1
∧[persag2 = initag2] ∧ [persag3 = initag3]

O2 : persag2 = [〈‘P-COMMIT’ , ag2, none, (buy,lot,ag3,3+2/3)〉 7→ T]initag2
∧[persag1 = initag1] ∧ [persag3 = initag3]

O3 : persag1 = [〈‘P-COMMIT’ , ag1, none, (buy,lot,ag3,3)〉 7→ T]initag1
∧[persag2 = initag2] ∧ [persag3 = initag3]

O4 : persag2 = [〈‘P-COMMIT’ , ag2, none, (buy,lot,ag3,3)〉 7→ T]initag2
∧[persag1 = initag1] ∧ [persag3 = initag3]

Now we calculate the formulaM which is a formal specification for the desired
mechanism. It describes, for every possible combination of agent strategies, the
resulting outcome. It is not sufficient to have, for each possible outcome, one
combination of strategies that will achieve this outcome. It may be the case that
two different combinations of strategies reach the same outcome; the participating
agents need to know the result for each possible combination of strategies since
they may have the opportunity to monitor the others’ actions and choose strategies
accordingly (not in our protocol though). TheU operator has been used to specify
that Ψ will be false initially, and will remain false until both it is true and the
specified protocol outcome is also true; this also guarantees eventual termination
of the protocol.

M : ∀initag1, initag2, initag3 :

 initag1 = persag1∧
initag2 = persag2∧
initag3 = persag3

 →



[Φ ∧ S1 ∧ S3 ∧ S5] → [¬ΨU(Ψ ∧ O1)] ∧
[Φ ∧ S1 ∧ S3 ∧ S6] → [¬ΨU(Ψ ∧ O2)] ∧
[Φ ∧ S2 ∧ S4 ∧ S5] → [¬ΨU(Ψ ∧ O3)] ∧
[Φ ∧ S2 ∧ S4 ∧ S6] → [¬ΨU(Ψ ∧ O4)] ∧

[Φ ∧ S1 ∧ S4] → [¬ΨU(Ψ ∧ O1)] ∧
[Φ ∧ S2 ∧ S3] → [¬ΨU(Ψ ∧ O2)]


Of the six final conjuncts, the first states that ifag1 has declared high (strategyS1)
and his opponentag2 has declared high (strategyS3) andrand has sent the number

2If f is a function, then[x 7→ y]f denotes the function that mapsx to y, but behaves exactly like
f for any other argument.
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‘1’ (strategyS5) thenag1 will get the lot and pay32
3 for it (outcomeO1); the other

properties are similar. Since individuals are rational and risk neutral the opponent
declares high with probability12 . We also know thatrand replies with the number
‘1’ with probability 1

2 . Thus, given thatag1 bids high, this first conjunct gives
an outcome (he wins and pays32

3 ) which occurs with probability14 . The second
conjunct gives an outcome (O2, he loses and his opponent wins and pays32

3 ) which
occurs with probability1

4 . The fifth conjunct gives an outcome (O3, he wins and
pays32

3 ) which occurs with probability12 . These three properties cover all the
possible outcomes whenag1 bids high i.e. in total he wins with probability34 and
pays32

3 whenever he wins. On the other hand, ifag1 bids low, The third conjunct
gives an outcome (O3, he wins and pays3) which occurs with probability14 ; the
fourth and sixth conjuncts give losing outcomes (O2 andO4, where he gets nothing
and pays nothing). These results are in line with the discussion in section7.4and
guarantee incentive compatibility and individual rationality for bothag1 andag2
(the protocol is symmetric) and the optimal price for the seller. So our task now is
to specify a protocol which has propertyM; then it will have all the properties we
desire.

7.7 Protocol Specification

Our simple scenario has few social facts, these include permission, obligation,
commitment and social variables to describe roles and other important aspects of
the conversation; the semantics of these are specified in figure7.1. Note, it is not
intended that permissions and obligations here are related to the standard deontic
logic operators in any way and permission is not the dual of obligation.

P-COMMIT = <> DONE;
PERMIT = DO/WAIT;
OBLIGE = DO/WAIT and <> DO

Figure 7.1: Social Facts Semantics Specification for Auction System.

The semantic functionJ−Kf for social facts maps an obligation for an agenti to a
set of models where agenti either does the action or does nothing in the next state;
and eventuallyi does do the action. This obligation lasts only until the next change
in social state; however, because of our protocol construction it will be recreated in
the next social state and will remain until the action is done. Thus our obligation
can be interpreted as “do this and do nothing else until it is done”. We have opted
for this in preference to a simple permission because we want to guarantee that
the auction will terminate. We have also used ‘P-COMMIT’ denoting a persistent
commitment which lasts until explicitly revoked. The semantics of a ‘P-COMMIT’
means it must be eventually done. All other social facts such as roles are trivially
satisfied in all models.
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The initial conditionΦ for true social facts is shown in equation7.2, all other
contingent social facts (in this conversation) map to false. It is a conjunction of
assignments explaining the initial obligations, permissions and roles. For example,
the value offag1maps the social fact ‘bidder1=ag1’ to true. Therefore we assume
a prior initiation phase which assigns roles to the participants, so the properties we
prove show agents what they can expect if they agree to participate in the auction
at this initiation phase. We have omitted the speech acts and semantics for this
initiation phase from the ACL specification. We have also omitted each bidder’s
choice to enter the auction or not. We assume that the bidder has already made a
decision to enter, this decision being based on the protocol properties we are about
to prove; especially the property of individual rationality. The initial value ofhi is
of no concern.

fag1[〈OBLIGE, ag1, disjunction, (ag3,tell,H) • (ag3,tell,L)〉] ∧
fag2[〈OBLIGE, ag2, disjunction, (ag3,tell,H) • (ag3,tell,L)〉] ∧
fag3[〈PERMIT, ag3, none, (wait)〉] ∧
frand[〈PERMIT, rand, none, (wait)〉] ∧

∀i ∈ {ag1,ag2,ag3} :



fi[protocol=simpleauction] ∧
fi[bidder1=ag1] ∧
fi[bidder2=ag2] ∧
fi[auct=ag3] ∧
fi[lot=goodsdescription] ∧
fi[item=forsale]


(7.2)

The final conditionΨ, which remains false until termination of the protocol, is
given by equation7.3

Ψ : ∀i ∈ {ag1,ag2,ag3,rand} : fi[protocol=nil] (7.3)

The protocol is specified in figure7.3 in the specification languageLcSpec which
has been given a denotational semantics (in section4.3) mapping it to the ACL
semantics functionJ−Kc described in section3.9. The existence of a formal spec-
ification language means that the auctioneer can work out the mechanism needed
and then publish the protocol specification. This specification allows the auction-
eer’s winner determination algorithm to be formally specified and made public,
allowing us to verify if she behaves in accordance with it.

The auction opens with social facts forbid1 andbid2 unassigned. Therefore the
bidders are obliged to send atell message declaring their bid, high or low. When
both bidders have declared their valuation, if they are equal, the auctioneer is
obliged to request an integer fromrand. The semantics of this request creates a
social fact which is an expressed desire for a number. Following from this ex-
pressed desire the agentrand is obliged to reply with atell message with content 1
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protocol-semantics
[simple_auction]

[tell]
if #bidder1=S then {bid1=C};
if #bidder2=S then {bid2=C};
if #rand=S then {number=C}

[award]
item=sold

speech-act-semantics
[announce]

protocol=C
[request]

E-desire S C
[award]

P-COMMIT R (buy,lot,S,C)

Figure 7.2: Speech Act and Protocol Semantics for an ACL with an Auction Pro-
tocol.

or 2. Now if the number was 1 and the bid was high the auctioneer awards the sale
to bidder1for ‘3+2/3’ and so on. If both bids are different the auctioneer awards
the item to the highest bidder without the intervention ofrand. We assume this is
followed by a payment phase (not included) which revokes the buyer’s persistent
commitment when the item is paid for. Finally, in the speech act semantics for
award we have used a persistent commitment to specify that the winning bidder
must eventually buy the ‘lot’ at the agreed price.

7.8 Proof of Protocol Properties

We described the properties of the mechanism in section7.6, now we show that the
protocol we have specified has these properties. To prove properties of the protocol
with the model checking approach we must construct the set of all possible models
for a system of compliant agents using the protocol. We do this by constructing
a protocol diagram containing all permitted acts and the resulting states (see fig-
ure7.4). To avoid clutter in the diagram we do not provide a list of all the social
facts true at each state, just the important ones; we also omit the messages them-
selves, these are obvious by inspection of the source and destination states of edges
in the diagram; the terminal states are not included either, but there are six and they
are each reached from one of the final states in the diagram by means of the final
announcement. All transitions shown areτE transitions (involving message pass-
ing); τI transitions have been omitted but exist for all states and connect a state
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converse-function
[simple_auction]

if #bid1=nil
then {OBLIGE #bidder1 OR (#auct,tell,H)

+(#auct,tell,L)}
else {PERMIT #bidder1 (wait)};

if #bid2=nil
then {OBLIGE #bidder2 OR (#auct,tell,H)

+(#auct,tell,L)}
else {PERMIT #bidder2 (wait)};

if E-desire #auct number and #number=nil
then {OBLIGE #rand OR (#auct,tell,1)+(#auct,tell,2)}
else {PERMIT #rand (wait)};

Figure 7.3: Converse Function for an Auction Protocol (first part).

to itself. As discussed in section5.2.2, the possible observable computations of a
compliant system of agents using the protocol will be a subset of (or equal to) the
possible paths in the protocol diagram (call this assertionχ). In this case we mostly
use ‘OBLIGE’ in place of ‘PERMIT’, the semantics of oblige is the same as permit
except that it has the additional conjunction that is satisfied only in models where
the obliged action is eventually done. Since our protocol diagram construction has
not considered this there may be paths in the protocol diagram which violate this
part of the ‘OBLIGE’ semantics (in fact there are not); however, this just means
there are non compliant paths in the protocol diagram, assertionχ still holds. Let
us constrain the set of paths in the diagram further by considering onlyprogressing
paths in the protocol diagram; i.e. those which do not remain infinitely at one node
(by taking the idling transition). Since an ‘OBLIGE’ fact holds at every state, a
path which remains infinitely at a state would not be compliant with the semantics
of this fact; soχ still holds for progressing paths in the protocol diagram.

Once again we follow the method employed in the proof of section5.5. That
is to prove a propertyM of a protocol, the following must hold (equation3.5,
section3.8.2):

[∀i ∈ Ag : ∀x ∈ wff(Lf ) : � (fi[x] → Jx, iKf )] →M (7.4)

This formula must be proved over all computations of the multi-agent systemSE
which represents all possible observable sequences of states (see section3.5.2); Φ
(equation7.2) is the initial condition forSE . The satisfaction of propertyM in
our systemSE relies only on the adherence to permissions and obligations, and
paths that adhere to these are already encoded as progressing paths of the protocol
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if #bid2=#bid1 and #bid1!=nil
then

{
if #number=nil and not E-desire #auct number
then {OBLIGE #auct (#rand,request,number)}
else

{
if #number=1
then

{
if #bid1=H
then {OBLIGE #auct (#bidder1,award,3+2/3)}
else {OBLIGE #auct (#bidder1,award,3)};
}

else
{
if #bid1=H
then {OBLIGE #auct (#bidder2,award,3+2/3)}
else {OBLIGE #auct (#bidder2,award,3)};
}

}
}

else
{
if #bid1=H and #bid2=L
then {OBLIGE #auct (#bidder1,award,3+2/3)}
else

{
if #bid1!=nil
then {OBLIGE #auct (#bidder2,award,3+2/3)}
else

{
if #item=sold
then {OBLIGE #auct (all,announce,nil)};
else {PERMIT #auct (wait)};
}

}
};

Figure7.3: Converse Function for an Auction Protocol (final part).

diagram. This means we can neglect the antecedent of equation7.4and prove the
stronger result thatM is valid for all computations ofSE ; which is true ifM holds
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E-desire ag3 number

L,L,-
E-desire ag3 number

L,H,-
P-COMMIT ag2 (buy,lot,ag3,3+2/3)

L,L,1
P-COMMIT ag1 (buy,lot,ag3,3)

H,H,1
P-COMMIT ag1 (buy,lot,ag3,3+2/3)

H,H,2
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p8p7p6p5

p4p3p2

Figure 7.4: State Transition Diagram forSE (Also Protocol Diagram for Auction).

over all progressing paths of the protocol diagram. We can take each conjunctϕi
in M in turn and prove its validity, starting with the first:

ϕ1 : [Φ ∧ S1 ∧ S3 ∧ S5]→ [¬ΨU(Ψ ∧ O1)]
= ¬[Φ ∧ S1 ∧ S3 ∧ S5] ∨ [¬ΨU(Ψ ∧ O1)]

¬ϕ1 : [Φ ∧ S1 ∧ S3 ∧ S5] ∧ ¬[¬ΨU(Ψ ∧ O1)]
= Φ ∧ S1 ∧ S3 ∧ S5 ∧ [¬(Ψ ∧ O1)W(Ψ ∧ ¬(Ψ ∧ O1))]
= Φ ∧ S1 ∧ S3 ∧ S5 ∧ [(¬Ψ ∨ ¬O1)W(Ψ ∧ ¬O1)]

In going from the third to fourth line above we used the fact that¬(pUq) can be
rewritten as¬qW(¬p ∧ ¬q). Now we can prove the validity ofϕ1 by failing to
find a¬ϕ1-reachable fulfillingSCS in the behaviour graph. In general this would
be achieved by constructing a behaviour graph incrementally, combining reachable
nodes of the protocol diagram with reachable nodes of the particle tableau for¬ϕ1.
In our simple example the particle tableau for¬ϕ1 turns out to be more complicated
than the protocol diagram itself. The closure of¬ϕ1 contains fiveβ-formulas and
so there are thirty two initial particles. We will not pursue this algorithmic approach
by hand.

We are searching for an infinite path on which¬ϕ1 holds. This is a path of our
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diagram starting the initial node. Since there are noSCS’s in our diagram, the path
must progress to a terminal node on a finite path through the diagram and thereafter
continue on an infinite path. Note thatϕ1 consists of five conjuncts, each of these
must hold on the finite path we are seeking.Φ already holds at the initial state so
we can discard it. Each of the strategies has the form¬ΨUsi Where eachsi is
the state formula part3 of the correspondingSi, so thatsi is true at a state where
strategySi has just been taken. All terminal nodes of the protocol diagram haveΨ
true, so if our finite path is to satisfy¬ΨUsi then it must pass through asi node
before leaving the graph. Thus we are looking for a path which passes through
s1, s3 ands5. A search of the graph reveals that all such paths come to nodep11;
and subsequently to nodep17. Now the final conjunct requires that(¬Ψ ∨ ¬O1)
remains true, waiting for(Ψ ∧ ¬O1) to be true. On the two paths up top17 we do
have(¬Ψ ∨ ¬O1) true and(Ψ ∧ ¬O1) is false; however, if we go on fromp17 to
the terminal protocol state (not shown in the diagram) we will haveΨ true, but still
(Ψ ∧ ¬O1) is false so this path cannot satisfy¬ϕ1. The validity of the remaining
ϕi formulas can be shown in the same way.

This proves that our auction protocol satisfiesM and so it has all the properties
we desire. The type of enforcement we would require, to ensure that the auction
properties hold, is a sentinel agent who monitors all transactions. In the absence
of this, the auctioneer could violate the protocol constraints and the bidders could
not know. If we want self policing we would have to redesign the protocol so that
all speech acts are broadcast and all agents (in this case we could not use a sealed
bid auction); then agents know what the other’s bid is, what number is returned by
rand and therefore the action the auctioneer should take.

This protocol is still not completely deception free however, it does not prevent
bidder collusion with the auctioneer or rings (Sandholm, 1996). For example the
two bidders could privately value the item high and declare low, one of them pay-
ing less than the valuation for the item and then giving the other agent some side
payment. Such deceptions happen in real (human) auctions also, in fact we con-
sider an open agent society to be quite like a human society in terms of the extent
to which we can constrain the behaviour of individuals.

7.9 Related Work

Most of the existing work on applying game theory and economics to problems in
agent systems can be grouped in the following three categories:

1. Mechanism design. Sometimes the solutions from economists do not trans-
late directly to agent systems;Larson and Sandholm(2001) note that “the
equilibrium for rational agents does not generally remain an equilibrium

3i.e. assume that the ‘x = |hi|’ of equation7.1 is true at all initial states.
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for computationally limited agents”.Parkes(2000) looks at auction design
with particular attention to an agent’s computational limitations;Sandholm
(1997) shows how interactions can be broken down into chunks so that en-
forcement is not necessary to encourage participants to complete a transac-
tion.

2. Strategy design and algorithms. For example bidding strategies in an auction
(Béjar and Cort́es, 2001) or algorithms for winner determination (Sandholm
et al., 2001) (to label bids in an auction as winning or losing so as to max-
imise the auctioneer’s revenue).

3. Low level computing theories required to formally specify and implement a
mechanism for a system of agents, and to verify that the system complies
with the specification. For example vanEijk (2000) shows how an agent can
be given a formal specification to implement the Zeuthen strategy;Pradella
and Colombetti(2001) show how correctness can be proved for BDI agents
engaged in trading.

We are concerned with third group: the low level computing theories required to
formally specify a mechanism and to guarantee that a system of agents using it
does indeed have the desired properties. We use computing theories to guarantee
behaviours orthogonal to those that game theory seeks to guarantee; the computing
theories cannot guarantee that an agent will be truthful, but if the game theory
properties ensure that the agent gains the highest expected utility by being truthful
and if the computing theories guarantee that the game theory mechanism is adhered
to, then a rational agent will be truthful. Ensuring that the mechanism is adhered
to means, for example, that the auctioneer in a second price auction does sell the
lot to the highest bidder (and not some other agent) and that the price charged is
the second highest bid (and not a fictitious bid inserted by the auctioneer). Such
guarantees are important to agent owners who may delegate a task to an agent and
also to agent designers who will design the agents’ strategies. For example, if
truth bidding is proved to be optimal, then the agent designer need not consider
deceptive strategies.

Van Eijk’s formal framework (Eijk, 2000) does not fit our requirements because
it requires knowledge of an agent’s information store in order to perform verifica-
tion, and as mentioned in the introduction, this may not be available in an open
system. Similarly, Pradella and Colombetti’s framework (Pradella and Colombetti,
2001) relies on an agent’s belief database. Work on e-institutions (Esteva et al.,
2001) does allow a formal specification of the public rules for a protocol; however
this work stops short of giving the rules of the institution with reference to some
computational model. In particular, normative rules are specified with anobliged
predicate which has not been given a semantics relative to a grounded model; this
leaves its interpretation open: for example, it may mean that an agent must do no
other action until the obliged action is completed, or an agent may be permitted to
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take other actions in parallel conversations. A computational model is necessary
to provide a reference which allows agents’ actions to be compared with the rules
of the institution and thus enables verification. To the best of our knowledge the
only framework which would allow the specification and verification of protocols
in open systems is Singh’s (Singh, 2000). The main difference between this and
our approach is that we will use a denotational semantics which gives a procedural
interpretation to communications while Singh’s is declarative; we favour a proce-
dural interpretation so that it would be more straightforward to implement a tool to
compile the publicised specification of a protocol for automatic verification.

As an aside, our view on the most important issues for open agent systems is not
the only one. The dynamic nature of such systems and the necessity to facilitate
the integration of new agents in the system is given prominence by vanEijk et al.
(2000); this focuses on “the agents’ ability to communicate about each other, es-
pecially about features like their capabilities and their expertise”. These two views
of open systems are not incompatible; just the emphasis is different.

7.10 Conclusion

The example protocol we have presented is extremely simple; however, it can eas-
ily be changed to cover any of the class of auctions covered by Binmore’s example.
In the cases wherep (the probability of a bidder being a low agent) is any value
greater than14 then the auctioneer should use the same mechanism, but should sell
the item for

3p+ 4
p+ 1

to a high bidder. If the price is any larger a high agent will get a greater expected
utility by lying and bidding low. Ifp is less than14 then the mechanism should be
changed to set a fixed price of4, the item remaining unsold if both bids are low.
This gives the seller the highest expected revenue. Catering for a more general
class of auctions (multiple bidders, prices and items etc.) will require extending the
specification language to allow more mathematical functions to be used in protocol
specification. Future work also includes extending the framework to accommodate
non-communicative actions. In some scenarios with multiple agents we may also
need to talk about fairness requirements for the protocol; for example, does each
agent get a fair chance to participate. There is also a need for a comprehensive
formalisation of desirable properties of mechanisms. It should then be possible to
design automatic tools which could analyse a protocol specification and determine
which of the properties discussed in section7.2hold for it.

Given that there are already numerous examples in the literature of winner determi-
nation algorithms for more complex and more general classes of auctions than our
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example (Sandholm et al., 2001; Easwaran and Pitt, 2000), what have we achieved?
We have made the auctioneer’s winner determination algorithm public so that de-
signers of bidding agents can inspect it. We have provided a procedure by which
they can verify the properties of the protocol. Given that the society is policed in
some way (either by sentinel agents or self policing as described in section3.8.7)
we can guarantee that the protocol properties hold for a system of agents using the
protocol. Our formal framework makes this policing possible since it allows us
to identify rogue agents at run time (see section3.8.6type 4). Therefore, in our
example, we can guarantee that the protocol is symmetric (it doesn’t favour one
bidder) and that a bidder’s best strategy is to bid truthfully. The protocol designer
typically designs a protocol to induce agents to use some dominant strategy. It is
therefore important that the specification is public so participants know what the
dominant strategies are. For example if we want bidders to bid truthfully in our
auction they must be assured of incentive compatibility. In general our framework
makes it possible to guarantee to an agent owner that an agent’s participation in a
system does not result in any disadvantageous deal for it. This will increase the
range of applications in which an agent owner will be willing to delegate a task
to an agent (for example e-commerce applications involving value exchange) and
may contribute to standardisation efforts (FIPA, 1997).
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Chapter 8

Conclusion and Future Directions

This chapter summarises the thesis and outlines areas which merit further investi-
gation.

8.1 Summary and Implications

This thesis has shown that it is possible to specify agent communication languages
which use a high level declarative semantics and are still verifiable in open systems.
It has also shown how a specification language can be designed which will allow
different ACLs to be specified with a well defined formal meaning; this type of
specification language could form the basis of a standard. We have shown how
verification can be carried out with a model checking approach. This can be applied
to ensure that an agent is compliant at design time, to identify rogue agents at run
time or to prove properties of protocols. This last proof is particularly useful as we
can use it to specify protocols which have the properties of mechanisms designed
by economists for open markets where self interested individuals compete.

8.2 Limitations and Future Work

The work presented in the thesis is generally sufficient to show the intended ap-
proach but not to implement it in a practical system; the specification languages
are just sufficiently complex to handle the examples presented. We have yet to de-
termine if the proof methods employed in chapter 5 would be feasible if the system
were considerably more complex.
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8.2.1 On The Specification Languages

Our social facts language consists of simple strings; this means that logical infer-
ences rules cannot be encoded in the semantics of communication. An extension
to allow the denotational semantics to map meanings to expressions in first or-
der predicate logic could correct this; this would allow more advanced rules to be
specified publicly.

The expression of a mental attitude is simply overridden if it is later contradicted
by the same agent; it may be desirable to have a more advanced framework where
there is a timestamp on mental attitudes and they remain in the state after they are
contradicted; this would allow an agent to refer to earlier attitudes expressed by
other agents even if they subsequently contradicted them; this could be beneficial
in a negotiation protocol for example.

The use of temporal logic for the specification of social facts allows many proper-
ties to be specified but does not allow an absolute time frame to be referenced; this
could be achieved by moving to a clocked transition system (Bjorner et al., 2001;
Kesten et al., 1996). Our semantics for commitment only states that an action must
be eventually done and it is likely that practical systems may need to guarantee a
time at which an action is done; this could also be accommodated by moving to a
clocked transition system.

8.2.2 On The Social State

In designing our framework we have concentrated on being able to handle individ-
ual conversations. Our social state only allows variables to be specified within the
conversation state, so that they cannot persist over many conversations; we would
need to extend this if we want variables to represent role relationships in the soci-
ety and not just in a particular conversation; role relationships could then be used
to define relationships of authority and power.

We have limited our specification and social state representation to communication.
There are exogenous inputs that are not speech acts which also have an effect on
the social state. Communication is but one component of social interaction and it is
dependent on other components. We have already made this explicit by replacing
the conversation state with a social state which subsumes it. The next step is to do
the same for the inputs that effect changes in this state, (i.e. speech acts are only
one type of input) and also for the specification which defines the effect of actions
on the state of the society (i.e. the ACL specification is but one component of
this). The whole framework could be extended to accommodate the specification of
societies (Artikis et al., 2002); this would require the inclusion of a comprehensive
theory of social conventions to include empowerment, norms and institutions for
example (Singh, 1999).

We would like to extend the social state to include higher level parameters which
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are externally observable. For example, being helpful, trustworthy and polite (dis-
cussed in section3.8.7) are externally observable characteristics which can be de-
termined by analysing a certain number of an agent’s interactions. In human soci-
eties such characteristics are typically determined uniformly by different observers
(because there are certain conventions of society by which behaviour is judged)
i.e. it is not a subjective opinion, it becomes public knowledge. We would like
the social state to include such public information; the public inferences could be
made sufficiently sophisticated to infer the changes in the states of these high level
parameters. An explicit representation of these high level concepts would allow
us to specify a domain constraint which requires that agents are helpful, and to
enforce sanctions on those who violate the constraint.

8.2.3 On Verification

When we proved that an agent’s code was compliant (in section5.4) we first anal-
ysed the whole system to find what commitments could arise. This was simple in
our example, but in more realistic scenarios it might not be. Moreover, we would
like to be able to prove that our agent will be compliant no matter what ACL it
uses. This should be possible given that we place some reasonable constraints on
the kinds of commitments allowed in the ACL design. Thus our agent should ex-
plicitly use a representation of the ACL specification to monitor what commitments
it is bound by and endeavour to satisfy them. We should then be able to prove that
an agent will never make a promise which it cannot or will not satisfy.

In our proof of compliance based on an observed history (section5.6), we have
not allowed for the case where an agent may have a commitment which it cannot
satisfy alone. It may be the case that such commitments are required in common
protocols (involving dependencies between agents) and would need to be allowed
by the ACL specification. This would give rise to new issues in determining if an
agent is non compliant, or which agent is non compliant. This is an area for further
research.

A potential problem is due to the possibility of delayed messages. We have as-
sumed that messages can be immediately delivered to intended recipients. Our
formal framework defines a social state change as soon as a message is sent to a
channel; if some time elapses before the recipient can detect this, our recipient will
not know about the new social state and so may take an action that is not permit-
ted. For example, in the protocol described in figure5.5, requests from previous
iterations might even be received by the broker in the subsequent iterations. Two
possible solutions can be envisaged.

1. We could redefine the change in social state for the receiver to occur when
the message is distributed by the facilitator, and require the facilitator to
synchronise activities. The facilitator could allow each agent a message re-
ceiving/sending slot in turn; when an agent’s turn arrives it will read the
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incoming channel and send its output knowing that there are no more mes-
sages waiting to arrive. Alternatively, in scenarios where some agents must
communicate much more frequently than others, they might request com-
munication slots from the facilitator; all other agents being forbidden from
passing messages during this time.

2. If the system really is completely asynchronous (for example if the agents
are physically located far apart with poor communication links) we can in-
clude vector clocks with each message which allow us to determine potential
causality (Venkatraman and Singh, 1999). We also have to consider this at
the protocol design stage so that late messages might be discarded.

The verifications presented here have often been tailored to the specific example
demonstrated. Some future work is necessary to determine how these can be made
into general algorithmic methods. The complexity of these algorithms is also of
interest, in particular the techniques using abbreviated diagrams. It would also be
interesting to research the possibility of making protocol specifications modular,
and giving an interface and behavioural specification for each agent; then we would
only need to verify that each agent could satisfy its specification which should
reduce the complexity of the task.

8.3 Tool Support

The specification language is not very intuitive for the design of protocols, a tool
could provide a simple graphical interface allowing protocols to be specified by
drawing state diagrams and placing constraints on arcs. The output of this tool
would be the specification for the protocol semantics and converse function for that
protocol. Such a tool could also allow generic protocols for common scenarios to
be specified and uploaded for sharing; application designers could download these
and specialize them for their specific application.

Since it is proposed that agents should use the semantics of communication in
their planning process, the social state change function must be included in the
agent’s code. The tool could compile an ACL specification and produce code to be
included with each agent. This would be the part of the agent’s code which updates
its local copy of social state variables and propositions. This would simplify the
process of writing the code which an agent will use to update its beliefs, with
some simple rules (for example stating that the agent is trustworthy and benevolent)
agents could be generated with minimum effort. The automatically produced code
would also maintain a record of the agent’s commitments and what it is permitted
to do; this would simplify the planning process for the agent designer.

Verification could also be automated by a tool which could aid an agent designer
by verifying properties of protocols and verifying that an agent’s code ensures that
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it will comply with an ACL specification. A tool could also aid in the running
of an agent system: it could analyse a run of a multi-agent system and feed the
necessary information into a temporal verification program such as STEP (Bjorner
et al., 2001), automatically returning with a list of agents which have violated their
commitments.

8.4 Towards Interoperability

The elusive “holy grail” of interoperability described in the introduction:

“sharing protocols and languages and knowing how to use them with-
out any intervention on the part of a human”

still remains out of reach.

We have stressed the importance of not limiting the agent’s autonomy by spec-
ifying the meaning of communicative acts in terms of what mental attitudes the
participants should adopt or what actions they should take. In other words, we
are only specifyingwhat an act means, nothow it should be used. According to
the development method proposed in chapter 3, the rules an agent uses to plan
its communications and to make private inferences would be written by the agent
designer when the agent’s code is written. The agent designer could inspect an
ACL specification and make decisions about how the agent should use it. This is
a workable solution if the agent will only encounter a limited number of protocols
or ACLs which are not too complex. However, in a system with many protocols, it
may simply be too time consuming for a designer to specify the agent’s reasoning
for each protocol individually. If the agent is to roam the Internet, it may not be
possible for the developer to design a protocol for every possible scenario the agent
will encounter; the agent may move to new domains and learn new languages or
protocols via published specifications. This is analogous to a human agent who
has not been to an auction before, after reading the rules, the individual can decide
upon a strategy for participating. If we consider that the agent has some rationality,
and can access formal specifications of protocols, there must be a way for the agent
to automatically produce an instantiation of its own.

This goal may be still remote but we have taken some steps towards reaching it;
most importantly we have shown how a high level social semantics can be specified
which captures the intuitive meaning of communication. If an agent is to start
using a new language by itself, it must be able to look at the specification for that
language and to relate the meanings specified in the language to its own internal
reasoning process. This means that the language specification must capture the
intuitive meanings of the messages that can be communicated; it must not simply
prescribe an ordering of meaningless tokens. For example, arequestshould not
merely mean that the hearer must reply in the context of some protocol, it must
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include some reference to the expressed desire of the agent sending the act. If
the receiver can recognise the desire of the sending agent, then more intelligent
responses are possible. Rather replying with arefuseact the receiver might be able
to redirect the request to another agent who can provide the requested service.

The next step (the difficult one) would be to specify what the rational part of the
agent is, possibly as a set of rules. Standard BDI implementations specify the
agent’s rationality in terms of its specific plan for each possible scenario it has
been designed to handle. We would like to move away from this and isolate some
meta-rules which can define the agent’s rational behaviour, so that these meta-rules
together with a specification for a problem can be used to generate a plan for that
problem. Formulating such rules may be difficult, especially when complex prob-
lems are considered, but restricting our attention to the handling of communication
protocols, we can come up with certain parameters that could define an agent’s
rational behaviour, for example:

• How gullible the agent is. Does it immediately believe what it is told, or
does it first consider whether it trusts the speaker or not.

• How trustworthythe agent is. Does it only tell information it believes to
be true, or does it tell information that it believes to be false if that helps to
satisfy its own goal.

• How secretivethe agent is. Does it like to withhold as much information as
possible, or does it like to inform others of all it knows.

• How helpfulthe agent is. Does it make an effort to assist when another agent
expresses a desire.

The values of these parameters can be used by rules, for example an agent that is
sufficiently gullible and helpful might have the following rule:

If he has expressed a desire that a certain state of affairs holds then
because I am gullible, I believe he is sincere (i.e. he really does desire
that state of affairs) and because I am helpful, I adopt it as my own
desire.

In this way the agent would plan at a certain state in a conversation without having
been specifically programmed for that scenario. We must of course assume some
standard social language (the language in which expressed mental attitudes and de-
ontic social facts are represented) and this can be given by a standard specification
language.

In some cases where the planning process is very complex, it may take too long
for each agent to reason in real-time when deciding how to process each received
act, and select a new one. A possible solution is for the agent to plan once when it
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first encounters the new protocol specification, and to formulate a strategy coded as
simple reactive rules. This is what a human does when playing a game; strategies
are developed at the learning phase and then used without planning from scratch
each time; if the strategy fails repeatedly, a new planning process is started.

THE END
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Appendix A

Denotational Semantics for ACL
Specification Language

A.1 Abstract Syntax

L ∈ Language (an ACL specification)
P ∈ Protocol-Semantics
S ∈ Speech-Act-Semantics
J ∈ Public-Inference
C ∈ Converse-Function
M ∈ Semantics
Cs ∈ Converse-Statement
Mr ∈ M-Proposition
Mp ∈ M-Proposition-Part
De ∈ Deontic-Expression
U ∈ Uniting-Expression
Ca ∈ Compound-Action
E ∈ Expressed-Mental-Attitude
D ∈ Deontic-Attitude
Ae ∈ Action-Expression
Ap ∈ Action-Predicate
Ac ∈ Action
An ∈ Action-Content
A ∈ Actor
Co ∈ Condition
V ∈ Value
Sp ∈ Spec-String
Sc ∈ Spec-Character
Va ∈ M-Value
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L ::= converse-functionC protocol-semanticsP speech-act-semanticsS |
converse-functionC public-inferencesJ
protocol-semanticsP speech-act-semanticsS

P ::= P1:P2 | [T] S
S ::= S1 S2 | [F ] M
J ::= M
C ::= C1; C2 | [Sp] Cs
M ::= M1; M2 | P-De | Mr | Mr1 and Mr2 | NOT Mr | I=Va |

if Co then {M} | if Co then {M1} else{M2}
Cs ::= Cs1; Cs2 | P-De | De | De1 and De2 | NOT De | I=V |

if Co then {Cs} | if Co then {Cs1} else{Cs2} | forall # I Cs
Mr ::= Mp Mr | Ae | C
Mp ::= E A
De ::= D A Ae | D A U Ae
U ::= AND | OR
Ca ::= Ca1 + Ca2 | Ac
E ::= E-BELIEVE | E-DESIRE | E-INTEND | E-KNOW
D ::= COMMIT | OBLIGE | PERMIT
Ae ::= Ap (A,Ac,A,An) | Ap (A,Ac,A) | (Ac,An,A,An) | (A,Sp,An) | (wait)
Ap ::= DO | DONE
Ac ::= tell | sell | buy | pay
An ::= C | R | S | Va
A ::= C | R | S | #I
Co ::= Co1 and Co2 | #I=Va | #I!=Va | #I>Va

Mr | not Mr | Va1 in Va2 | Va1 !in Va2

V ::= #I | N | Sp
Sp ::= SpSc| Sc
Sc ::= A · · · Z | a · · · z | 0 · · · 9
Va ::= C | R | S | #I | N | Va1U Va2 | Sp
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A.2 Semantic Algebras

Social State
Domains ∈ Social-State= Deontic-Fact-List× Conv-Array
Operations

newsocial: Social-State
newsocial= (newlist, newArray)

Conversation Array
Domaina ∈ Conv-Array= cid→ Conv-State
Operations

newArray: Conv-Array
newArray= λi.newconv

accessArray: cid→ Conv-Array→ Conversation-State
accessArray= λi.λa.a(i)

updateArray: Id → Conv-State→ Conv-Array→ Conv-Array
updateArray= λi.λc.λa.[i 7→ c]a

Conversation State
Domains ∈ Conv-State=variables× Fact-List× Deontic-Fact-List× History
Operations

newconv: Conversation-State
newconv= ( newvars, newlist, newlist, newHistory)

Current Social State
Domains ∈ Cur-Soc-State= Deontic-Fact-List× Conv-State

Cases of Speech Acts
Domainc ∈ Speechactcase = Speech-Act→ Cur-Soc-State→ Cur-Soc-State
Operations

nostatechange: Speechactcase
nostatechange= λa. λs. s

History
Domainv ∈ History= Nat→ Speech-Act
Operations

newHistory: History
newHistory= λi.blankAct

accessHistory: Nat→ History→ Speech-Act
accessHistory= λi.λv.v(i)

updateHist: Nat→ Speech-Act→ History→ History
updateHist= λi.λa.λv.[i 7→ a]v

Social Fact
Domainf ∈ Social-Fact= String

Deontic Fact
Domaind ∈ Deontic-Fact= String× String× Uniting-Operator× String*

Uniting Operator
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Domainu ∈ Uniting-Operator
Operations

none: Uniting-Operator
conjunction: Uniting-Operator
disjunction: Uniting-Operator
uequals: Uniting-Operator× Uniting-Operator → Tr

Deontic Fact Lists
Domainl ∈ Deontic-Fact-List= Deontic-Fact→ Tr
Operations

newlist: Deontic-Fact-List
newlist= λd.false

checklist: Deontic-Fact→ Fact-List→ Tr
checklist= λd.λl.l(d)

updatelist: Deontic-Fact→ Deontic-Fact-List→ Deontic-Fact-List
updatelist= λd.λl.[d 7→true]l

updatelistf: Deontic-Fact→ Deontic-Fact-List→ Deontic-Fact-List
updatelistf= λd.λl.[d 7→false]l

Social Fact Lists
Domainl ∈ Fact-List= String→ Tr
Operations

newlist: Fact-List
newlist= λf.false

checklist: Social-Fact→ Fact-List→ Tr
checklist= λs.λl.l(s)

updatelist: Social-Fact→ Fact-List→ Fact-List
updatelist= λs.λl.[s 7→true]l

updatelistf: Social-Fact→ Fact-List→ Fact-List
updatelistf= λs.λl.[s 7→false]l

Variables
Domainv ∈ variables= Id → (Nat + String)
Operations

newvars: variables
newvars= λi.(one,‘nil’ )

access: Id → variables→ (Nat + String)
access= λi.λv.v(i)

update: Id → (Nat + String) → variables→ variables
update= λi.λn.λv.[i 7→ n]v

Speech Act
Domaina ∈ Speech-Act= Name× Name× perf × content× cid
Operations

blankAct: Speech-Act
blankAct= (‘nil’, ‘nil’, ‘nil’, ‘nil’, ‘nil’ )
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Agent Identifiers
DomainName= String

Performative Names
DomainPerf = String

Speech Act Content
DomainContent= String

Conversation Identifiers
DomainCid = Name× Nat

Identifiers
Domaini ∈ Id = Identifier
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A.3 Valuation Functions

L : Language→ Speech-Act→ Social-State→ Social-State
LJconverse-functionC protocol-semanticsP speech-act-semanticsSK =

let x = (q↓1, accessArraya↓5 q↓2) in
let z = (PJPK nostatechangea((SJSK nostatechange) a x)) in
let p = z↓1 in let c = z↓2 in
let h = cases(access‘hist’ c↓1) of

isString(s) → 1 8
isNat(n) → n

end in

let i = update‘hist’ (h plus one, e) c↓1 in
let y = CJCK (p, (i, c↓2, newlist,updateHisth a↓6 c↓4)) in
λa.λq.(y↓1,updateArraya↓5 y↓2 q↓1)

LJconverse-functionC public-inferencesJ
protocol-semanticsP speech-act-semanticsSK =
let x = (q↓1, accessArraya↓5 q↓2) in
let z = (PJPK nostatechangea((SJSK nostatechange) a x)) in
let p = z↓1 in let c = z↓2 in
let h = cases(access‘hist’ c↓1) of

isString(s) → 1 8
isNat(n) → n

end in

let i = update‘hist’ (h plus one, e) c↓1 in
let j = JJJK (p, (i, c↓2, newlist,updateHisth a↓6 c↓4)) in
let y = CJCK j in
λa.λq.(y↓1,updateArraya↓5 y↓2 q↓1)

P: Protocol-Semantics→ Speechactcase→ Speechactcase
PJP1:P2K = λp.PJP2K(PJP1K p)
PJ[Sp] SK = let t = cases( access‘protocol’ q↓2↓1) of

isString(x) → x 8
isNat(n) → ‘nil’

end in
λp.λa.λq.t strequalsFJTK → SJSK nostatechangea q 8 p a q

S: Speech-Act-Semantics→ Speechactcase→ Speechactcase
SJS1 S2K = λc.SJS2K(SJS1Kc)
SJ[Sp] MK = λc.λa.λq.a↓3 strequalsSpJSpK → MJMKa q 8 c a q

J: Public-Inference→ Cur-Soc-State→ Cur-Soc-State
JJMK = λq.MJMK blankActq

C: Converse-Function→ Cur-Soc-State→ Cur-Soc-State
CJC1; C2K = λq.CJC2K(CJC1Kq)
CJ[Sp] CsK = let t = cases( access‘protocol’ q↓2↓1) of
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isString(x) → x 8
isNat(n) → ‘nil’

end in
λq. t strequalsFJTK → CsJCsK q 8 q

M : Semantics→ Speech-Act→ Cur-Soc-State→ Cur-Soc-State

MJM1; M2K = λa.λq.MJM2Ka (MJM1Ka q)
MJP-DeK = λa.λq.( updatelist(DeJDeKq) q↓1, q↓2)
MJMrK = let c= q↓2 in

λa.λq.(q↓1, (c↓1, updatelist(Mr JMrKa q) c↓2, c↓3, c↓4))
MJMr1 and Mr2K = let c= q↓2 in let d= updatelist(Mr JMr1Ka q) c↓2 in

λa.λq.(q↓1,
(c↓1, updatelist(Mr JMr2Ka q) d, c↓3, c↓4))

MJNOT MrK = let c= q↓2 in
λa.λq.(q↓1, (c↓1, updatelistf(Mr JMrKa q) c↓2, c↓3, c↓4))

MJI=VaK = let c = q↓2 in
λa.λq.(q↓1, ( updateJIK VaJVaKa q c↓1, c↓2, c↓3, c↓4))

MJif Co then {M}K = λa.λq.CoJCoK a q → MJMKa q 8 q
MJif Co then {M1} else{M2}K = λa.λq.CoJCoK a q →MJM1Ka q

8 MJM2Ka q

Cs: Converse-Statement→ Cur-Soc-State→ Cur-Soc-State
CsJCs1; Cs2K = λq.CsJCs2K(CsJCs1Kq)
CsJP-DeK = λq.(updatelist(DeJDeKq) q↓1, q↓2)
CsJDeK = let c= q↓2 in

λq.(q↓1, (c↓1, c↓2, updatelist(DeJDeKq) c↓3, c↓4))
CsJDe1 and De2K = let c= q↓2 in

let d= updatelist(DeJDe1Kq) c↓3 in
λq.(q↓1, (c↓1, c↓2,

updatelist(DeJDe2Kq) d, c↓4))
CsJNOT DeK = let c= q↓2 in

λq.(q↓1, (c↓1, c↓2,
updatelistf(DeJDeKq)c↓3, c↓4))

CsJI=VK = let c = q↓2 in
λq.(q↓1, ( updateJIK VJVKq c↓1, c↓2, c↓3, c↓4))

CsJif Co then {Cs}K = λq.CoJCoK blankActq → CsJCsK q 8 q
CsJif Co then {Cs1} else{Cs2}K = λq.CoJCoK blankActq →CsJCs1Kq

8 CsJCs2Kq
CsJforall # I CsK = let y = q↓2 in

let x = ( updateJIK (hd l) y↓1, y↓2, y↓3, y↓4) in
let var-recurse=
λl.λq.λs.null l→〈q↓1, ( updateJIK s y↓1, y↓2, y↓3, y↓4)〉

8 var-recurse(tl l,CsJCsK〈q↓1, x〉)
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in
λq.var-recurse(tokenise accessJIK q↓2↓1, q, accessJIK q↓2↓1)

Mr : M-Proposition→ Speech-Act→ Cur-Soc-State→ String
Mr JMp MrK = λa.λq.(MpJMpKa) conc(Mr JMrKa q)
Mr JAeK = λa.λq.AeJAeKa q
Mr JCK = λa.λq.a↓4

Mp : M-Proposition-Part→ Speech-Act→ String
MpJE AK = λa.EJEK conc(AJAKa)

De: Deontic-Expression→ Cur-Soc-State→ Deontic-Fact
DeJD A AeK = λq.((DJDK), (AJAK blankActq),none, (CaJCaKq))
DeJD A U AeK = λq.((DJDK), (AJAK blankActq), (UJUK), (CaJCaKq))

U: Uniting-Expression→ Uniting-Operator
UJANDK = conjunction
UJORK = disjunction

Ca: Compound-Action→ Cur-Soc-State→ String*
CaJCa1 + Ca2K = λq.(CaJCa1Kq) cons(CaJCa2Kq)
CaJAcK = λq.(nil consAcJAcK blankActq)

E: Expressed-Mental-Attitude→ String
EJE-BELIEVE K = ‘B’
EJE-DESIREK = ‘D’
EJE-INTEND K = ‘I’
EJE-KNOW K = ‘K’

D: Deontic-Attitude→ String
DJCOMMIT K = ‘C’
DJOBLIGE K = ‘O’
DJPERMIT K = ‘P’

Ae: Action-Expression→ Speech-Act→ Cur-Soc-State→ String
AeJAp (A,Sp,A,An)K
= λa.λq.(ApJApK) conc‘(’ conc(AJAKa q) conc‘,’ conc(SpJSpK) conc‘,’

conc(AJAKa q) conc‘,’ conc(AnJAnKa q) conc‘)’
AeJAp (A,Sp,A)K
= λa.λq.(ApJApK) conc‘(’ conc(AJAKa q) conc‘,’ conc(SpJSpK) conc‘,’

conc(AJAKa q) conc‘)’
AeJ(Sp,An,A,An)K
= λa.λq.‘(’ conc(SpJSpK) conc‘,’ conc(AnJAnKa q) conc‘,’

conc(AJAK) conc‘,’ conc(AnJAnKa q) conc‘)’
AeJ(A,Sp,An)K
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= λa.λq.‘(’ conc(AJAK) conc‘,’ conc(SpJSpK) conc‘,’
conc(AnJAnKa q) conc‘)’

AeJ(wait)K = λa.λq.‘(’ conc‘wait’ conc‘)’

Ap: Action-Predicate→ String
ApJDOK = ’DO’
ApJDONEK = ’DONE’

An: Action-Content→ Speech-Act→ Cur-Soc-State→ String
AnJCK = λa.λq.a↓4
AnJRK = λa.λq.a↓2
AnJSK = λa.λq.a↓1
AnJ?K = λa.λq.‘?’
AnJVaK = λa.λq.VaJVaKa q

A: Actor→ Speech-Act→ Cur-Soc-State→ String
AJ#IK = λa.λq.VJ#IKq
AJCK = λa.λq.VaJCKa q
AJRK = λa.λq.VaJRKa q
AJSK = λa.λq.VaJSKa q

Co: Condition→ Speech-Act→ Cur-Soc-State→ Tr
CoJCo1 and Co2K = λa.λq.(CoJCo1Ka q) and(CoJCo2Ka q)
CoJ#I=VaK = λa.λq. casesVJ#IKq of

isString(x) →
x strequalscasesVaJVaKa q of

isString(y) → y8
isNat(z) →‘nil’

end
8
isNat(n) →
n equalscasesVaJVaKa q of

isString(m) → zero8
isNat(l) → l

end
end

CoJ#I!=VaK = λa.λq. casesVJ#IKq of
isString(x) →

not (x strequalscasesVaJVaKa q of
isString(y) → y8
isNat(z) →‘nil’

end)
8
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isNat(n) →
not (n equalscasesVaJVaKa q of

isString(m) → zero8
isNat(l) → l

end)
end

CoJ#I>VaK = λa.λq. casesVJ#IKq of
isString(x) →false
8
isNat(n) →

n greatercasesVaJVaKa q of
isString(m) → zero8
isNat(l) → l

end
end

CoJMrK = λa.λq. checklist (Mr JMrKa q) q↓2↓2
CoJnot MrK = λa.λq.not checklist(Mr JMrKa q) q↓2↓2
CoJVa1 in Va2K = λa.λq.(VaJVa1Ka q) instring (VaJVa2Ka q)
CoJVa1 !in Va2K = λa.λq.not (VaJVa1Ka q) instring (VaJVa2Ka q)

V: Value→ Cur-Soc-State→ (Nat + String)
VJ#IK = λq. accessJIK q↓2↓1
VJNK = λq.inNat(NJNK)
VJSpK = λq.inString(SpJSpK)

Sp: Spec-String→ String
SpJSpScK = SpJSpK concScJScK
SpJScK = ScJScK

Sc: Spec-Character→ String
ScJaK = ‘a’ ScJAK = ‘A’ ScJ0K = ‘0’

...
...

...
...

...
...

ScJzK = ‘z’ ScJZK = ‘Z’ ScJ9K = ‘9’

Va: M-Value→ Speech-Act→ Cur-Soc-State→ (Nat + String)
VaJRK = λa.λq.a↓1
VaJSK = λa.λq.a↓2
VaJCK = λa.λq.a↓4
VaJ#IK = λa.λq.VJ#IKq
VaJNK = λa.λq.VJNKq
VaJVa1U Va2K = λa.λq.

snd(VaJVa2Ka q) strequals‘nil’→ VaJVa1Ka q
8snd(VaJVa1Ka q) strequals‘nil’→ VaJVa2Ka q
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8inString(snd(VaJVa1Ka q) conc‘,’ conc snd(VaJVa2Ka q))
VaJSpK = λa.λq.VJSpKq
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Denotational Semantics for Social
Facts Specification Language

B.1 Abstract Syntax

L ∈ Language
F ∈ Fact-Specification
S ∈ Satisfaction-Condition
O ∈ One-Argument-Operator
T ∈ Two-Argument-Operator
D ∈ Do-or-Done
Sp ∈ Spec-String
Sc ∈ Spec-Character

L ::= L1;L2 | F
F ::= Sp= S
S ::= D | O D | D1 T D2

O ::= [] | <> | [-] | <->
T ::= and | or | U | W | S | B
D ::= DONE | DO/WAIT | DO
Sp ::= SpSc| Sc
Sc ::= A · · · Z | a · · · z | 0 · · · 9

B.2 Semantic Algebras

Temporal Formula
Domaint ∈ Temp-Formula
Operations
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temp-true: Temp-Formula
temp-equal: Temp-Formula× Temp-Formula→Tr
make-state-temp: State-Formula× Name→ Temp-Formula
make-compound-one:

One-Arg-Op× Temp-Formula→ Temp-Formula
make-compound-two:

Temp-Formula× Two-Arg-Op× Temp-Formula→ Temp-Formula
nocomm: String→ Temp-Formula
(no communication for the agent name inString, see section4.4)
dtemp-gen: Deontic-Fact→ Temp-Formula

dtemp-gen= λd.


d↓3 uequals none→

make-done(d↓2, d↓4)
8 d↓3 uequals conjunction→

dtemp-conj(d)
8 dtemp-disj(d)


dtemp-conj: Deontic-Fact→ Temp-Formula

dtemp-conj= λd.dconj-recurse(d↓2, tl d↓4,make-done(d↓2,hdd↓4))
dconj-recurse: String× String*× Temp-Formula→ Temp-Formula

dconj-recurse= λs.λl.λt.null l→ t

8 dconj-recurse
(
s, tl l ,

(
make-compound-two
(t, temp-and,make-done(s,hd l))

) )
dtemp-disj: Deontic-Fact→ Temp-Formula

dtemp-disj= λd.ddisj-recurse(d↓2, tl d↓4,make-done(d↓2,hdd↓4))
ddisj-recurse: String× String*× Temp-Formula→ Temp-Formula

ddisj-recurse= λs.λl.λt.null l→ t

8 ddisj-recurse
(
s, tl l ,

(
make-compound-two
(t, temp-or,make-done(s,hd l))

) )
make-done: String× String→ Temp-Formula

make-done= λs1.λs2.make-state-temp(
s1, make-fact-formula

(
‘DONE (’ concs1 conc‘,’ conc
substr(s2,one, length(s2) minus one)

) )
atemp-gen: Deontic-Fact→ Temp-Formula

atemp-gen= λd.


d↓3 uequals none→

make-do(d↓2, d↓4)
8 d↓3 uequals conjunction→

atemp-conj(d)
8 atemp-disj(d)


atemp-conj: Deontic-Fact→ Temp-Formula

atemp-conj= λd.aconj-recurse(d↓2, tl d↓4,make-do(d↓2,hdd↓4))
aconj-recurse: String× String*× Temp-Formula→ Temp-Formula

aconj-recurse= λs.λl.λt.null l→ t

8 aconj-recurse
(
s, tl l ,

(
make-compound-two
(t, temp-and,make-do(s,hd l))

) )
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207 Appendix B. Denotational Semantics for Social Facts Specification Language

atemp-disj: Deontic-Fact→ Temp-Formula
atemp-disj= λd.adisj-recurse(d↓2, tl d↓4,make-do(d↓2,hdd↓4))

adisj-recurse: String× String*× Temp-Formula→ Temp-Formula
adisj-recurse= λs.λl.λt.null l→ t

8 adisj-recurse
(
s, tl l ,

(
make-compound-two
(t, temp-or,make-do(s,hd l))

) )
make-do: String× String→ Temp-Formula

make-do= λs1.λs2.make-state-temp(s1,make-act-formula(s1, s2))
State Formula

Domains ∈ State-Formula
Operations

make-fact-formula: Social-Fact→ State-Formula
make-act-formula: String × String → State-Formula

One Argument Operator Two Argument Operator
Domaino ∈ One-Arg-Op Domaino ∈ Two-Arg-Op
Operations Operations

temp-henceforth: One-Arg-Op temp-and: Two-Arg-Op
temp-eventually: One-Arg-Op temp-or: Two-Arg-Op
temp-next: One-Arg-Op temp-until: Two-Arg-Op
temp-so-far: One-Arg-Op temp-waiting: Two-Arg-Op
temp-once: One-Arg-Op temp-since: Two-Arg-Op
temp-previously: One-Arg-Op temp-back-to: Two-Arg-Op
temp-before: One-Arg-Op

B.3 Valuation Functions

L : Language→ Name→ Deontic-Fact→ Temp-Formula
LJL1;L2K = λs.λd.(LJL1Ks d) temp-equal temp-true→LJL2Ks d

8 LJL1Ks d
LJFK = λs.λd.d↓2 strequalss→FJFKd

8 temp-true

F: Fact-Specification→ Deontic-Fact→ Temp-Formula
FJSp= SK = λd.SpJSpK strequalsd↓1 →SJSK d

8 temp-true

S: Satisfaction-Condition→ Deontic-Fact→ Temp-Formula
SJDK = λd.DJDK d
SJO DK = λd.make-compound-one(OJOK,DJDK d)
SJD1 T D2K = λd.make-compound-two(DJD1K d,TJTK,DJD2K d)
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O: One-Argument-Operator→ One-Arg-Op
OJ[] K = temp-henceforth
OJ<>K = temp-eventually
OJ[-] K = temp-so-far
OJ<-> K = temp-once

T: Two-Argument-Operator→ Two-Arg-Op
TJandK = temp-and
TJorK = temp-or
TJUK = temp-until
TJWK = temp-waiting
TJSK = temp-since
TJBK = temp-back-to

D: Do-or-Done→ Deontic-Fact→ Temp-Formula
SJDONEK = λd.dtemp-gen(d)
SJDO/WAIT K = λd.dtemp-gen(d)

let e =
(

make-compound-two
(atemp-gen(d), temp-or,nocomm(d↓2))

)
in

make-compound-one(temp-next, e)
SJDOK = λd.atemp-gen(d)

Sp: Spec-String→ String
SpJSpScK = SpJSpK concScJScK
SpJScK = ScJScK

Sc: Spec-Character→ String
ScJaK = ‘a’ ScJAK = ‘A’ ScJ0K = ‘0’

...
...

...
...

...
...

ScJzK = ‘z’ ScJZK = ‘Z’ ScJ9K = ‘9’
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Appendix C

Proofs From Chapter 5

C.1 State Diagram to Verfiy Permissions

Our protocol diagram (see figure5.5) already includes all permitted transitionsτE .
We will construct an abbreviated state transition diagram (see figureC.1) starting
from the initial state ofSB and thereafter we add nodes for each possible succes-
sor state either by the environmental transition or a program transition. Then we
add arrows from the initial state to the successors, from these successors to their
successors and so on. We do not add a new node if one is already present. This
diagram describes all the possible behaviours of the moduleMB in any environ-
ment of compliant agents. Each state in this diagram shows first the corresponding
social state from the protocol diagram and then the values of the variablesπ, res,
n, u and the channelαin. Instead of giving the values of social state variables in
the diagram we give a reference to the social state in the protocol diagram.

To avoid clutter in the diagram we have not shown any idling or environmental
transitions which link a state (of our abbreviated diagram) to itself. The idling
transition is available from any state. Self connecting environmental transitions
are shown in the protocol diagram and so exist in the state transition diagram for
matching social states. We have not labelled the environmental or program tran-
sitions as these are obvious: any connected states with differentπ values involve
a program transition, otherwise it is an environmental transition. The messages
passed are not shown either, these can be found in the protocol diagram.

The special variablenum1 is as in the protocol diagram, having been instantiated
by the message described there. The valuesm1 andm2 are abbreviations for the
messages(ag1,broker,offer,num1) and(ag1,broker,offer,nil) shown in the pro-
tocol diagram. A state containing∗(req) within a channel value stands for all states
containing an arbitrary number (possibly zero) of messages in that position, each
having therequestperformative. Similarly∗(off ) is for theoffer performative. A
state value∗(off ) •m1 • ∗(req) contains a number of offers followed by message
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C.1. State Diagram to Verfiy Permissions 210

m1 followed by a number of requests. The minimum number of messages it can
contain is one, justm1.

p0, l0,0,0,*,Λ protocol state,π,res,n,u,αin

p2, l1,0,*,*,
*(req)•m1•*(off )

p1, l1,0,*,*,
*(req)

p2, l2,0,*,*,
*(req)•m1•*(off )

p1, l2,0,*,*,
*(req)

p2, l3,0,*,*,
*(req)•m1•*(off )

p1, l3,0,*,*,
*(req)

p2, l4,0,*,*,
*(req)•m1•*(off )

p1, l4,0,*,*,
*(req)

p2, l5,0,*,*,
*(req)•m1•*(off )

p1, l5,0,*,*,
*(req)

p2, l4,0,*,m1,*(off )

p2, l6,0,*,m1,*(off )

p2, l7,1,*,m1,*(off )

p2, l8,1,num1,m1,*(off )

p3, l9,1,num1,m1,*(off )

p5, l1,1,num1,m1,
*(off )•m2•*(req)

p4, l1,1,num1,
*,*(off )

p5, l5,1,num1,m2,*(req)

p5, l10,1,num1,m2,*(req)

p5, l2,1,num1,m1,
*(off )•m2•*(req)

p4, l2,1,num1,
*,*(off )

p5, l3,1,num1,m1,
*(off )•m2•*(req)

p4, l3,1,num1,
*,*(off )

p5, l4,1,num1,*,
*(off )•m2•*(req)

p4, l4,1,num1,
*,*(off )

p5, l5,1,num1,*,
*(off )•m2•*(req)

p4, l5,1,num1,
*,*(off )

p5, l11,0,num1,m2,*(req)

p6, l12,0,num1,m2,*(req)

s1

s2

s3

s4

s5

s6

s7

Figure C.1: Abbreviated State-Transition Diagram forSB

The steps involved in the construction of figureC.1may not be immediately obvi-
ous. The first transition is a program transition and does not add any message to
the input channel; so states7 is initially empty. We then move to states1 by the
addition of the messagem1 to the channel, resulting in a channel containing only
this message. From here we can move throughs2, s3, s4 to s5; but at each of these
states we could have further environmental transitions adding more messages with
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211 Appendix C. Proofs From Chapter 5

offer performatives. Every such environmental transition will not change any vari-
ables except the channel, so we will not draw a new state. Instead, we will create a
star-state with a channel valuem1 •∗(off ) which still contains a state with channel
valuem1 as a sub state.

In a similar way the states on the right hand side of the diagram can have further
environmental transitions adding more messages withrequestperformatives. when
we come back from thè12 state tos7 we must make it into a star-state with the
possibility that there are messages withrequestperformatives in the channel. From
there we can move tos1 remembering that there may be requests at the front of the
channel. This is how we arrive at the channel value∗(req) •m1 • ∗(off ) for s1.

Now let us see what difference the possibility ofrequestmessages in the channel
can make to the transitions enabled as we progress throughs2, s3, s4 to s5. The
transition from`3 to `4 takes the value from the head of the channel and puts it
in variableu. In s6 the variableu has valuem1 which means thatm1 was at the
head of the channel in the previous state. Thus the transition froms3 to s6 is only
enabled if the second part of the message tuple inu is “offer”; we cannot take that
transition if we have any requests at the head of the channel. This means there
cannot be any requests at the head of the channel ins6; therefore we do not need
to continue beyond this point, we have arrived back at a star-state which is already
in our diagram. If we have requests ats3, we then take the transition tos4 and
s5, extending the star-states there. On looping back froms5 to s1 we find a star-
state already in our diagram, so we have finished this branch too The diagram is
constructed in this way, proceeding from every branch until returning to star-states
already in the diagram are found.

In general we will only draw new states in the diagram if there is a different pro-
tocol state or if there are different values of program variables which affect actions
in subsequent states. Otherwise we extend the star-variables to accommodate more
possible states. We always include at least one unique state for each value ofπ.

While constructing our state transition diagram, if we find any program transition
which involves message passing which does not coincide with a transitionτB in
the protocol diagram passing the same message, then the broker has violated a
permission. When the program moves from`8 to `9 it sends anacceptmessage to
u↓1 with n as the content. Sinceu ism1 andn isnum1, the message sent matches
the message in the protocol diagram sent betweenp2 andp3. Thedeclaresent in
moving from`9 to `10 also matches the protocol diagram message sent betweenp3

andp4. In similar fashion we verify that thegrant message sent between`11 to `12
matches that sent betweenp5 andp6. Thedeclaresent in moving from̀ 12 to `1
matches that sent betweenp6 andp1.
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C.2. Tableau to Verify Commitments 212

C.2 Tableau to Verify Commitments

Let us call the property we wish to proveψ. For simplicity we express this property
as

ψ : � (x→ � y) = � (¬x ∨ � y)

Wherex is the antecedent in equation5.4 andy is the state formula in the conse-
quent.

C.2.1 Tableau to Check the Satisfiability of Commitment Semantics

First we must check for the satisfiability of the temporal formulaψ. We give the
closure of the formula as defined by the requirements in section5.3.1.

Φ+
ψ : {� (¬x ∨ � y), x, � y, y, #� (¬x ∨ � y), # � y, ¬x ∨ � y}

From this closure we construct the atoms ofψ using algorithmATOM of section
5.3.3. TableC.1 indicates which formulae are true or false in each of the atoms.
The first four columns simply encode all possible combinations. The remaining
values are filled out as follows. The sixth column� y is true if the second or the
fourth column is true. The seventh column¬x ∨ � y is true if the first column is
false or the sixth column is true. The fifth column� (¬x ∨ � y) is true if both the
third and seventh columns are true.

From these atoms we construct a tableauTψ. First we describe the connections
between nodes of the tableau in tabular form. TableC.2 shows aX in column
c row r if atoms ofAc are connected to atomAr by a directed edgeAc → Ar.
Formulas of the form# p determine the successors of a graph node. Atoms which
have the same truth values for their# p formulas will have the same successors.
We have two# p formulas so there are four possibilities. Thus all sixteen atoms
can be grouped in fours, e.g.A1, A5, A9, A13 have the same successors. We
exploit this redundancy in the tableau by constructing four compound nodes for
the four groups of atoms. An arrow departing from a compound node is interpreted
as an arrow departing from each of its constituent nodes. An arrow arriving at a
compound node is interpreted as an arrow arriving at each of its constituent nodes.
The tableau is presented in figureC.2.

It is interesting to note that each atom has a single compound node (of four atoms)
as a predecessor. This is because the four possible values for the two# p formu-
lae (which determine the successors) are taken, one each, by the four compound
nodes. Thus any assignment of values to the correspondingp formulae in an atom
identifies a unique compound node as a predecessor. This property can be used to
double-check the tableau. The strongly connected subgraphs of this tableau include
each subgraph containing a single node and

{A1, A5, A9, A13}, {A3, A7, A11, A15}, {A8, A16}
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Atom x y #� (¬x ∨ � y) # � y � (¬x ∨ � y) � y ¬x ∨ � y

A1: T T T T T T T
A2: T T T F T T T
A3: T T F T F T T
A4: T T F F F T T
A5: T F T T T T T
A6: T F T F F F F
A7: T F F T F T T
A8: T F F F F F F
A9: F T T T T T T
A10: F T T F T T T
A11: F T F T F T T
A12: F T F F F T T
A13: F F T T T T T
A14: F F T F T F T
A15: F F F T F T T
A16: F F F F F F T

Table C.1: Atoms ofψ

Atom {A1,5,9,13} {A2,6,10,14} {A3,7,11,15} {A4,8,12,16}

A1: X
A2: X
A3: X
A4: X
A5: X
A6: X
A7: X
A8: X
A9: X
A10: X
A11: X
A12: X
A13: X
A14: X
A15: X
A16: X

Table C.2: Atom connections in TableauTψ
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 A1

 A9  A13

 A5

 A7

 A15  A11

 A3

 A10

 A2  A6

 A14

 A4

 A12  A16

 A8

Figure C.2: TableauTψ.

and subgraphs of these. The maximalSCS’s are the same as theSCS’s except for
those single nodeSCS’s which are contained in largerSCS’s. Thus theMSCS’s are

{A1, A5, A9, A13}, {A3, A7, A11, A15}, {A8, A16},
{A3}, {A4}, {A7}, {A11}, {A12}, {A15}

Next we removeMSCS’s that are notψ-reachable. The initialψ atoms are{A1,
A2, A5, A9, A10, A13, A14}, inspection of the graph shows that these are the only
ψ-reachable nodes, leaving us theMSCS’s

{A1, A5, A9, A13}, {A2}, {A10}, {A14}

Now we check if there are fulfillingMSCS’s. A2 andA10 can be discarded since
they are transient. There is only one promising formula inΦψ, that is � y which is
fulfilled in all our remainingMSCS. An MSCS is fulfilling if � y is fulfilled by some
atom in theMSCS. TheMSCS{A1, A5, A9, A13} is fulfilling becausey is true atA1

andA9. TheMSCS{A14} is fulfilling because� y is false. This leaves us with two
ψ-reachable fulfillingMSCS’s

{A1, A5, A9, A13}, {A14}.

This shows that the formulaψ is satisfiable. We present the pruned tableau in figure
C.3. It contains onlyψ-reachable fulfillingMSCS’s and paths to them.
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 A1

 A9  A13

 A5  A10

 A14

 A2

Figure C.3: Pruned TableauT−
ψ .

C.2.2 Tableau to Check the Validity of Commitment Semantics

We have shown thatψ is satisfiable. Now we wish to prove thatψ holds for all
computations of the broker agent. This is equivalent to showing that

¬ψ : ¬� (¬x ∨ � y) = � (x ∧�¬y)

is not satisfiable in any computation of the broker. The simplification makes use of
the fact that� and¬ � ¬ are interchangeable. We need to construct a tableau for
¬ψ. The closure of the formula is

Φ+
¬ψ : { � (x ∧�¬y), x, �¬y, y, # � (x ∧�¬y), #�¬y, x ∧�¬y}

From this closure we construct the atoms ofψ using algorithmATOM of section
5.3.3. TableC.3 indicates which formulae are true or false in each of the atoms.
The first four columns simply encode all possible combinations. The remaining
values are filled out as follows. The sixth column�¬y is true if the second column
is false and the fourth column is true. The seventh columnx ∧�¬y is true if both
the first and the sixth columns are true. The fifth column� (¬x ∨ � y) is true if
the third or the seventh column is true. From these atoms we construct a tableau
T¬ψ by first describing the connections between nodes as before. TableC.4shows
aX in columnc row r if atoms ofAc are connected to atomAr by a directed edge
Ac → Ar. The tableau is presented in figureC.4. The initial¬ψ atoms are{A1,
A5, A9, A13, A2, A6, A10, A14, A7}, inspection of the graph shows that the only
MSCS’s that are reachable from an initial¬ψ atom are

{A5, A13}, {A7}, {A15}, {A2, A6, A10, A14}

Now we check if any of the terminalMSCS’s are fulfilling. {A15} is the only ter-
minal MSC and � (x ∧�¬y), the only promising formula in the closure is false in
{A15}, so it is fulfilling. This leads to the pruned tableau presented in figureC.5.

The tableau can be optimised1 if we remember that we will be searching for ful-
filling MSCS’s which are reachable from an initial¬ψ atom. Note that¬ψ is of the

1This optimisation technique is fromManna and Pnueli(1995, page 436).
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Atom x y # � (x ∧�¬y) #�¬y � (x ∧�¬y) �¬y x ∧�¬y

A1: T T T T T F F
A2: T T T F T F F
A3: T T F T F F F
A4: T T F F F F F
A5: T F T T T T T
A6: T F T F T F F
A7: T F F T T T T
A8: T F F F F F F
A9: F T T T T F F
A10: F T T F T F F
A11: F T F T F F F
A12: F T F F F F F
A13: F F T T T T F
A14: F F T F T F F
A15: F F F T F T F
A16: F F F F F F F

Table C.3: Atoms of¬ψ

Atom {A1,5,9,13} {A2,6,10,14} {A3,7,11,15} {A4,8,12,16}

A1: X
A2: X
A3: X
A4: X
A5: X
A6: X
A7: X
A8: X
A9: X
A10: X
A11: X
A12: X
A13: X
A14: X
A15: X
A16: X

Table C.4: Atom connections in TableauT¬ψ
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 A13

 A5  A1

 A9

 A7

 A15  A11

 A3

 A2

 A10  A14

 A6

 A4

 A12  A16

 A8

Figure C.4: TableauT¬ψ.

 A13

 A5  A1

 A9  A2

 A10  A14

 A6

 A7  A15

Figure C.5: Pruned TableauT−
¬ψ.

form � p (wherep is x ∧�¬y). Any atom in a fulfillingMSCSwhich is reachable
from a � p atom must also be reachable from ap atom. This is because

• � p promisesp, so any atom containing� p also contains either# � p or
p.

• Any successor of a# � p atom will contain � p and so it also contains
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either# � p or p.

Thus the path that leads from a� p atom to our fulfillingMSCSmust either contain
p in some atom or else contain� p in all its atoms. If the path containsp, our
MSCS is reachable from ap atom. If instead the path contains� p in all its atoms
and nop, then ourMSCS contains � p wherever the path joins it. Since ourMSCS

is fulfilling, it must also contain an atom which contains¬ � p or p (this fulfils

� p). A successor of the� p atom cannot contain¬ � p unless the predecessor
containsp, so some atom in theMSCS must containp. Since all atoms in anMSCS

are reachable from each other, all atoms in theMSCSare reachable from ap atom.

Furthermore,p is x ∧ �¬y so ourp atom contains�¬y and therefore all atoms
reachable from it (including all atoms in ourMSCS) must contain�¬y. The tableau
optimised to removeMSCS’s not containing�¬y is presented in figureC.6.

 A5  A13  A7  A15

Figure C.6: Pruned and Optimised TableauT−
¬ψ.

So we have two¬ψ-reachableMSCS’s

{A5, A13}, {A15}.

The first is fulfilling because the promising formula� (x ∧ �¬y) is fulfilled in
A5. This means a fulfilling path can loop through atomsA5 andA13 infinitely, but
it cannot loop throughA13 alone infinitely as this path is not fulfilling. The second
MSCS, A15 is fulfilling because the promising formula is false there as discussed
above.

C.2.3 Searching for an Adequate Subgraph

The next stage is to analyse the state-diagram for the program over which¬ψ is
to be proved, and then to combine this with the tableau and produce a behaviour
graph. If we do not find a¬ψ-reachable fulfillingSCS in the behaviour graph then
the property of compliance with this commitment does hold in all computations of
the multi-agent system (if we do find one we still need to check if it is adequate,
see section5.3.7).

To avoid constructing the behaviour graph we will search for shortcuts. The only
values of variables of interest to us in the state transition diagram (see figureC.1)
are those that determine the values ofx andy (the atomic formulae in¬ψ). We
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have not distinguished between states wherex andy are true or false in the con-
struction of this diagram (these are among the sub states of star-states). Sincex
andy are entirely dependent on observable variables, we can return to the protocol
diagram and determine what protocol states could have values ofx andy that could
participate in a¬ψ-reachable fulfillingSCS.

FigureC.7shows a protocol diagram where we have separated (from the abbrevi-
ated states) the only states wherex can become true. We are effectively making the
graph less abbreviated than it was. In the original diagram, the transition fromp1

to p2 represents the set ofoffer messages which could be made with any agent for
ag1 and any number fornum1. We remove from this set the specificoffermessages
which will makex true, i.e. the offer which hasagx as sender andnumx as content.
Then we begin construction of an unabbreviated branch of the diagram from there.
Soag1 now ranges across all valuesAg−{B} but excluding the specific valueagx;
we have not extended the notation to represent this since it is obvious in our simple
examples, likewise fornum1.

none, *, -, -

broker,all,announce,produce-consume

none, num1, ag1, -ag1,broker,offer,num1
broker,ag1,accept,num1

*,broker,offer,*

 p1

 p6

 p2

 p3

 p4 p5

τE
τE

τB

τB

τB

item, number, producer, consumer

bought, num1, ag1, -

forsale, num1, -, - 

broker,all,declare,forsale

ag2,broker,request,nil
τE

*,broker,offer,*τE
sold, num1, -, ag2

broker,ag2,grant,num1 τB

forsale, num1, -, ag2

*,broker,request,* τE

broker,all,declare,none τB

*,broker,request,* τE

p0

none, numx, agx, - broker,agx,accept,numx

*,broker,offer,*

 p2x
 p3x

τE
τB bought, numx, agx, -

*,broker,offer,*τE

agx,broker,offer,numxτE

 p4x

 x,¬y A5  x,¬y A5

forsale, numx, -, -

τB broker,all,declare,forsale

¬x, y

¬x,¬y
in p1 to  p6

Figure C.7: Protocol Diagram Including Interpretation ofx andy.

We note that if there is any¬ψ-reachable fulfillingSCSof the behaviour graph it
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will be matched by a¬ψ-reachable fulfillingSCS in the protocol diagram. This is
because nodes of the behaviour graph interpret the social state variables and all
possible social states for a compliant system are included in the protocol diagram.
Since the behaviour graph is for a compliant agent, a¬ψ-reachable node in the
behaviour graph can be reached on a path which takes only permissible message
passing transitions and hence this path also exists in the protocol diagram. Atoms
depend only on the values in the social state, so we can assign the same atoms
(as in the behaviour graph path) to each of the states on the path in the protocol
diagram and so the social state corresponding to this node is a¬ψ-reachable state
in the protocol diagram. AnSCS of the behaviour graph is matched by anSCS of
the protocol diagram because only message passing transitions can change a social
state and all these are included in the protocol diagram. Therefore the protocol
diagram states which correspond to the states of theSCS in the behaviour graph
are connected in the same way and also make anSCS. It is not the case that all
SCS’s of the protocol diagram are matched by anSCSof the behaviour graph since
the behaviour graph might not contain all the social states and transitions in the
protocol diagram.

So we are now searching for a¬ψ-reachableSCSof the protocol diagram containing
either atoms{A5, A13} or A15. FigureC.4 shows us thatSCSA15 can only be
reached by passing throughA7. The only states whereA7 can be true are wherex
is true, i.e.p2x andp3x. A15 requires bothx andy to be false. The only path from
p2x andp3x passes throughp4x wherey is true and soA15 cannot be true there.
Therefore there is no¬ψ-reachableSCScontainingA15. We have already shown
thatSCSA13 is not fulfilling, so we are looking for anSCSwith justA5 or bothA5

andA13. The only two states whereA5 can be true are are wherex is true, i.e.
p2x andp3x. Both these states constituteSCS’s. These are not part of any largerSCS

with A13 because the path leaving them passes throughp4x wherey is true and so
A13 cannot be true there.

The identification of theSCS’s p2x and p3x in the protocol diagram helps us to
narrow the search forSCS’s in the behaviour graph. If they do exist, they will
consist entirelyp2x nodes (nodes whose interpretation of the social state variables
is consistent withp2x) or elsep3x nodes. To avoid having to search the behaviour
graph we will first search the abbreviated state transition diagram. Our broker
programB has the following special property: a fair path cannot remain at one
program location infinitely. To see this, note that all the diligent transitions of the
program are included in the justice set and so cannot be continuously enabled and
never taken. A diligent transition is enabled on every state of the program (this
is easily verified by inspection of the state transition diagram) and once enabled
it remains enabled until taken, the only exception is the transition from`2 to `1
which may be disabled by the environmental transition, after which the transition
from `2 to `3 is enabled until taken. This means that any computation ofB must
continuously loop through different program locations. For such a program, if there
exists an adequate subgraph (see section5.3.7) of the behaviour graph, there will
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exist a correspondingSCS in the state transition diagram which includes a diligent
transition. This is because an adequate subgraph of the behaviour graph consists of
the nodes that appear infinitely many times in a fair and fulfilling path of the graph.
Since the path is fair it cannot consist entirely of nodes on which the same diligent
transition is enabled but never taken.

Now we are looking for anSCS in the state transition diagram which includes a
diligent transition and either allp2x or all p3x nodes. AnSCSof the unabbreviated
state transition diagram is always anSCS of the abbreviated diagram (because it
does not disconnect any nodes, it just merges some), but the converse does not
always hold. There is only onep3 node (this abbreviates a set of states which
includesp3x) in the abbreviated state transition diagram, so that is ruled out as an
SCS with a diligent transition. Forp2x there is anSCS with a diligent transition:
{s1, s2, s3, s4, s5}.
Now we must check if thisSCS of the abbreviated graph contains anSCS with a
diligent transition in the unabbreviated graph. Such anSCS (in the unabbreviated
graph) would consist of states that could be visited infinitely many times (to com-
plete an infinite fulfilling path) and so it cannot include a transition that modifies a
variable in a way that no other transition of theSCScan reverse. The variables to
look at are obviously the variables to which we have assigned star-values, as this is
where our abbreviated graph has abstracted information in the unabbreviated graph
and this is where we might find out if a potentialSCShas a disqualifying feature.
The transition froms3 to s4 modifies the channel variable by removing a message
from the front, bringing messagem1 closer to the front of the channel. No other
transition in theSCS can add messages to the front of the channel to reverse this
change. Therefore no sub state of a star-state in thisSCScan be visited repeatedly;
each time we return to the star-state we are visiting a different sub state. Clearly we
cannot take an infinite path around a finite graph without visiting the same states
repeatedly. What this really means is that thisSCSdoes not correspond to anySCSin
the unabbreviated graph, the sub states of our star-states are connected in a spiral
fashion and a path through them never visits the same state twice.

So we have not constructed the behaviour graph at all. However, we have shown
that it cannot have an adequateSCS. If we had found anSCSwith a diligent transition
above it would not mean that there was an adequateSCSin the behaviour graph, we
would first have to check if it was reachable. Not allSCS’s of the state transition
diagram are matched by anSCSin the behaviour graph because the behaviour graph
may not visit all states of the state transition diagram if the atom connections in the
tableau do not allow this.

C.2.4 Proof Sketch For Second Commitment

Now we have to check for our second commitment, which is done in the very
same way. We setx to be the antecedent in equation5.5 andy is the consequent.
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We are still proving the same formulaψ : � (x → � y) so the tableau is the
same. We separate the states in our protocol graph wherex andy become true.
This time we must separate a path fromp5 through top1. We make a statep5x

where the commitmentx is true, having a specific valueagx for the social state
variableconsumerand a specific valuenumx. Whenp1x is reached on this path,
we have satisfied the commitment andy is true. As before, the only possibleSCS’s
of the protocol diagram will involveA5, these occur atp5x andp6x, leading to
two possibleSCS’s of the state transition diagram. The single nodeSCS for p6x is
ruled out and theSCS for p5x turns out to be anSCS of the abbreviated diagram
but not anSCSof the unabbreviated diagram. This proves that whenever the agent
is committed to sell the number specified by the social state variablenumber, it
eventually does.

Notice that for this proof we did not need to trace back the path in the state transi-
tion diagram to where the message with the numbernumx is first sent, in order to
verify that the broker agent sends the right number (i.e. the same one that is in the
social state). This is because our protocol diagram has already shown us that any
agent that complies with its permissions will only send agrantwith the number that
coincides with the value of the social state variablenumberand our construction
of the abbreviated state transition diagram has shown us that our broker complies
with its permissions.

C.3 State Diagram to Verify Protocol Properties

We will prove the validity of the following equivalent formula over all computa-
tions of the multi-agent systemSE :

ϕ : � (x→ �− y) = � (¬x ∨ �− y)

Where x = [B−<(B,agx,grant,numx)]
and y = ∃j ∈ Ag− {B} : [B−<(B, j,accept, k)]

This is done by proving that the negation is not satisfiable in any computation:

¬ϕ : ¬� (¬x ∨ �− y) = � (x ∧�− ¬y)

This property goes back in time in the sense that it says that if there is a state
where the broker has already sold, then he must have bought at some previous time.
Therefore we do not require that the propertyµ2 (the commitment to eventually
sell) holds to ensure that this property holds. Nor do we require propertyµ1 as its
purpose is to ensure that the protocol progresses to the buying and selling stages
once an offer is made. So we can neglect the antecedent of equation5.6and prove
thatp holds (this is stronger, ifp holds then so does equation5.6).
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C.3.1 Using the Protocol Diagram as a State Transition Diagram

We will again employ the technique of unabbreviating part of the diagram as we
did in figureC.7. In that figure we separated from the abbreviated states the specific
branch where a customer had made a specific offer with a specific number. This
time we will leave the value of the offering customer unspecific and just separate
the branch where the offer is made at statep1 with a specific numbernumx. This
branch then, in the new diagram (figureC.8), represents the set of branches where
an offer is made with the specific numbernumx and any customer from the set
Ag− {B} (represented by the special variableag3). Note that this also means
thatnum1 no longer ranges across all valuesN but instead ranges across all natural
numbers excludingnumx.

Following the construction of this branch, we include the specificrequestmessage
with agx as sender as a transition fromp4x to p5x. All other transitions that could
be taken here we abbreviate using a special variableag4 as sender. The resulting
statep4x∗ is distinct fromP4 because althoughag4 ranges across the same set
of agents asag2, statep4x∗ hasnumx as the number variable whileP4 can have
any natural number except this. We no longer identify transitions of the broker’s
program in the diagram as we are now talking about systemSE and every transition
is an environmental transitionτE .

Our new diagram is no longer just a protocol diagram; since we are now only
looking at external states, it is now the state transition diagram of our systemSE .
In our protocol diagram we have also included the interpretation of the variables
x andy for each state. Notice howy is true in the abbreviated statep3x; this is
becausey states that there exists an agentj who is the recipient of a communication
[B−<(B, j,accept,numx)] and in fact there does exist such an agent in each of the
states abbreviated byp3x. An examination of the remainder of the diagram shows
thaty is not true at any other node; the only other place where the broker has sent
acceptis atp3, but this node does not include the possibility of using the specific
numbernumx because the special variablenum1 ranges over all values excluding
numx. The only node wherex is true is atp6x and this node represents a single
unabbreviated protocol state.

We do not present the proof thatϕ is satisfiable, and move straight to checking the
satisfiability of¬ϕ in the protocol diagram. The closure¬ϕ is

Φ+
¬ϕ : {x, y, # � (x ∧�− ¬y), #∼ �− ¬y, � (x ∧�− ¬y), �− ¬y, x ∧�− ¬y}

The pruned tableau for¬ϕ is presented in figureC.9; we skip the details of its
construction. The atoms’ interpretations of the closure formulae are the same as
tableC.3except the column headings should be replaced by our closure formulae
above. We have also included each atom’s interpretation ofx andy in the tableau
diagram. The initial atoms for¬ϕ are{A5,A7,A13}. The¬ϕ-reachable fulfilling
MSCS’s are

{A5, A13}, {A15}, {A4, A8, A12, A16}
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none, *, -, -
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Figure C.8: State Transition Diagram forSE for ϕ Proof.

We now look for an adequate subgraph in the behaviour graph. By looking at
figureC.8we will describe the construction of the behaviour graph without actually
drawing it. Our initial state has bothx andy false, so the only initial atom of our
pruned tableau that goes with this isA13. We cannot move fromA13 in the tableau
unlessx becomes true (in which case we could get toA5 orA7). So our behaviour
graph stays stuck in the loopp1 to p6 or it can go top2x and remain there; it cannot
take the transition top3x becausey is true there and there is no matching atom
accessible fromA13 in the tableau. An infinite path ofA13 is not fulfilling because
it promises � (x ∧ �− ¬y) but never delivers. This proves that the negation ofp
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x,¬y
 A5

¬x,¬y
 A13

x,¬y
 A7

¬x,¬y
 A15

x, y
 A3

¬x, y
 A11

x, y
 A4

¬x, y
 A12

x,¬y
 A8

¬x,¬y
 A16

Figure C.9: Pruned TableauT−
¬ϕ.

cannot hold on any infinite path through the protocol; hencep is true on all paths
through the protocol and so we can sayp is a property of the protocol.

In contrast to the previous proof, here is an example where the behaviour graph
does have a fulfillingSCS. Notice how the rightmostMSCSof the pruned tableau goes
through all values ofx andy; furthermore each atom within thisMSCSconstitutes a
fulfilling SCSin its own right because they all promise nothing. This means that any
node in the figureC.8could be a fulfillingMSCSof the behaviour graph. However,
although this rightmostMSCS is fulfilling and allows any values forx andy, we
cannot get to it and so it does not appear in the behaviour graph at all.
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